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! INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

A. SCOPE OF T:-ffi PROJECT 

The project opts to maximize the rational use. and 
cOiDplete processing o! ns.tural resources thus leading 
to the conservation of raw materials and energy and 
improvement ot enviromental conditions in the country 
~ reducing e:D.d/1 ~ eliminating wastes generated by the 
chanicel. industr,-. 

Specifically the project focused on tour widely used 
chE!!lical technologies: 

- oil refining with special attention to removal o! 

sulfur c:arpounls fra:i ~~.ical re&: materials 

·and products 

- production o! sulfuric acid with special attention to 
minimize so2 e:nissions and to use waste heat 

- production o! nitric acid with special attention 
to m.:'..imize NOx emissions 

- organic synthesis with special attention to replacement 
o! traditional chemical reduction by non-waste cataly
tical hydrogenation. 

The project· sta!! was repre$ented by specialists !rom the 
Prague Institute of Chemical Technolo~J (University grade), 
who cooperated closely wita app~opriate industrial speci~
lists 1n Czechoslove.kie. Leeding ste!! specisl!st~ visited 
during study-tours principle industries deeli;.1g ~it~ ~ce 
above mer.tioned technologies in Austria, PEG end United 
Kingd.o:n e.od discassed the proble.":13 e.lso vri th counte=;>.a:::--: ~ 
et so~e ll?!iversities e:id research institutes i~ visitec 
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countries. ~eir travel-reports are avai1able at 

tntIOO. 

It is also almowledged vaJ.uable contribution to the pro
~ ect bT Pro~ect-expert Prof. L.S.GordeJeV and Project
consultants Mr.J.Eimers and Prof.Dr.B.SchuJ.z. 

The output of the project 'Ta• discussed iateraatioaally 

at the Workshop oa Lov-vaace Techaology ia Selected 

Cheaical Pror.esaes, which was held 23-24 October 1986 in 

Prague. About 25 specialist• froa developed and developing 

·countries and fro• Czechoslovakia atteaded. 

ilso the repreeentants o! Czechoslovak che=nical industries 
e.xpressed their eminent concern to utilize the project 
outputs in the planning and management activities. 

Principal project staff: 

P::-o!. D"~. Petr Grau - Project Managar 
Dr. Peter Lischke - .Assistant Project Manager 
Pro!. Dr. otto Weiser - Oil re!1n1ng and Petrochenistry 

specialist 
Pro!. Dr. Jaroslav Poiivil: - Sulfuric acid specialist 
Dr. Ji!l. tichilek - Sulfuric acid specialist 
Pro!. Dr. Jan Vosolsobe - !litric acid specialist 
Pro!. Dr. Josef Pasek - Organic synthesis speeia:List 
Dr. JiM Cerveni - Organic SJllthesis speeielist 



.o. PRI.T{CI?IES o: LOV-WJ.STE TECENOLO~I DI CE:!.ICAL EOCESSES 

1. Introduction 

• The steady growth of the world s population has been 
acccmpanied by increasing industrialization in most countries 
and, inevitably, by a sharp ille--ee.se 111 the conaump~on of , 
the world s natural resou:rces. At the present time, over 
100 billion tons of various materials are ertracted ee.ch 

year fran the earth, and practically all t:.ie elenents 

listed in Mendeleev•a pe~iodic table are used ir. incust=-~· 

The activities of me.!1 ere linked with the e.ccurnule.ticn o! 

waste materials, the ~use of whid1 is causin:J t.ie o::n-
sunption o! ne.ture.1 resources to soar s.nd the envL.-or.ment 
to deteriorate. 

!rhe wastes cen be broken down into three groups: 

- production wastes - leftovers ot raw materials end inter
mediate products which have lost some or all of their 
quality and usabilit~ 

- consumption westes - products end substances e!=e~dJ usec 
earlier, o! r.hich the regenel"!'!.tion or !urtbe= use is 
inexpedient economically 

- side products - generated toe;ethe= w:i.th ti:e }::"i."":?~:-:=- ;::-0-
duct, not r~p~esenting ~he desirable !inel object!v~ o! 
the production process in question. 

Developments in the erea o! low-heste 
technologies are contil:gent on en interdisciplir,rr-; ccope
re.tior. o! e. nu:-:i'cer of bre.ncb.i:!s whe~e the si tm:. ticn p=e-
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vailing in both the sphere of production and that of con
Sllllption must be analyzed together with the pertinent 
effects on all components of the liTing en.Tiroment, in 

ol'der to arrive at a proposal for modifJing and a1tering 
the production process ao as to achieve ill particular a 
perfect uti.lJ.zation of the raw material.a be1.ng proceased 
It.rm which the de81rect species is utnctea aa ~ aa 
possible/ and, cm the other lland, also to •hence tbe 
Talue of the 'hel last aatter or, ahaal.4 tid.s prove to be 

impossible, to conTeri it to a tom which will make it 
possible to return. it to the natural mri.rom81lt with a 
IW:Lill1a of enviromenta1 4•age. Another 1aporimlt pre
requiai te is an economical use ot all toms ot energr, 
owing to the limited resenea ot fossil fuels wbich 'tocla7 
account tor most of the negative effects aris:l.Dg tram 
COlliustioa and a.rrecting tae envirounen.t /h~elth of the 
population, acid rain:fel.l, damage to forests and agricul
ture, contamination by heavy- metals/. 

Other requirements imposed on the low-waste tecbnologr 
qstems 1Jlclude Umitations on the generation of al1 
Jd:ada of wastes /solid, liquid, and gaseous/ b7 the manu

facturing processes and, in the con8l1Der sphere, a high 
uabillt,' and dependabiliV of the products themselves 
which otherwise would rapidly be .,·1J1Terted to wastes of 
which the 41spo sal again burdens tbe enviroment. !he last 
atage which completes the whole production and conSl11lption 
loop 1s a comprehensive utilization of the nates ~ran pro
duction as well as o: the used products as raw materials 
recycled to the repetitive production process. 

Introduction ot iov-vaste tecbaology 

•+•au em· issue not just purel~ technical or econ•nic 
but, as a matter of tact, one which also involves the 
implementation o! a new philosophical approach displayed 
by mOll, a new attitude toward 11.te. Of necessity, the 
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, 
ideels acknowledged as meeting me!l s re~uirement~ e.nd desi~es 

wi.l.l need some reassessnent which might pe=he.ps entail 
a trend toward more modesty on the one hand but, on the 
other hand, would proVi.de an opportunity tor securing a 
better future !or the generations to come. Examples wi-11 
be mentioned releting to the chemical end petrochemical 
productions, including the basic products, the kinds of 
we.stes involved, and the wa;rs of handling the problem. 
!heae data are listed in !able 1. 

91e recanmendations which can be found in !able l do 
not represent a full-fledged solution to the rroblems 
faced. !hese problens can only be resolved by cre&tillg e. 
low-w~st~ nroduction process. Hon-wcste production amounts 
to such &r! org&ni.zation of production where the production 
wastes que cut do1'1.l'l to e. minimm or are entirely reprocessed 
to seconC.Arv ~ateriel resources. Creation o! non-waste tech
nology rel~es on an implementation of the optimllD process 
flow die.greos involving closed streams of mat~rie.ls end 
energy. A comprehensive utilization of re.w materiels is 
the fundamental principle. 



Item 
No. Production 

Component directl~,r 
endanger·ed: w-w£\tc1', 
a-solid, a-air 

Present tonnage 
and wAste clessifi
catj ~n tlT, LT-high, 
low tonna ot produc-

Pro bl an 
descript1.on 

Table I 

Solution 

tion1 HW, L\'l-high, 
low v:aste coefficient 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------
_! __________ g _____________ J ______________________ ~-------------------~------~------§ ____ _ 

SO 2 in and Pressu1·e ab-HT, LW 1. SulphUl'iC 
acid 

2. Ni ti•ic 
acid 

). Soda 

4. Phosphoric 
ecld and 
phosphorous 
fertili ze1•s 

5. Chlorine, 
alknline 
hy<l r·ox:lcl es 

A 

A HT, L\"I 

VI, S HT, HW 

W, A HT, mv 

W, A, S HT, LV/ 

eT.hauet aorption, 
genes scrubbing 

NO~ e~J1ela- Reduct]on of 
tion HOx• scrub

bing, J're sure 
obe:orption 

Waste cal- Saturation 
cium chlo- ot eodium 
ride hydro oxide bb com'bust.ion 

c 2 

Vlaste Use of gyp~'Um 
gypsum tor sulphuric 
sludge acid, cement 
SiP'f £J~ha- plaster. Ab-
lat on Eorption of 

SiP'4 
Di a p hl"a f.711 a Mercury in 

watJte water electrolyzern, 
end ve11ti- Hg recovery 
lation air, from the wnote. 
chlorine 'Mot gen•::r.r•lly 
exhnlr1 t:f on ti ppl :f. cr• l"ll. e 

°' I 



.-. 

-~-~-~·-~--------------------~------------~----------~-------------M----------------------1 ~ 3 4 5 6 
~------------~---~~------------~---~-~--------~--~--------------------------------~------

6. Oil refining, w, s HT, mv Samiliqui4 re- R1pl1LC6111ent by 
benzen re- t:lnina waste cc,1·a- hydt·o~e11ation 
tining, acidic tainins aulp- retinina 
re tining hurio e.c14 

1. Oxidation " LT, LY/ Waste water con- Catalytic oxi-
rrocessea taining mai1ga- dation by air 
e.e.entro- neoue or chromic or O>:ygon 

chinon) salta 

a. Reduction YI 11'1', HW Waste iron hydro- Catelytic hydro-
vroceoees xidea, high eali- genation of 
e.g. enilin, nity waste water nitro-group 

aromatic omins) 
9. SulJ'onotion w HT, HW Sultonation ~ a Continuous sul-

processes (e.g. 111ixtu1•e of a - 1'onetion by 
int~m1ediatea pburio end ~dro- gaseous so,+112 ~ 

for tenside11) chloric acid -
high salinity 
waatea 

10. Phte.lic W, A HT, HW Pbthalio anhydri- Oombuation ot 
anhydride de and side pro- waste gaoes. Pro-

ducts wastes duction ot se-
(maleinic anhy- condary chRmi-
drid•s naphtoqui- cals · 
none a 

11. Butndien w. A HT, HYI Ammonia and ·Abaot•p tion in 
oopter aal t 11 in apeciol organic 
was • water aolvento 

12. Acotylen YI, S MT, HW Diluted suagen- Pyrnlysis ot 
sion of Ca( H) 2 hydrocurbonn 

lJ. Etbylcno:>:ide w HT, HW High aalinit~ Oxitl ct ti on of 
Prophyl <'noxide (NoCl, OaCl2 olef :lnes 

from chlo:i:·hydri-
ne produo t.ion 



----------~-----------------------------··------~----------------------------------------4 5 6 

---------~----~--4~-------------~-------~-------~~--------------------------------~------
1 2 3 

oumen and 
derivati-14· Phenol w HT, IDY High •ftlinit1 waates 

from aulton•at1on 
technology 

Use 
its 
vea aa raw 
material 

CD 
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2. The objectives o! non-waste tecr.nology_~d re!ete! 
p:::-oblems 

2.1. The objectives of non-waste technology 

!hese objectives ean be defined as follows: 

- to minimize production wastes and to make tr.~ wastes 
less detrimental to the environment 

- to use raw materials end energy more economicelly 

- to seek ways and means of further use o! the waste 
products 

- to produce env!1~DmentRlly acceptable products 

- to extend the service life of products and to make 
them easier to repair. 

2.2. The problems L11volved in the creation o! non-we.ste 
technologies in the chernic~l industry 

The chemice.l industry is a branch involving a broe.d 
spectrum of compounds being processed and produced, as 
well as a variety of techniques and processes. This is 
why a great number of specific ~robleme which are di!!ic~lt 
to generalize is typical o! the industry. This is also 
demonstrated 1n Table 1 which includes data on just severe.l 
kinds o! production. The key to low-waste tectnology may 
rest with feedstock selection but also with the selection 
ot process, apparatus, and design. Clearly, quite &peci!ic 
studies must be v101·ked out to handle speci!ic production 



projects end to develop the process varinnt~. It is also 
evider.t th.at the methods of tacklin8 the problere are 
different, as a -rule, for mass production chemistry er.c 
for specielity chemicals. 

The general principle applies that, as the production unit~ 
gro~ larger, the technical stEnda.-d of the process, ite 
control, and its operation are also enhanced and frequently 
approach the non-waste technology leve~. At the s~Je tL~e, 
a combination cf more kinds of mass pro:luction processes 
operated concurrently at one pl8'~t may b~i2tg about en 
improved interliDking in the use of f eedstocks, wastes, 
water, end energy. However, attention must simultaneously 
be paid to hezerds facing plants which are too large, 
where even a relatively minor operational defect may 
manifest itself by greatly damaging the environment. 

It ca.~ be stated that in most countries, the chemice.l 
industry has to bear up with the authorities of the State 
en!orcing limita.tions on the environmental effects o! 
production. However, the existing chemical plants costly 
repressent enclosed and rather in!lexible technological 
entities where additions of new processes or new apparatus 
that would ft.mdamenta1ly cut the quantity and type o! 
wastes produced are faced with difficulties. In such a 
case, an improved protection of the enviroDDent tends to 
be attainable pre!ere.bly by installing pollution control 
facilities such as waste water treatment stations, o!!
gas cleaniJ18 apparatus and the like. 

The most effective implmientation of technology can be 
achieved when new facilities are being built. On the world
wide scale it is !elt that literature sources which would 
deal with critical assessaents of production processes from 
the angle o! 1.ai-waste technology are rather scarce. 
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.An atte=tpt et establishing a draft system of criteria 
for the evaluaticn of technologies from the sta.ndpoin~ 
ot wastes abatement can be found in the ..lppendi:. 



( 
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II SPECIFIC PART 

A. lk~tov AL OF SULFUR COr.tPOmms mm.~ PETROt;FE.!ICJl.L wsr 
tTATERI.ALS .AJiD PRODUCTS BY H"IDROGE:IA.TIO!r ,;,m> 'EXPI.OITATIO?T 

OF HYDROGEN SUU'IDE GilllED AS RECOVERED r.!ATERIAL FOR 

FURTEER CEEttICAL SY!-!THESES 
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1 ~E~C~AL Of SULFUR ~~D aTHER HETEROATCMS f~O~ HEAVY OILS AS 
OBTAINED FROM PETROLEUM. COAL AND FURTHER RAW MATERIALS 

The fossil fuels as crude oil. oil sand shaie. coal an~ 

natural gas consist not only of hydrocarbons but also of 

compounds which incorporate heteroatoms i. e •• sulfur. 

nitrogen. oxygen and even metals. In their majority. these 

non-hydrocarbon components are detri•ental to the quality of 

final products. and if disposed e. g. by combustion their 

i•pact on the living environ•ent is very negative. Many 

refinery and petrochemical proces~es are tharefore devoted to 

the removal of the heteroato•s. This is as·~~ 1 afforded for 

•ost of the catalytic hydrocarbon conversion processes. 

The higher the boiling point of the hydrocarbon feedstock, the 

higher is its content of heteroatoms and the more difficult 

will be their removal. Hence. the refining of the high-boiling 

and residual feedstocks represents. both tecnnicaiiy and 

economically. one of the greatest challenges faced in 

industrial processing of fossil fuels, and also concerns a 

fundamental ecological problem which has to be solved. Due to 

this situation both fundamental and ~pplied research are 

focused on this problem worldwide, and the practical 

implementation of the results from research is increasingly 
important. 

High-boiling and residual hydrocarbon fractions can be re ·ned 

by means of physical methods, as extraction, adsorption. 

deasphalting. special distillation, thermal diffusion etc. 

These processes have two basic disadvantages: they are not 

universally applicable and they produce substantial quantities 

of wastes, which are frequently converted further only ~ith 
great difficulties. 

A universally advantgeous method for refini1;g h.gh-boiling anc 

residual fractions is the h:tdroprocess'..!lS route. Many 

nydroprocesses have been developed in whic" at different 



severity of reaction conditions the undesirable com~onents are 
removed and refined products with desirable properties are 

obtained. Host important hydro~rocesses are the following: 

- hydrofinishinq 
- hydrovisbreaking 
- hydrodemetalization 

- hydrotreating 

- hydropyrolysis 

- hydrocracb ng 

In addition the hydroprocesses are very effective from the 

ecological point of view: the are of low- or even non-waste 

technology nature. Un des i rab 1 e components are transforaed to 

valuable hydrocarbons ~nd heteroatoms are removed as their 

hydrogen compounds (H2S. H20. NH3) respective 1 y metals. They 
are relatively easily separated from the hydrocarbon reaction 

products and are used for other chemical purposes. 

From the economical point of view maaximum intensity and 

productivity of the hydrogenation processes must be achieved. 

Therefore generally (if it is technically and economically 

possible) catalytic processes are used. However for high

contamined feeds the application of catalysts is not feasible 

and other methods for ensuring a sufficient reaction rate of 

hydroprocessing must be sought. 

Because of these 1nterreactions some of the above mentioned 

problems. mainly those of ecological importance. will be 

treated in more detail in the chapters below. 
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1.1 Contents of heteroato•s and properties of heteroco•pounds 
in heavy oils of vari~us origin and environ•ental i•pact 

of their uses 

Heavy oils. that is oHs of relatively high specific gravity. 
are rich in carbon and poor in hydrogen. Correspondingly their 
hydrocarbon coaposition is preferentially of aroaatic and less 
of aliphatic and naphthenfc nature. Heavy oils co••only are 
characterized by relatively high values of 

- C/H atoafc ratio 
- •ultfrfng co•pounds 
- average •olecular weight 
- asphaltenic co•pounds 
- fraction of non distillable •atter 
- and co•pounds oth•rs than hydrocarbons which 

specifically contain such ele•ents as Sulfur, Nitrogen. 
Oxygen, and the metals Nickel and Vanadium 

Heavy oils are less attrtctive than light ones because of 

severa 1 reasons. 

- Their simple use as a fuel is all•ost not acceptable due to 
poor fuel properties and particularly due to the at•ospheric 
po 11 ut ion be·i ng encountered. 

- Their use as a source for high quality motor fuels and 
burning fuels is generally possible with aodern technology 
however relatively high invest•e~t and production costs are 

afforded. 

- Heavy oils can be used as feedstocks for the production of 
chemicals as Hycr..;gen, Carbon111onoxide, ·Olefins and 
1ro1utics. however again the lighter oils ,,r also the 
natural gas are the prefered raw materials as long as these 
are av a i 1 ab 1 e due to much s i mp 1 e 1· con v er s i on tech no 1 o g i es 

being app 1i cab le. 
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However a11 the crude oils. e~en be light ones con~ain a 

certain fraction of residual oil. which has to be processed 

for final use specifications and as the resources of light 

oils become increasingly exhausted the heavy oils will be the 

main feedstock for high quality fuels and chemicals as well in 

the future. Therefore it is of greatest importance and must 

genera 11 y be recognized. that modern heavy oil processing and 

useage should approach the "non waste" principle as close as 

possible. 

Contents of the heteroato111s Sulfur, Nitrc:ien and Oxygen in 

selected liquid fuels refering to petroleum oil from coal 
hydrogenation, tar from high temperature coa 1 carbonization. 

sha)~ oil and an oil from tar sand are given in Figure A-1 

/1. 2/. 

Petroleum can particularly be rich in Sulfur. Even the cited 

li gh~ Arai:> i an a ~mospileri c residue contains about 3. 5 wt-% of 

Sulfur. a content. which is much too high for its direct use 

as a burner fuel because of nontolerable emissions of S02 and 

503. Tre Sulfur content in the coal derived oils is relatively 

low. however the Athabasca bi tJmen. which has been extracted 

from a tar sand is particularly rich in Sulfur (-4.7 wt-%) 

again. Reactivity of sulfur compounds for hydrodesulfurization 

is rel~tively high howev~r residual oil desulfurization is 

complicated by catalyst contamination from metals- and 

cokedeposition. 

Sulfur in heavy fuels is prefereably bound in thiophenic rings 

which are constituents of multiring systems. 

Nitrogen as a constituent of liquid fuels is primarily of less 

environmentals impact because of its lower concentrations and 

its main route of conversion during combustion to ammonia 

which is not so serious a contaminent of the atmopshere. 

However. when regarding the problems being encountered with 

Nitrogen in the fuel in more details it is seen that Nitrogen 
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can be a more problematic contaminent than sulfur. Emissions 
of NOx• which can be particularly harmful to needle trees in 
special situations, result fro• both. fro• the nitrogen in the 
fuel and from reaction with Nz of the air during high 
teaperature combustion of the fuel. In addition Nitrogen 
compounds are much more stable against hydrofining deaanding 
for more severe reaction conditions. which result in higher 
costs for Hydrogen consuaption. for higher reaction pressure 
and teaperature reaction apparatures and for higher costs 
because of poorer selectivity towards the wanted products. 
Nitrogen occurs in fossil fuels mainly in derivatives of 5-
and 6-aeabered rings (pyrrol and pyridine) as constituents of 
higher mulitring co•pounds. As ~utlined below in •ore detail 
the s 1 ow step of hydroden i trogena ti on of a 11 quid f ue 1 
preveillingly concerns hydrogenation of an isolated carbocylic 
aromatic ~ing to which an ••ino group is being attached. which 
renders the C/N-bond reactive. 

Oxygen is a main constituent of coal derived oils. (In 
petroleum it is only a minor constituent). In the original 
o:-ganic 11atter of coal the oxygen has bl'en often observed as a 
bridging atom. connecting individual rings of the larger 
•olecule. In the oils obtained fro• coal degrada~ion Oxygen is 
•ainly present in the for• of phenolic OH-groups /3/. 

Again the bond between oxygen and aroaatic ring is rather 
stable and ts only broken hydrogenolyttcally after weakening 
through satturation of the aromatic ring. 

Metals (Ni. V) as constituents of heavy petroleum derived oils 
are largely associated to the co•plexing capability of 
nitrogen compounds such as porphyrins which prefereably takes 
up Nickel. These complexes are soluable in the crude oil and 
are rather stable. Demetallization •ainly concerns 
hydrogenation of the conjugated system of double bonds of the 
ligand and its din1trogenat1on. The metal is then deposited on 
the catalyst. Partiell de11etallisation is obtained also 
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through deasphalt;ng of residual o;ls. N; and V are typical 

const;tuents of petroleum residues however. not present in 

heavy liquids from coal as tars and p;tches. 

Regard;ng the environmentally most favorable uses of heavy 

oils second •ajor route. which is not the subject of this 

study. should be kept in mind: gasification of the oil with 

oxygen and steam and purifying the synthesis gas from any 

conta•inents before its further use for the production of 

Methanol. Ammonia. Gasoline and other produ'.t~. l_n analogy. 

production of fuels and chemicals fro• coal via gasification 

is environmentally particularly beneficial. New coal 

gas-.fication processes as HTW (Hochtemperatur Winkler)

Prczess. suited particularly for lignites. the Texaco-Ruhrkoh

le-Ruhrchemie entrained phase gasification process for any 

kind of coal and the Prenflow-process of Krupp-Koppers and 

Saarbergwerke which is under development as an extension to 

e~evated pressure of the commercially successful Koppers-

Totzek coal gasification. 
WEl&HT PEICElt 
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Fig. A-1: Content of oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur in selected 

liquid fuels 
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1.Z Catalytic and non-catalytic processes for conversion of 
petroleu• and coal derived oils to fuel oils and 

feedstocks for further deep conversion or refining 

Recent trends in the petroleum industry exhibit substantial 

cutdowns i~ crude oil consu•ption and a reduction in 

production of petroleum residues to be used as fuel oils. The 
changes in structure of consumption of the petroleum products 

and especially of fuel oils can be derived from the data in 

Table A-1. It is clear fro• these data that in the countries 
regarded. the rate of consu•ption of petroleum products wi 11 

drop in the 1980 - 1990 period and this trend should be 

strongest for fuel oils. 

What attracts the eye in particular is the reduction of 

consumption of fuel oils envisaged for FRG and France (to 

about 50 %). 

The task of effectively using petroleum residues has become 

prominent in research and development activities. Owing to the 
challenges faced and the demands with respect to experimental 

equipment and its operation. numerous agreements have been 

established for cooperation among. otherwise often competing, 

institutions. For instance, an association ASVAHL/Association 

for the upgrading of heavy oils/ has been etablished in France 

where, with participation of the French government. the 

petroleum groups ELF, IFP. and TOTAL have joined for 

cooperation in this areas. 

At present nearly 50 processes are known which aime at the 

utilization of residual oils; out of these processes some 40 % 
are commercial. Their classification is shown in Fig. A-2. The 

individual processes attain different degrees of conversion, 

as is to be taken from Table A-Z. 

The following general conclusion can be drawn with regard to 

the individual processes and develompent trends: 
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a) The funda•ental difficulties faced in direct catalytic 

processing of residual oils which are due to the presence 

of asphaltenes and organo•etallic co•ponents in the C6Se of 

hydrogenation processes can be overcome by means of the use 

of special catalysts which exhibit •ainly the following 

properties: 

- very high aetals retention power 

- very low coking tendency 

- very large active areas 

- appropriate porosity distribution 

- aoderate HOS and HON activity 

The catalytic reactor can profitably apply aoving of the 

catalyst and its continuous regeneration. 

The combination of HOM and HOS catalysts is advantageous in 

hydroprocessing of residual oils. A suitably selected ratio 

between HOM and ~:OS catalyst can regulate the degree of 

conversion and desu1furization. 

Table A-3 presents an example of hydrotreating of an 

atmospheric residue for use as a feedstock for FCC or for 

the production of low-sulfur fuel oils (IFP results). 

Naturally, life time of the catalysts is limited in such a 

process. According to IFP data the catalyst operating costs 

are ca. 0.3 USO per bbl ~hich amounts to 2 million USO per 

year as an indicative value /2/ for a facility of 1 million 

tons an nu a 1 capacity. 

Direct hydrodesulfurization of residual oils produces low

sulfur fuel oils in the simplP.st technological way, however 

due to an intensive deactiviation of the catalyst is very 

cha 11 eng i ng both techn i ca 11 y and econom i ca 11 y. Therefore, 

such "indirect" processes of residual oil desulfurization 

come into use where the basic principle is, to limit the 
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contact between the major contaminants present in the 
residual oil (i. e., organometallic components and 
asphaltenes) and the hydrodesulfurization catalyst. to 
whi~h only the prerefined oils are fed. This is achieved as 

illustrated in Fig. A-3. 

Table A-1: Development of consumption of petroleum products in 

the years 1980 - 1990 /1/ 

Country Total of oil products Residual of oil products 
106 m3/d wt. 

1980 1985 2990 1980/90 1980 1985 1990 H80/90 

France 0.293 0.247 0,201 - 31 27. ·, 22.l 14. 1 - 49 
FRG 0.347 0.319 0.307 - 12 18.6 9.5 9 - 52 
Italy 0.264 0.287 O.Z62 - 1 47.7 47.6 41.3 - 13 

Great 
Britain 0.212 0.208 0.197 - 7 28.8 23.5 22.~ - 22 . 
Japan 0.327 0.322 0.316 - 4 38 33 28.4 - 25 
USA 2.22 2. 10 1. 97 - 11 18. 1 13.4 11.9 - 34 

Czecho-
slovakia - 14 - 14 

Table A-2: Residual oil conversion achieved in technical 
operation of different processes 

Process Conversion. range /%/ depending on 

severity of process conditions 

Hydrorefining 0 - 33 

Visbreaking 5 - 30 
Hydropyr?lysis 25 - 67 

Coking 50 - 70 

Hydrovisbreaking 55 - 70 
Hydrocracking 60 - 95 
FCC 70 - 88 
Pyrolysis 75 - 85 
osv 82 - 92 
Partial oxidation 97 - 100 

! 
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Table A-3: Results obtained with a HOM-HOS catalyst 
arrangement applied for FCC feed preparation or 

fuel oils production /2/ 

Feed: atmospheric residue (Arabian Medium) 

Feedstock - properties 

Sp Gr 
Vise., at 100 oc cts 

Sulfur, wt-% 
Conradson carbon, wt-% 

Cs insol., wt-% 
C7 insol., wt% 
Ni. ppm 
V, ppm 

After 2000 hours of operation 

0.980 
70.5 

4.0 
12.2 
9.9 
3.6 

18 
61 

Net conversion in 360 oc minus: 20.5 wt-% 

Product properties residue 360 oc+ 

Sp Gr 0.927 

Vi sc. I at 100 oc cts 22.8 

Sulfur, wt-% 0.24 

Conrad son, carsbon, wt-% 4.5 

Cs insol., wt-% 0.8 

C7 insol., wt-% 0.3 

Ni. ppm less than 

v, ppm less than 

1 

1 
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F; g. A-3: Exam p 1 es of the most i mp or tan t schemes for 

product;on of low-sulfur fuel oils 

AD - atmospher;c d;stillation; VD - va~uum distilla
tion; n - d;stillates; HOS - hydrodesulfurizati6n; 
VGO - vacuum gas oil; SE - solvent extraction; COK -
coking: MIX - mixinJ of fuel oils; LSFO - low-sulfur 

fue 1 oi 1; DEA - deaspha 1 ted oi 1; 
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b) Becau~e the fundamental problems involved in direct 

catalytic residual oil conversion. the commercial 

tendencies appear to favour more widely the thermal route. 

The pure thermal variant is improved by the application of 

"additives" which exhibit only little catalytic effect and 

have their main importance in acting as "dischargers" for 

coking deposit. The coke precursors and other contaminants 

deposit preferentially on their surface. and not on the 

apparatus walls • Suitable additives are: 

I. A•orphous and crystalline earths. Bayer's •ass (waste 

product from alumina production) 

II. Low-temperature carbonization coke impregnated with 

iron compounds; here the adsorptive effect of the 

addition is combined with a moderate hydrorefining 

catalytic activity of iron (disposable catalyst). 

c) The hydrogenation processes proceed more easily. when 

applying solvents with hydrogen donor properties. which 

produce hydrogen radicals required for the chain r~action 

of thermal cracking respectively satturation of unstable 

intermediates (e. g. the processes DSV. HDSC; HDDV - see 

Fig. A-2). 

d) In catalytic hydrocracking processes a number of reactor

engineering means are applied to slow down catalyst 

deactivation: 

I. "Protective" catalyst layers (guard reactors) are use~ 

for hydrodemetallizing the feedstock (this is done in 

a separate reactor or in the first layer of the 

hydrocracking reactor) 

II. Catalyst "tailoring", i. e., optimization of chemical 

composition and texture, such as wide pores for the 

top layer and narrow pores for the bottom layer of the 
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catalyst in the react 

III. Use of mo,ed catalyst particles (bunker flow. 

ebullating bed. slurry process); the catalyst can be 

continuously regenerated or replaced. 

IV. Catalysts highly resistant to deactivating •etals and 

coke forming components are app 1 i ed; spec i a 1 supports 

are used (such as Mg-Si for the ABC process /9/) or 

special zeolithes highly resistant to deactivication 

by metals (RCC process /24/) etc. 

V. Special reactors are used: trickle phase with perfect 

distribution of the liquid phase and with wall effect 

elimination; reactors with ebullating or pseudofluid 

beds; slurry reactors etc. 

e) As for the non-hydrogenative processes. the fol lowing 

trends can be noted as to be typical: 

I. With respect to a wider chemical use of heavy oils 

(serve cracking and hydrocracking of VGO) the 

classical visbreaking has been modified to 

hydrovisbreaking 

II. The coking processes are being optimized. The 

Flexicoking process with outstanding thermal 

efficiency can be taken as an example. The high 

efficiency is due to gasification of a part of the 

coke being produced so as to produce synthesis or -fuel 

gas. A modification of fluid coking is the ART process 

with an inert carrier on which metals and coke 

deposit. A modification of delayed coking is the 

Japanese process EUREKA /ZS/ in which the formation of 

coke is inhibited by means of superheated steam and 

tars of high aromaticity are formed. These can be used 
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as additives to raw materials in the production of 

metallurgical coke. 

III. Efforts to extend FCC application as to cover residual 
oil processiny have led to catalysts which are 

passivated .sgainst the deactivating ·effect of metals 
(Sb additives). Further progress obtained concerns the 
regeneration of catalysts which have been deactivated 

by metals (e.g •• the DEMET Ill process). In a 
subsequent development. efforts have been undertaken 
to replace the FCC catalysts based on aluminosilicates 

by aore resistant catalysts. For instance. the 
Japanese process HOT /10/ which is under develcmpent 

•akes use of iron as a catalyst on which the following 

reactions proceed: 

Crackir.g: Fe3o4 ~ feed$tock - Fe3o4 • coke + oils + gases 

Regeneration: Fe304 • coke + f 02 - Fe304 + CO 

Reaction on 
incompletely 

oxidized 

fron: 

Fe304 + CO -+ 3Fe0 + COi 
f eO + SOz + 3CO - FeS + 3COz 
3f eS + so2 - Fe3o4 + Jso2 

Thus hydrogen is formea during cracking. a~d less coke 

ts being produced. 

IV. Processes are also under develompent whereby residual 

oils are used as feed for pyrolysis to produce basic 

olefinic, chemicals. 

An important raw material of industrial chemistry which enjoys 

great perspectives is coal (not speakin9 of other carbonaceous 
materials such as tar sands and oil shales). Transformation of 
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bitumen to high quality fuels or chemicals ranks among the 

•ost chailenging developing processes both as a technical and 

economical goal. Such processes are highly important. They 

have a bright perspectite particularly as the reserves of oil 

and natural gas will be nearer to exhaustion within medium 

ter•s of industrtal planning. 
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1.2.1 Fundamentals of hydrotreating of high boiling and 
residual heavy oils. Thermodynamics. idnetics and 
reaction networks of removal of individual heteroatoms. 

Hydrogenative removal of Sulfur. Nitrogen and Oxygen from 
organic heterocompounds under format ion of H2S. NH3. H20 and 
the saturated hydrocarbons is generally feasable fro• the 
ther•odyna•ic point of view at hydrorefining conditions as 

being 300 - 450 oc. and 30 - 300 bar. 

The enthalpy of reaction for splitting of the bonds between 

heteroato• and carbonato• and saturation of the frag•ents with 
hydrogen is genera 11 y on 1 y wea It 1 y negative. However. the 
overall conversion includes co••only strongly exother•ic 
reactions like the hydrogenation of aro•atic rings. so that 

the process in generall is of exother•ic nature. 

Free reaction enthalpies of removal of S-. 0-. and N-atoms 
through hydrogenolysis from the organic compounds are 
generally negative in the range of noraal process conditions, 

however the overall conversion proceeds through a complex 
network of individual reactions and reaction steps and 
thermodynamic limitations may specifically interfere. Thus 
a•ong all of the hydrocarbons methane is the thermodynamically 

most favoured compound and formation of •ethane has to be 
inhibited kinetically in the system. Similarly decomposition 
of •ost of the hydrocarbons to the elements carbon and 
hydrogen is thermodynamically possible. Coke formation which 
deactivates the catalyst is most probable from relatively high 
11ol!cular weight asphaltenic compounds and is particularly 

retarded through increasing partial pressure of hydrogen. 

The overall reaction r.te generally increases with increase of 
partial pressure of hydrogen up to at least 150 bar. High 
partial pressures of hydrogen thus are gen~rally favourable 
with respect to reaction rate and selectivity as well. 
Investment costs increase, however with the height of process 



pressure and therefore the m;n;mum respect;ve by economiceily 
optimum pert;al pressure and total pressure. respectively wili 
be chosen for a process. 

HOS. HOO and HON convers;ons i•ply a •ulitpl;c;ty of 
individual reactions and react;on steps. Regarding the 
co•positfon of the heteroco•pound fractions each of the 
fractions (S. O. and 1-co•pounds) consists of nu•erous 
substances. which are even difficult to deter•in qualifically. 
However the •ost abundant classes of heteroco•pounds in the 
different types of fuels have been identified and on the other 
hand. the •ost decisive slow steps in the reaction networks of 
HOS. HOO. HON have been discri•inated for several typical 
exa•p 1 es of •ode 1 co•pound conversion. Severity of reaction 
conditions for re•oval of S-. 0- and N-ato•s increases fn the 
order 

HOS < HOO < HON 

Hydrodesulfurizatio~ 

The ease of removing sulfur hydrogenatively as HzS from 
organic sulfur compounds depends strongly from the structure 
of substance. Aliphatic sulfur compounds as mercaptans and 
a 1 kylsul fides which are the •a 1 n sulfur compounds in natura 1 

gases and light petroleum fractions are very reactive. 

Sulfur as a constituent of heavy oils predominantly is of 
thi opheni c structure. 

HOS-conversion of thiophene has been shown to follow the 
reaction path /26/: 

Scheme 1: 

1 1. 
s a SLOW REACTION 

·'~ 
•2H [ ] -H7S •2H 

f • ~ fff~ ~ s • ~ 
(2) H (Jl (4) 

l L i 

f a FAST REACTION 
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Reactions (1) and (2) are similarly fast. The catalyst 

therefore has to be active as well for hydro~enation of rings 
with arom~~ic character (reaction (!)) and olefins (re~ction 

(4)) as for splitting of C/S-bonds. 

A •odel coapound being aore related to heavier oil 

hydro des u 1 f_u r i z at ion i s be n z o th i op hen e / 2 6 /. Its 

hydrodesulfurization proceeds according to Sche•e 2: 

Sche•e 2: 

1 -

•2H ' ~ 
(1) 

+2K 
I ~ 

(2) 

1 

[~] 
.! 

•2H,ilzS ~ 
llf • 0 I 

(3) 
4 

It is the aost important feature of this scheae, that reaction 

(3) - the hydrogenolytic splitting of the bond between the 

sulfur atom and the aromatic ring - is feaseable without prior 

hydrogenation of the aromatic ring. This statement is very 

important, because it allows for complete hydrodesulfurization 

of an oil without hydrogenation of isoiated carbocyclic rin9s, 

which is a particularly slow reaction; and this behaviour of 

sulfur compounds is different to that of corresponding oxygen 

and nitrogen compounds • where the bonds of the heteroatoms to 

the ring are much aore stable. 

With respect to sulfur in much higher aolecular weight 

coapounds the reactivity of the C/S-bonds will not be less. 
than in the model compound benzothiophene. However, for large 

•olecules, as those of asphalthenes. tt can be doubted ·that 

the necessary intimate contact of the bond which shall react 

with the active catalyst site is sterically possible. Hydrogen 

donorsolvents like tetralin can pr~vide the hydrogen for 

saturation of radical fragments produced through breaking of 

C-S-bonds in such cases where catalytically activated hydrogen 

is not accessible. Naphtheno-aromatic compounds with hydrogen 

donor solvent properties are therefore very valuabie 



constituents of reaction mixtures during hydrodesulfurization 

of heavy oils which suppress the tendency of coke formation. 

Hydrodenitroaenation 

Nitrogen compounds as constituents of fuel oils •ainly are 

de r i vat i v es of ·Py r i d i n e. p yr r o l and an i l i n e. A t y p i ca l •ode 1 

co•pound for hydrodenitrogenation is chinoline. Its 

denitrogenation reaction network is pictured in Sche•e 3 /27/. 

Scheme 3: Chinoline hydrodenitrogenation 
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The principles with significance of fuel oil denitrogenation 

are as follows: 

Hydrogenation of a heterocyclic ring (reaction (1)) in a 

dicyclic ring system like chinolin is much faster than that 

of a carbocyclic ring (reaction (2)) 

- Hydrogenation of one of the aromatic rings of a conjugated 

two ring system is ~uch faster than hydrogenation of an 

isolated ring. 

- A important intermediate is o-propyl aniline. It has been 

shown /28. 29. 30/ that the C/N-bond in anilines is very 

stable. Thus the isolated aromatic ring has to ~e 

hydrogenated in a slow reaction to make the C/N-bond 

reactive. It is due to this interrelation. that anil1r.~s 
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accumulate in oils from coal hydrogenation. and it is a 

conclusion hereof that the slow steps of hydrodenitrogena

tion reaction networks is particularly that of hydrogenation 

of isolated aromatic rings of anilines. 

This again implies as a de•and for hydrodenitrogenation 

syste•s to have high hydrogenation activity - and as a 
result for coaaercial hydrodenitrogenation - that 

necessarily high hydrogen consu•ption is associated as 

co•pared with hydrodesulfurization. 

Hydrodeoxygenation 

Organic oxygen coapounds are aajor constituents of oils 

derived fro• coal through hydrogenation or pyrolysis. 

Irrespectively of the orginal structure the organic oxygen 

compounds in the oils are pref erent i a 11 y of pheno 1i c nature. 

which reflects the high stability of the C/0-bond of the 

phenolic structure. 

As the slow step of hydroceoxygenation reaction networks the 

removal of oxygen from phenol therefore has to be regarded. 

Scheme 4: Hydrodeoxygenation of phenol /27/ 

OH 

6 -H20 ~ 
fff • v SS 

Similarly as outlined for aniline the aromatic ring of the 

phenol is hydrogenated in a slow reac~ion step the further 

reactions of oxygen elimination and saturation of the 

hydrocarbon fragment are comparatively fast. 

With respect to hydrodeoxygenation of fuel oils it is 

concluded. that high hydrogenation activity of the system is 

desired. whereas hydrogenolysis activity can be kept low. 
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1.2.2 Catalysts for the hydrotreatment of heavy oils and 

their possible uses and restrictions 

The hydrotreating catalysts, Co/Mo, Ni/Mo and Ni/W on supports 

as Alz03 or Alz03/SiOz have been introduced to heavy oil 
upgrading by Matthias Pier during his pioneering work on 

process develop•ent for coal liquifaction, in the 1930ies 

years. Since then only gradual i•prove•ents of the catalytic 

syste• have been achieved. 

for re•oval of sulfur the CoMoS/Al203-System is best suited 

because it shows the highest activity at relatively low 

te•perature /26/. Additionally the unwanted hydrogenolysis 

activity is low. During reduced crude hydrodesulfurization 

catalyst activity declines because of deposition of •etals 
(Ni, V) on the surface and pore blocldng due to coking of 

asphalthenes. Wide pore type catalysts have been developed for 

thh application. 

Removal of nitrogen needs higher reaction temperature and 

higher pressure than hycrodesulfurization, because the 

hydrogenation of isolated carbocyclic aromatic rings is 

i nvo 1 ved. At higher reaction temperature Ni MoS-ca ta 1 ysts are 

•ore active than CoMoS-catalysts /26/. Particularly for 

refining of coal derived oils which have elevated nitrogen 

contents as compared with petroleum fractions NiMoS-catalysts 

are best suited. /31, 32/. 

Removal of oxygen is also performed adventagously with NiM~S

catalysts because again hydrogenation of isolated aromactic 

rings of the phenols has to be achieved /33/. 

When mild hyd~ocrackin; is being desired to accompany 

hydrofining in order to produce lower molecular weight 

products than a catalyst support of adequate acidity, as 

Alz03/Si02. is applied. 
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Such catalytic systems do yield additionally the reactions of 

bifunctional hydrocracking and hydroisomerization with 

olefinic hydrocarbons and carboniumions as reaction 

; ntermed; ates /34. 3 5/. Hydrogenat; on- and crac!( i ng-act i vi ty 

of the system have to be adjusted very properly for the actual 

purpose of application. 

1.2.3 Comparision of hydrogenat;ve and ther•al routes of 

heavy o;l processing 

When compar;ng hydrogenative with thermal routes of heavy oil 

processing several aspects have to be taken into account: 

- product d;stributions 

- product qualities 
- availability of appropr;ate processes 

- feedstock properties 

- investment costs 

production costs 
- environmental impact 

Th i s co m p 1 e x i t y o f the m a t t e r s 1J g g e s t s n o s i 111 p 1 e g e n e r a 1 

solution but only best individual approaches. 

Product distributions of the hydrogenative route can 

principally be regarded as favourable because of high 

se 1 ect i vi ty and fl ext bi 1i ty of the processes, high purity of 

products because of hydrofin1ng properties of the catalytic 

conversion and high hydrogen to carbon ratio of the products. 

Ther111 l conversion genera 11 y produces a so 1; d product (coke) 

in addition to liquids and gases and the yields of liquids are 

lo·.-er. 

Product quality for the hydrogenative routes is generally 

superior to that of thermal routes. Products from thermal 

conversion are of unstable and unsaturated nature and need 

further upgrading. The yield of low value fuel gas is normally 
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higher and particularly the coke being obtained is often only 

of low value because it contains much of the sulfur and the 
metals which were present in the heavy oil feedstock. 

Thus the approach of fludized bed coking (Flexi coking) 

co•bined with burning and gasification of the coke and offgas 
and fuel gas purification or the lurgi process which uses an 
inert circulating heat carier are favourable because no coke 
is being produced and no pollution of the environment 

encounterred. 

The resently commercially most successful process of ther•al 
residual oil conversion to eoke and liquid plus gaseous fuels 
is that of delayed coking. because of its comparatively low 

invest•ent and prodvction costs. However. large scale 
application of this process could lead to a production of such 
amounts of coke, that these were ni:>t marketable. Proven 
processes of the hydrogenative type for heavy fuel o; 1 

conversion are available (see sec:ions 1.3.i. 1.3.2. 1.3.3, 
1.3.4) and the app~oach is particularly recommendable with 

respect to product qua 1 i ty, fl exi bi 1 i ty and non waste 

operation. However. relatively high costs are involved for 

hydrogen production and high pressure operation. 

feedstock properties are of minor technilogical i•pact for the 

coking processes and even the heaviest oils with high contents 
of asphaltenes. sulfur and metals can be processed. feedstock 
properties must contrarily taken into account in detail for 
the hydrogenative route and catalyst and reaction condition 

adjusted properly. 

Another environmentally particularl) beneficial route of heavy 
fuel conversion, which is ho.._ever not subject of the present 
expertise, is gasification with oxygen and steam at medium 

respectively high pressure. Commercial processes (Shell or 

Tecaco partial combustion processes) are available. All of the 

sulfur is being recovered as HzS (and mainly converted to 
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elemental ~ulfur) from the raw gas. Asphaltenes and ~etals in 
the feed don't affect the process. The clean synthesis gas can 
then be the feedstock for fertilizes and any high quality fuel 

(Otto •otor and diesel motor fuel) or basic chemical (small 
olefins. aromatics. oxygenates etc.). This refers also to the 
•odern area of fundamental research and process devel~pment of 

•c1-Che•istryn. Here not oniy heavy oils but also coal of any 
quality (htgh tn ash and sulfur or lignite$ and hard coals 

which are not suited for hydrogenation) can be the ulti•ate 
organic •atter which is being used. The actual option for one 
of the co•peting nonwaste technology routes is thus 
particularly governed by the availabilty of the different 

fossil fuels in a country 
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1.3 Examples of aodern processes of heavy oil conversion and 
their aajor ecologic and econoaic relevance 

As has been mentioned in chapter 1.2 the deep conversion of 
petroleum is based on its hydrogenative or nonhydrogenative 
cracking of the high-boiling and residu•l fractions for 

obtaining aaxi•u• yields of lower-•olecular weight products 
which can be used as •otor fuels. fuel oils. petrochemical 
feedstocks and other appltcattons. The aain reasons why 
nu•erous deep conversion processes are used tn aodern 
refineries are saving of crude oil to ~ maximum extend 

- oroducing of high-quality products which can be used without 
pollution of the environment 

- and. at the same time a sustantial increase in overall 
economy ar.d flexibility. 

For demonstration of these statements the following typical 
processing rcutes of high technical and ecological importance 
have been selected: 

a) Mild hydrocracking of high-boiling pelroleum fractions as 
an efficient and flexible process for producing low-sulfur 
fuel oils, components of lubricating oils. feedstocks for 

st~am cracking and FCC and for producing of high-quality 
motor fuels; 

b) Hydrovisbreaking of residual petroleum fractions for 
obtaining higher conversion rates and better product 
qualities than via visbreaking; 

c) Desulfurization of re~idual oils, especially the combined 
process of solvent deasphalting and hydrorefining of 
deasphalted oil: 

d) Direct coal liauefaction as a most important case o~ 
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production of fuels and c~~bochemicals from substitute 

petroleum resources. 

1.3.1 Mild hydrocracking as to be obtained in existing HOS

P lants 

Modern hydrocracking offers several possibilities for 
producing refinery products of excelent quality and ~aluable 
petroche•ical feedstocks. The most i•portant hydrocracking 

conversion routes are illustsrated in fig. A-4 /1/. 

Naphtha ~ LPG 

•edium distillates ... Gasoline 
-=-Gasoline -Medium distill~tes 

Vacuumgasoil .. Lubricating oil ... Steamcracker-feed 

... Mild Hydrocracking 

Heavy oils -Dhti 1 lates 

Residues .. Distillates 

fig. A-4: Alternatives of hydrocracking applications 

The main reactions of the complex hydrocracking process are GS. 

follows: 

Hydrogenation of 

Hydrogenolysis of 

{

olefins 
monoaromatics 
polyaromatics 

organometalic compounds 

sulfur ~ompounds 
nitrogen compounds 

oxygen compounds 



Hydrocracking and 
Hydroisomerisation of 
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raromatics. h)droaromatics. 

J 
(hydrodealkylation) 
naphtenes {hydrodecyclisation) 

I paraffins {hydrocracking) 
~paraffins {hydroiso~erization) 

The course of these reactions depends on the severity of the 
process i. e. ft can be influenced by reaction conditions 
(te•perature. pressure. space velocity. H2/HC-r~tio) and also 
by the type of the catalys~ 

The main difference between conventional hydrocrack1ng (HC) 
and mild hydrocracking (MHC) of vacuum gas oils is the control 
of catalyst and reaction conditions in such a way that hydro
deal kylation. hydrodecyclisatio~ and hydrosplitting of 
different hydrocarbon groups proceeds with most selectively 
and high flexib;l ity. 

The operating conditions may vary within a wide range /L./: 

l.HSV 0.5 - 1. 5 h-1 

temperature 350 - 450 oc 

hydrogen partial pressure 4 - 6 MP a 
hydroger. recycle 250 - 500 m3/m3 

The influence of reaction conditions on conversion rates is 
evident from fig. A-5. Owing to cracking reactions and 
aromatic ring saturation. the consumption of hydrogen is 
higher than in the case of pure VGO - HOS, nevertheless it is 
lower in compariso" with other types of hydrocracking (cf. 
Fig. A-6). 
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Fi;. A-5: Effect of reaction cond;t;ons on YGO convers;on 

The f;eld of application of HHC is relat;vely extens;ve: 

- production of low-sulfur components of fuel oils; 

- production of h;gh-quality components of lubricating 
oils; 

- production of diesel fuel and jet fuels of exellent 
quality; 

- production Of FCC feeds; 

- production of steam-cracker feeds. 

It is particularly attractive, that MHC allows the use of 
existing HOS-units, i. e- there is a poss'f bil ity of improving 
substantially the economy of a refinery when YGO - HOS 
overcapacity exists. The use of an existing HOS plant for MHC 
affords only low capital expenditure and slight engineering 
modifications. 
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The most important par-ameter i nfl uenc i ng t!'te. performance of 

the MHC process is the choice of high efficient the catalytic 

system. which has to ensure simultaneously high 

hydrodesulfurization and hydrocracking rates. 

E. g. BASF /Z/ developed two hydrocracking catalysts of 

outstanding perfor•ance: MS-Sl and MS-SOS. Both catalysts 
contain Ni and Mo as active co•ponents supported on a•orphons 

alu•o-silicate with a •oderate acidity. MS-Sl is generally 
used in combination with a HOS catalyst of CoMo or NiMo type, 

the Catalyst MB-SOS is characterized by both, 

hydrodesu 1 furzat ion and hydrocracki ng activity and it can be 

used without pretreatment catalyst. 

Similarly, in the IFP-process the combination of the HOS 

catalyst HR 306 and the MHC catalyst HTH 544 /3/ is used. 

Halder Topsoe A/S has developed special catalysts for MHC 

which, if the critical reaction temperature is not exceeded, 

exhibit high activity and stability /4/. 

As an example of typical application of MHC in modern 

petroleum refining, the hydroprocessing of FCC feeds is 

discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

1.3.2 Hydroprocessing of catalytic cracker feeds 

Commercial fluid catalytic cr~ck1ng (FCC) today is of a high 

standards of technology particularly due to the major 

innovations outlined below: 

I. Zeolite-type catalysts of high efficiency allow for a 

substantial increas.:: in reaction rate and octane number 

of the gasol;ne; 

II. The reaction now proceeds already in the riser allowing 

for shorter residence times with a narrower distribution: 
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III. Catalysts with special additives are made more resistant 

to the deactivating effects of metals present in the 

feedstock. The SOz and CO concentrations of the offgases 
from catalysts regeneration are also reduced. 

Hydropretreating of a vacuu• distillate as a C6tcracker 
feedstock increases the total conversion as well as yield 

and qua 1i ty of ga so 11 nes obtained. Hydrotrea ting is 

particularly beneficial when residual fuel oils are used 

as part of the feedstock. 

In this chapter. attention is being paid to hydroprocessing of 

catalytic cracker feeds. The following reasons create i•proved 

properties of the feedstock due to hydrogenation: 

I. The ccntent of aromatic compounds is reduce:! 

substantially and the content of paraffinic and 

naphthanic components increased correspondingly. thus 

cracking is f~~ilita~~d a~c h~;~e~ yi~lds of gasalin~ are 

obtained. 

II. Especially the polycyclic aromatic compounds are 

hydrogenated. ••king the mixture •ore resistant to 

coking; the aromatic compounds remaining after this 

hydrogenative treatment are mainly naphtheno aromatics 

which on hydrocracking. yield monocyclic aromatic 

hyd.--:.4!arbons. Coking deposits are reduced and formation 

of aromatic gasoline is favored. 

III. Hydrorefining reduces substantially the content of resins 

in the raw material, particularly in mixed feeds these 

most significant co~e-precursors are bein~ converted. 

In principle, there are two modes of hydrotreating of vacuum 

gas oil (VGO, b. p. 623 - 823 K): 



1. High-pressure t.ydr;>;!.;:a1;>c;a~i£:in; /7. 8/. vhich is 

associated with hydrorefining (desulfurization}. The over

al 1 conten~ of aromatics is reduced dramatically and the 

co•position of the oil according to instance classes is 
fundaaenta 11 y changed (Fig. A-7}. 

2. Mild hydrocraclting /6. 7. 8/ where the reactions are 

st•11ar. however. addtttonally there ts a •ore pronounced 

reduction of the aean •olecular weight (Ftg. A-8). 

Effective desulfurization is a positive feature of both these 

processes. As the degree of desulfurization ts i•proved the 

cracking perforaance of the VGO is taproved (see Table A-4). 

The yield of gasoline is increased and the deposition of coke 

on the cracking catalyst ts aint•tzed. The petrocheaical 

useabi 11 ty of the by-products fro• cracking is i a proved: The 
amount of alkylate obtainable from the C4 fraction is raised 

and the fraction of i-butylene is significantiy increased. 

Hydrotreating of VGO as a feed for catalytic cracking is a 

highly efficie~t process. This is illustrated by tne operating 

data e. g. from the OMV refinery in Schwechat/Austria /5/: 

Hydrotreating proceeds on the hydrod~sulfurization catalyst 

{HR 306} and a mild hydrocra~king is obtained on the catalyst 

(HTH 544;. The unit is operated under conditions as shown in 

fig. A-9 .. The process is very flexible as depending on 

variation of the reaction conditions (cf. Ftg. A-10}. 

Table A-5 lists the properties of the VGO feedstock and its 

product after mild hydrocracking. Table A-6 given a comparison 

of the cracking yields for the two feedstocks (reactor 

temperature 518 oc. pressur.: 0.16 - 0.18 MPa, regenerator 

temperature 740 oc, catalyst/oil r3tio 5.6 - 5.9}. The 

gasoline from the hydrogenated feed has a slightly lower RON 

because of a lower content of aromatics. The recycle oil has a 

substantially lower sulfur content due to hydrogenation of the 

feed. the anilin point is higher (lower content of aromatics) 
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the Diesel index is also increased making it suitable for 

blending as a Diesel fuel component and a fuel oil of lwo

su 1 fur content. 

Profitability of catalytic cracking is co•paratively high with 

the hydrotreated feedstocks. For instance. under the 

conditions prevailing at the OMV petroche•ical works in 

Schwechat the increase of total daily profit due to using 

hydrogenated FCC feedstocks is 28.S % /9/. 

Hydropretreating of FCC feedstocks also turns out to be of 

ecoloaical i~portance: sulfur emissions are reduced in the use 

of these products as aotor fuels or of the cycle oils as a 

f ue 1. The saae app 1 i es to the ca ta 1 ys t regenerator of a 

cracking plant where a substantial reduction of S02 e•ission 

is achieved • 
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fig. A-7: Yields of products. aroaat i cs reduction in residue 
(>623 K) and group co•position changes for 
hydrodearoaatizing of different feedstocks (Results 

by BASF /7/). 

Reaction conditions: 
catalyst 
pressure of Hz 
temperature 
WHSV 
gas/oil 

Typical yields (wt-%): 

C1 - C4 
C5 - 353 K (light gasoline) 

353 - 458 K (heavy gasoline) 

458 - 553 K (kerosine) 

458 - 623 K (Diesel oil) 

residue > 623 K 

Ni-Mo/Al203 
15 - 20 MPa 
613 - 653 K 
0.2 - 0.5 kg/liter/hour 
0.3 - 2.0 cu.11/kg 

0.5 
0.5 
2.0 
4.5 

11.0 
86.0 
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F;g. A-8: Y;elds of products. aromat;cs reduct;on and group 
compos;t;on changes obtained from MHC process;ng of 
d; fferent VGO feeds tocks. (Results by BASF /7 /): 

MHC condit;ons: 
catalyst 
pressure of Hz 
temperature 
WHSV 
gas/o;l 

Typ;cal y;elds (wt-%): 

C1 - C4 
C5 - 353 IC (light gasoline) 
353 - 458 IC (heavy gasoline) 

458 - 553 IC (kerosine) 
458 - 623 IC (Diesel oil) 
residue > 623 IC 

N;-Mo/aluminosil;cate 
8 - 13 MPa 
643 - 693 K 
0.6 - 1 kg/liter/hour 
1 - 2 m3/kg 

2.0 - 4.0 
2.0 - 3.0 
7.0 - 13.0 
9.0 - 14.5 

20.0 - 29.0 
60.0 
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Table A-4: Effect of VGO hydrorefining on the results of 

catalytic cracking 

Feedstock Untreated Hydrorefined 

A B c 

S content. wt-% 2.68 0.53 0.28 0.01 

Density 0.924 0.902 0.894 0.857 

Total conversion. vol-% 78.1 80.7 81.7 92.0 

Relative coke formation 1.0 0.78 0. 7.6 0.43 

Octane numer of gasoline 93.8 93.9 94.0 92.0 

(RON clear) 

Potential quantity of 

alkylate. vol-% 33.6 37.2 37.1 41.8 

Isobutene/butenes ratio 

in C4 fraction. mol-% 0.68 0.72 0.79 0.81 
I 
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Table A-5: Feedstock properties /5/ 

Type 

Denisty at 1~ oc 
Sulfur. pct wt 
Bas;c N;trogen. ppm 
Conradson Corbon. pct wt 
An11;ne Point. oc 
Brom;ne Number, g/100 g 
Refractive Index SO oc 
Carbon/Hydrogen Rat;o 
Viscos;ty. cSt SO oc 
100 oc 
Vanad;um, ppm 

Nickel, ppr.: 

Iron •. ppm 

Copper, pp::: 

UOP-K 

Oistillat;on 01160 oc 

s 
10 

95 
99 

Elut1on-Chrom, pct wt. 
Anon Aromatics 

Aromatics 
Resins 

Brandes, pct 

CA 
Cp 

CN 

Hydrotreated 
VGO 

0.90S 
0.17 

lSO 
0.17 

89.8 
2 

1. 49SS 
6.67 

35.3 

0.17 
0.03 
0.3 
0.03 

11. 95 

368 
393 
550 
583 

55.9 
43.6 

0.5 

12.2 
59.6 
28.1 

l 
Unhydrotrea ted · 

VGO 

0.934 
3.02 

220 

0.87 
77.4 

4 

1.5087 
7.02 

57.6 
10.2 

1. 2 

0.2 

11.60 

351 
385 
S51 
580 

44.2 
52.8 
2.8 

18.8 

52.6 
28.6 
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Table A-6: FCC yield~ (wt-%) /5/ 

Type Hydrotreated Unhydrotreated Difference 

C!pacity, tons/day 

Gasoline EP 205 oc 
ASTM 

Cz •inus 
Propane 
Propylene 

1-Butane 
n-Butane 

Butenes 
LCO, EP 390 oc ASTM 

Clarif;ed Oil 

Conversion 250 oc 

Vo1-% 
Wt-% 

Gasoline Selectivity 

Vol-% 
Wt-% 

CO Selectivity 

Vol-% 
Wt-% 

Gasoline + LCO 

Wt-% 

VGO 

3400 

57.3 

3.9 
1. 4 

4.8 
1.9 
0.4 
2.3 

18.4 
4.4 
5.2 

78. 7 
77.2 

88.4 
74.2 

82.8 
80.9 

75.7 

VGO 

3200 

49.0 

5.2 
1.4 
4.3 
2.2 
0.6 
3.8 

20.3 
7.7 

74.4 

72.4 

81.2 
67.7 

75.3 
73.6 

69.3 

+ 8.3 

- 1. 3 
0 

+ 0.5 
- 0.3 

- 0.2 
- 1. 5 
- 1.9 

- 3.3 
n ., 

- -...J. ~ 

+ 4.3 

+ 4.8 

+ 7.2 
+ 6.5 

+ 7.5 
+ 7.3 

+ 6.4 

I 
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VGO --7! 
VD-Ge.soline _;j 
VB-Kero sine~ 
VD-Gas Oil 

MHC 
(IP?) I Sz>li tt_er 

~Gas 
~Gasoli:ie 
~ Ke:-osi.ne 
_.Gas Oil 
~ Spi:delo1l 

7,0 ?Ga 
4l0°C 

FCC 
l UOP ) 

Hydro
treated'--------~ 
VGO 

Fig. A-9: MHC and FCC units /1/ 

ec· a 

Catalyst:50% BDS, 50% Mild Hydrocracldl:.g 
0-.:~ ... -~.; ..... ~ ~--~--s·• .... 0 ·7 " '--o= ¥ -·' .. _....o • - w., Mo.- - • , '-" ........ -

Ope=a·~i:g Te=:i>e:-a:t~e: 410°c 
Hyd..""O&en Consu::;rtion: 7 kg I Ton n 

SC 

conversion 1n 375· C
wt"'i. 

residence hrne 
= l/Space ve1oc1ty 

2 

0 LH\'S · 0.5 

25,000 BPSD 
Po?ier Recovery 
Riser Cracl:in& 
Complete CO 

Combu~tion 
I.imits: 

524•c Reactor 
750°C Rege

nerator 

Feedstock: 
. 

Vacul:D Gas Oil 

Visbreake= Xerosine 
Visbree.ke= Gas Oil 

Fi 9. A-1 0: Lo w p re s s u r e VG 0 c on v e r s i o n w i t h c a t a 1 y s t 

combination HR 306 + HTH 544 /1/ 

PHz • 3.5 to: 4.0 MPa 
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1.3.3 Hydrovisbreaking 

When visbreaking of residual petroleum fractions is performed 

in the presence of hydrogen the main reactions are 

substantially influenced and their kinetics changed. In 

hydrovisbreaking the asphalthenes and resLis are transformed 

to some extend into oils, which contain metals and nitrogen as 

porphyrins. 

The following reaction scheme could be adopted for the 

hydrovisbreaking process /10/: 

Reak·i~ns of primary cracking: 

Hz 
I. Asphaltenes ~ distillates + condens~d 

asphaltenes + gas +oils 

H2 
II. Condensed asphaltenes -- gas + coke 

H2 
III. Resins -+ distillates + asphaltenes + 

gas + oils 

Hz 
IV. Q; ls -+ distillates+ resins+ gas 

Reactions of secondary cracking: 

Hz 
V. Distillates -+ lighter distillates +gas 

The concent of hydrovisbreaking is also based on the fact tha~ 

the solubility r, hydrogen in oil increases with pressure and 

temperature /11/. It operates at similar temperature and LHSV 
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as hydrocracking anc 1i~1ds significantly h~gher conversion of 

the feed than visbreakinQ. 

Hydrovisbreaking has a donor - solvent version. which is a 
modern development of th~ old Pott-Broche process. Donor
solvent-hydrovi sbreaking ~ses a naphtenic fraction. which 
dehydrogenates at the reaction conditions used and produces 
hydrogen radicals available for the cracking reactions. The 
hydrogenated donor solvent f~action is then separated and 

recycled via a hydrogenation stage. 

The application of dono~-solvent principle is advantageous 
because it minimizes the make-~p hydrogen requirement by 
retarding thermal cracking reactions which otherwise leads to 

the formation of undesired light fractions (C4- and naphta). 

For the reduction of coke formation. espe~ially when the 
thermostt-bility of the feed is low. some aoditives (which ~ay 

exhibit a limited catalytic function at the same time) can be 

used in low concentration c~ 2 wt-%). 

As once-trough-additives. e. g. "Bayer mass" (waste product of 
the alumina industry) or iron sulfide on lignite coke can be 

used /12/. 

As an example. the lurgi-Oonor Solvent Hydrovisbreaking 

process is analyzed in more detail /13/: 

The feedstock (vacuum residue. donor-solvent fraction and a 
part of the upgrading residue is heated in the presence· of 

hydrogen (pressure 12 - 15 MPa) and enters the liquid phase 

reactor (soaker) upstream at a LHSV of about 0.5 - 1 h-1, the 
reaction temperature (350 - 420 oc is adjusted according to 
the intended severity of the process. After leaving the 
reactor, the reaction mixture is cooled (to about 50 OC), the 
l;quids are separated from the gas in a high pressure 

separator. Hydrocarbons in the gas phase ara removed if 
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required ir. a recycle gas scruber and a hydrogen-rich gas is 

obtained and used as the necessary make-up hydrogen anc added 

to recycle system. 

The product from the high pressure separator is split in:o 

distillates and residue (part of which could be used for Hz
production by gasification). The distillates are refined 

further in the hydrotreating section. Part of the 200 - 500 oc 

distillate is hydrogenated in a special donor-solvent 

generator where naphtenic type hydrogen-rich hydrocarbons are 

formed. · 

Typical results are shown in Table A-7 /13/. In this case. a 

low severity DSV operation for 90 % residue has been applied 

which avoids any coke formation or precipitation of metals. 

Interesting conclusions can be drawn from the comparison of 

pure hydrovisbreaking and low severity donor-solven: 

hydrovisbreaking. In the conversion range 40 - 90 % the light 

hydrocarbon (C4)-yield in donor-solvent hydrovisbreaking is 

only 50 % of that of pure hydrovisbreaking !nd simi1ar1y 1css 

hydrogen is consumend. 

Intermediate distillate fractions from hydrovisbreaking can be 

hydrorefined in a conventional mode using e. g. 5 MPa 

hydrotreating for naphta upgrading and a 8 MPa process for the 

200 oc + fraction. 
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Table A-7: Typical results of DSV of a Venezuelan heavy ~~1 

(90 % conversion of residue 500 °c + recycle ratios 

per 100 parts of heavy feed oil. containing 65 : of 

vacuum residue: 24 parts of residual recycle oil 

500 oc + 14 parts of donor solvent /13/ 

Heavy feed oil 

Yields wt-% on feed: 

Inorganic gases 

C4-hydrocarbons 

Cs - 200 oc 

200 - 500 oc 

500 oc + 

Chemical Hz consumpt. (ml/t feed) 

Inspections: 

Sp. gravity (g/ma) 

Av. mol. weight 

H/C molar ratio 

Sulfur (wt-%) 

V (ppm) 

Ni (ppm) 

*> in distillates 200 - 500 oc 

35 

65 

1. 01 
470 

1. 48 

3.9 
420 
100 

DSV-product 

< 

< 

2.5 
2.5 

20.1 
69.0 

7.3 

152 

0.94 

252 

1. 57* 

2.66 
1 * 

1 * 

It can be concluded that hydrovisbreaking is an efficient 

conversion process for upgrading of residual oils making their 

application much more acceptable from the ecological point of 

view • 
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1.3.4 Catalytic desulfurization of residual oils 

As has been stressed before (cf. 1.2). the production of low

sulfur liquid fuels from residual oils ranks among the most 
important refinery processes for reducing SOz emissions which 
presently cause serious and increasingly more extensive 

environmental detoriation. In the introduction the principal 
possibilities of desulfurizing residual oils have been quoted. 

However. direct hydrodesulfurization on fixed bed catalysts is 

of limited applicability. 

Aaong the" highly efficient production routes for low-sulfur 

fuel oils the combination of deasphalting vacuum residues. 
hydrorefining of the deasphalted oil and blending of the 

refined deasphalted oil with other refinery streams is to be 

reco••ended. 

A process to be presented below in more dP.ta;l. has been 
developed at the Research Institute for Chemical Applications 

of Hydrocarbons (Czechoslovakia) in cooperation with the 
Bashkirian Science and Research Institute (USSR) where the 

deaspha 1 ting process DOB EN has been deve 1 oped ( 14. 15). These 

studies performed in extended laboratory. pilot plant aPd 

industrial scale work. have been brought to the stage of 

actual project execution. 

The process flowsheet showing also the balances for the 

production of fuel oils containing only l % S from 1 

Romashkino crude is presented in Fig. A-11. Table A-8 lists 
the properties of the major fractions. Hydrodesulfurization of 

the vacuum distillate presents no difficulties and can be 

effected either by 1 classical route using more HOS or by 
application of mild hydrocracking, in order to obtain higher 

yields of motor fuels. 
• 
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Table A-8: Characteristics of the atmospheric and vacuum 
residues and deasphalted oil as obtained from; 

Romashkino crude oil I 

Distillation residue Atm. Vacuum Deasphalted oil 

from Romashkino crude res id res id from vacuum resid 

300 oc 500 0(+ 

* * 

Yield, wt-% 49 25 21.5 

0.986 Density at 20 oc, g/ml 0.960 1.010 

wt-% 
i 

Elemental coinpos. 
c 84.90 84.47 85.20 

H 11. 10 10.57 10.82 

s 2.70 3.24 3.08 

I N 0.31 0.48 0.39 

Molecular weight 510 820 740 I 
! 

Conradson carbon residue J 

-
wt-% 10.5 18.4 12. 5 

' 

Oils, wt-% 80.5 62.5 72.4 

Resins, wt-% 14.6 27.0 26.8 

Asphaltenes, wt-% 4.9 10. 5 0.8 

Ash, wt-% 0.054 0.076 0.032 

Metals, ppm 

v 160 328 115 

Ni SJ 94 55 ! 

Fe 30 25 15 I 

I 
Viscosity, cSt/100 oc 52 860 220 

. 

*) Asphaltenes were determined using n-hexane, resins by adsorption on 

silica gel and desorption by a benzene-ethyl-alcohol mixture 4: 1. 

Other analyses as per CSSR standards. 
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A much •ore demanding operation is t~e hydrogenation of the 

deasphalted oil. a product which is similar to the atmospheric 

residue in some of its properties. however. containing a 

substantially lower amount of asphaltenes. Thus the 

hydrodesulfurization proceeds more easily and catalyst 

deactivation is slow. The conditions of pilot plant scale 

hydrodesulfurization of the deasphalted oil are outlined in 

Table A-9. The reaction proceeds on fixed b~d cat,lyst 

(sulfides of group VI and VIII supported on a carrier having a 

specially modified texture); the feedstock is fed to the 

bottom of the reacto~ 

A fundamental prerequisite for successful commercial hydrade

sul furi zation of the deasphalted oil is the use of a highly 

active catalyst having a sufficient life time. Common hydrore

fining catalysts for distillate feedstocks are rapidly 

deactivated by coking and by the metals introduced with the 

feed. 

In Czechoslovakia. the carrier texture has been modified and 

other optimizing means have been taken in order to develop 

hydrorefining Ni-Mo and Co-Ho catalysts with substantially 

high resistance to deactivation. These catalysts permit 

desulfurization of deasphaltate (less than 1.: :-% S) and. 

simuitaneously an effective metal removal (on a fresh 

catalyst. up to 2500 hours, the V and Ni removal is 80 - 90 %. 

whereas on a partly deactivated catalyst. up to 4500 operating 

hours. the average removal is 60 - 67 %). 

The used desulfurization catalyst retains high quantitie·s of 

nicke~ and, above all, vanadium. For example. a Co-Mo catalyst 

which had been used to desulfurize 2700 kg deasphalted oil per 

1 liter catalyst. was found to contain 12.5 and 2.8 wt-% of V 

and Ni, respectively. Hence, the exhausted desulfurization 

catalyst represents a much more concentrated source of 

vanadium than the natural ores, and processes have been worked 
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Table A-9: Hydrodesulfurization of desasphalted oil. Reaction 
conditions and properties of products. 

Data laboratory Pilot 
Temperature oc 380 - 420 380 - 420 

I Pressure MP a 10 10 
LHSV vol/vol.h 0.5 0.5 I 
H/HC rat;o 111113 H2/•3 1000 1000 I 
Duration of run h 2500 2100 I Hydrogen consumption Natl/ton 103 85 

Average product properties: 
Density at 20 oc gfml 0.930 O.S50 
Conradson carbon residue wt-% 6.2 8.6 
::wr Point oc - 12 + 6 
Kinematic viscosity cSt/100 oC 13 45 
Elemental analysis wt-% 

c 86.57 85.96 
H 11.52 11.45 
s 1.20 1.30 
N 0.34 0.39 

Content of resins wt-% 12.0 18.0 
(silica gel) 
Content of n-C6 asphaltenes wt-% 2.2 1. 3 

I Metals ppm 

Vanadium 17 32 i 
Nickel 13 20 I 
Iron 15 11 

Yields w-% 
C1 - C4 (without H2S) 1. 6 1. 4 i 

C5 - 200 °c 5.0 2.0 I 200 - 350 oc 18.0 12.0 I 
350 - 525 oc 31. 0 24.0 
525 oc + 43.0 59.0 
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out (e. g. by Lurgi /16/) by which this vanadium can be 

recovered. 

A special problem is the effective utilization of asphaltenes. 

the by-product obtained during feedstock deasphalting. 

One of the possibilities. tested successfully in Czechoslova

kia. is to add the asphaltenes to bitu•en to be used in the 
construction of roads. in cases where the bi tu•en properties 

do not meet the standards asphaltene addition~ alter the 
original. unsuitable group composition of the bitu•en and can 

i•prove some of its properties. 

Another suitable technique of processing asphaltenes has been 

elaborated by Lurgi Co. in collaboration with the Venezuelan 
research institute INTEVEP S. A. (subsidiary of Petroleos de 
Ven e z u e 1 a S. A. / 1 7. 1 8 / } • Dee p d ea s p ha 1 t i z i n g c a n be s p p 1 i e d 

to prepare asphaltenes. The flow diagram of this process is 

reported in Fig. A-12. The feedstock is mixed with an 

aliphatic sol~ent (e. g •• a mixture of C5 - Ca alkanes}. 
Asphaltenes are precipitated in the form of fine particles and 

separated from the liquid. The unaerflow stream from the 

separator contains between 40 and 60 % by wt of asphaltenes 
and is dried to recover the solvent and to obtain the 

asphaltenes as a fine powder. Typical results from 
deasphalting a Venezuelan cr~de oil with hexane as solvent are 

given in Table A-10. High deasphalted oi 1 yiel js were 

obtained (more than 87 % of the crude}. 

The asphaltenes obtained can be subjected to coking by the LR

Coking process (Lurgi-Ruhrgas /18. 19. 20/). The principle of 

this technJlogy is shown in Fig. A-13. The feedstock is fed to 
the reactor in liquid or solid form. In the reactor the 

asphaltenes are mixed with particles of hot coke. which has 

been obtained in the process and is used as a heat corrier. 
The reactor is a special double screw mixer in which the feed 

and the heat carrier are blended. 
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Fig. A-12: INTEVEP deep de~sphalting process 
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T!~1e A-10: c~uce cil ~easphalting 

Hexane I Solvent 
Proper!ies Feed DAO Asp ha 1 tenes I 
Yield % \.: 
API Gravity 
Specific Gravity 

60/60 
Sulphur % W 
Nitrogen % W 
Conradson Carbon % W 
C7 Asphaltenes % W 
Vanadium ppm 
Nickel ppm 

Viscosity 
CST + AT 140 OF 

CST ii ;. 2i0 c; 

Softening Point oc 
Dropping Point oc 

100.0 
12.2 

0.9847 
3.0 
0.54 

10.3 

8.2 
330 

77 

630 

72 

87.4 12.6 
14.8 8.5 

0.6972 1.15 

1. 8 4.32 
0.40 1.58 

6.3 38.40 

1. 9 
165 1480 

41 326 

150 
31 

220 
270 

The vo 1ati1 e products are separated from the coke, coo 1,•d, and 

the vapors condensed. The fine coke particles are transferred 
to the liftpipe in which they are transported upwards 

pneumatically with an air stream and thereby partly burned, 

and heated up. In the collection bh the hot coke is separated 
from the flue gas and recycled to the reactor. 

The main products of the LR-Coking process are 

- coke 
- coker liquids (free from heavy metals) 

- high-calorific coker off-gas 

Figure A-14 provides a summary of the main results of the LR
coking of asphaltenes. Clearly, the quality of the liquid 
products is improved as the coking temperature is lowered. 

I 
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However. there is a practical minimum temperature owing to t~e 

requirement of producing a coke with a low content of 

volatiles. This coke is a good fuel that can be burnt in power 

stations. 

The coker liquids are stabilized by common hydrogenation 

processes if desirable. 

Hydrotreating of the deasphalted oil can be performed as a 

single-stage operation but the recommended method is to apply 

& two-stage process: metals are removed 60 - 80 % in the first 

stage us~ng special catalysts and this oil is subjected to 

finishing refining using common desulfurization catalys~s (e. 

g •• of the Co-Mo type). 

An example of the effectiveness of de~sphaltized oil 

hydrorefining using the INTEVEP dernetalizing catalyst in the 

first stage and a commercial Co-Mo catalyst in the second 

stage, at ca. 10 MPa pressure, 375 - 400 oc temperature, and 

LHSV 0.4 h-1 is furnished by Table A-11 /17. 18, 19, 20/. 



Table A-11: Deasphalted oil hydrotreating 

Product Yield I Feed Hydrotreated Product 
! 

H2S/NH3 2.65 

C1 - C4 1. 70 

C5 - 375 OF 6.50 
370 - 650 Of 30.50 
650 - 950 Of 38.40 
Hydrogen Consumption SCF/BBL 1000 

Liquid Product properties 

API Gravity 14. 8 23 
Sulphur wt-% 2.8 o. 55 
Nitrogen wt-% 0.4 o. 31 
Aspha lten 1 C7 wt-% 1. 9 0.6 
Conrad son Carbon wt-% 6.3 3.0 
Viscosity cST at 140 Of 150 22 
Vanadium ppm 165 12 

Conclusion 

The alternative route of d~sulfurization and chemical 

upgrading of residu::.l oils through a combination of 

deasphalting and hydrorefining of the deasphalted oil has been 

shown as technically :easible and profitable. The hydrogenated 
deasphalted oil represents a low-sulfur fuel ~il or a low

sulfur component suitable for blending so as to obtain fuel 
oils with reduced sulfur contents. 

The a~phaltenes produced can be used as a blending component 

in the production of asphalts destined for read making and for 

other proposes. Alter~atively it can be submitted to coking so 

as to produce petroleum coke suitable for use as 3 fuel for 
power stations dnd, an the other hand, to obtain liquid coker 

products which, after hydrotreating, can be used as motor fuel. 

i 
I 

' I ' 

I 

I 

I 
; 

i 

I 
' 
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1.3.5 Direct coal liquefaction and hydrogenative processing 

of the primary products 

Heavy oil conversion and conversion of coal to motor and 

heating fuels and to organic chemicals proceeds in comparable 

processes and coprocessing of coal and heavy oil petroleum 

fractions can circumstantially be particularly beneficial. 

It again depends basically on the type and properties of the 

fossil fuel which is available domestically or could be 

obtained from the world free market. However fluctuations in 

world market energy prices, especially for petroleum are very 

hectic, so that it is neither reasonable nor recommandable to 

found any medium or long term energy political decissions on 

the present weakness of the world oil market. Thus the 

development of processes for coal hydrogenation can be very 

actual even today in specific cases. 

Basis for any decissio11, if and according to which process a 

coal hydrogenation plant will be built, is the kind of coal 

which shall be converted. The ash content should not exceed 

the value of e.g. 10 wt-%. Accordingly South Africa produces 

more than 4 million tons of liquid fuels from a coal with more 

than 25 % ash ar.nually via the route of coal gasification and 

subsequent Fischer-Tropsch CO-hydrogeantion /21/. A high 

sulfur content of the coal is adventageous for liquifaction. 

Bituminous coals of high reactivity are best suited. Lignites 

can also be hydroger.ated successtull). However, the range of 

different lignite properties is very broad and its suitability 

for hydrogenation varies correspondingly. 

Basis for all modern coal hydrogenation processes is still the 

classical development of Bergins and Pier (IG-Process). A flow 

sheet i; given in Fig. A-1~ /22/. 

Hydrogen was then produced by means of coke gasification. The 

highest possible yield of oil was then achieved at pressures 
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up to 700 bars. The residue of hydrogenation (ash and 

unreactive asphalthenes) was separated from the product stream 

by means of centrifuging. a procedure. which works not very 

satisfactorily. This residue was pyrolized to yield addition~l 

liq~ids and a remaining coke of very poor quality. contain~ng 

the ash an~ the iron catalyst which was only de~osited then. 

A modern development based on the former German technology is 

that of Ruhrkohle and Veba. who have build a 200 t/d pilot in 

Bottrop and operated it successfully for se.veral years 

/23/.The designed feed and product com~osition and the process 

conditions are shown in Table A-12. 

Another process. re lated c 1ose1 y to the former IG-techno 1 goy. 

is that of Saarbergwerke (GfK, Gesel lschaft fur 

Kohleverflussigung). which has been demonstrated in a 6 t/d 
pilot plant /24/. The process flow sheet is shown in Fig. 

A-16. 

As compared with the classical IG scheme the following changes 

have been made. 

The feed slurry of coal. recycle oil and catalyst is heated 

partially through direct internal mixing with hot condensed 

reaction products. 
- Separation of volatile products and residue of hydrogenation 

is obtained via a vacuum flash evaporization. 
- The residue remains a still pumpable mass and shall be used 

for hydrogen production via partial oxidation. The 

feasebi 1 i ty of this process has been demonstrated 

successfully by Ruhrkohie/Ruhrchemie in their high pressure 

partial oxidation pilot plant which has been designed for 

coa1 gasification /25/. 

The adventages ~f this ~se of the hydrogenation residue are 

that of an perfectly nonwaste technology approach. ThP 

reaction pressure can be taken as only about 300 bar. be~au!e 
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Table A-12: Feed and products (design) and ;>rocess conditions 

of the coal oil pilot plant Bottrop /23/ 

Feed: 

Products: 

Coal (m. a. f.) 

Ash 
Catalyst 
Hydrogen 

Gases lC1- C4) 
Light Dhtillate 
Middle Distill.ate 
Residue 

HzO. co. COz. H2S. NH3 

Process Conditions: Pressure 
Temperature 
Spec. Throughput 

Solids Concentration 
in Slurry 

t/d 

200 
10 

8 
12 

230 

t/d 
40 
26 
66 
80 
18 

230 

300 bar 
485 oc 

0.5 t/m3 • h 

42 % 
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nonreactive asphalthenes are no longer recyclec to the 

reactor. 

following r~sults have been published. 

Table A-13: Compos; t; on of the b; tum; nous coa 1 ( w-% on a dry 

bas;s) 

ash 6.2 

volat;les 37.2 

Carbon 77.8 

Hydrogen 5.2 

N;trogen 1.6 

Sulfur 1 • 'l 

Chlor;ne 0.5 

Ta:1e A-~4: F~:d~ct cc~p~sition (in wt-% of the dry a~ ash 

free feed coal 

C1 - C4 17.9 

Oil 51. 7 

C5 -200 oc - 14. 2 

200 - 325 oc - 34.9 

> 325 oc - 2.6 

Bitumen 21.0 

The same pilot plant has been used for coprocessing of coal 

together with a residual mineral oil. As shown in Table A-15 
the y i e 1 d o f d i s t i 1 1 a b 1 e o i 1 i s s u b s t a n t i a 1 1 y i n c re a s e d .a n d 

consumption of hydrogen lowered. If one assumes the yield of 
oil from coal to be the same as when processing the co4l 

individually then the degree of conversion of the residual oil 

to distil1?,1e oils amounts to 80 %. 
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Table A-15: Proauc~ y:eias from coprocessing of bi~uc1no~s 

coal (83.7 wt-% maf) coke oven tar (7.8 wt-%) anc 

residual oil fro:n heavy on hydr:>genaUon (6.5 wt

%). (Values given in wt-% of the feed} 

C1 - C4 15.9 
Oil yie1d 57.0 

Cs -200 °C 12.8 
200 - 325 oc 27.7 
> 325 oc 16.5 
Bitumen 19.1 

Typical data characterizing the product oils as according to 

the coal described in Table A-13 are given in Table A-16. 

Table A-16: Characterization of the oils obstained by coal 

hydrogenation 

j c5 - 200 oc 200 - .;25 oc > 325 oc 

sp. Gr. :c~ '~3 ::• ... s--J~ 977 iC10 

Mol. weight 

kg/kmol 109 166 235 

Elemental compos. 

»1t-% 

c 83.4 86.6 89.3 
H 11. 3 9.4 7. 7 
N 0.6 1. 0 LS 
0 4.7 3 1. 4 

s 0.036 0.04 0.06 

Raaction conditions for running the pilot plant were given as: 

Feed coal 

Temperature 

3.1 - 6 t/d 
460 - 483 oc 
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It has also been tested to conduct the refining of the hot 
volatile products from coal slurry phase hydrogenation 

directly. After condensing some of the higher molecular weight 

compounds in a hot trap. the product stream is being fed to a 

refining reactor~ The flow sheet of this process •ode 1s shown 

in Fig. A-17. Results as co•pared with conventional refining 

of the products are given in Table A-17. 

Table A-17: Char~cterization of oil fro• coal hydrogenation as 

obtained and after refining (A in situ :efining. 8 

refining results by BASF. /26/ 

A: In situ ref in fog 8: Convention. refing 
feed oil product feed oi 1 product 

sp gravity. kg/ml 960 870 950 860 
11ass per mol. kg/mol 157 150 140 no 
Analysis (wt-%) 

I c 86.7 87.7 85.9 87.3 
H 9.8 12.2 9.7 12.7 I 

I 

N 0.7 o. 1 0.8 o. 0003 : 
I 

0 2.7 0 3.5 0 I 

I 
s 0.06 0.004 0.05 < 0.0001 i 

Pyrosolprocess 

Saarbergwerke have also anounced a new process of coal lique

faction in whi~h the bituminous coal is hydrogenated only 

midly to an uptake of hydrogen of about 2 wt-% and the heavy 

oil together with the suspended solids is fed to a hydrocoker. 

Fig. A-18 shows the product composition as a function of 

severity of reaction conditions respectively the consumption 

of hydrogen. 

Additionally the maximum content of ash cf the feed coal is 

given as a function of s~verity of conversion. 
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The adventages of th;s process are 

- less hydrogen consumpt;on 
- h;gher y;eld of o;ls 
- and the poss;b;l;ty of convert;ng cheaper coals with 

h;gher ash content 

F1g. A-19 shows the flow sheet of this process • 

....... ...... . ....... ...... 

-----· 
Fig. A-19: Pyrosol process for coal liquefaction. Simplified 

flow diagramm /24/ 

Sa1zgitter/lmhausen high pressure process 

In this processes the reactor consists of a long high pressure 
tube (256 m) the ratio of length to diameter is ca. 10,000. 
The pressure range is indicated as 700 - 1500 bar. A pilot 
plant with a capacity of 75 to 220 kg/h feed coal has taken 

into operation in 1984 in Lahr (FRG). 

Tht expected advantages of this process have been de~cribed as 

follows: 
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1. High specific through put due to relatively high reaction 
temperature and pressure. The high reaction temperature at 
shorter space time is possible without coking due to the 
high partial pressure of hydrogen • 

2. Reduced formation of hydrocarbon gases and asphaltenes 
because of high reaction p~essure and short space time. 

3. Increased selectivity of oil formation due to the uniform 

residence time distribution as pertinent for the tube 
reactor. 

4. Increased reaction rates heca~se of high concentration of 
dissolved hydrogen. 

5. Reduced tendencies of coking and formation of diposites in 

the reactor because of the high hydrogen partial pressure 
and the relatively high linear velocity of the reaction 

mixture and the simple geometry of reactor. 

BCL-Process (Brown Coal Liquefaction Process) 

A 50-ton-per-day pilot plant has been built and is being put 

into operation at Morwell (Victorh, Australia). This process 

has been developed by Nippon Brown Coal Liquefaction Co., Ltd. 

The specific features of this process which spezifically take 

into account the properties of brown coal feed material are 
the f o tt owing: 

1. Deweeting of the coal is obtained via evaporation at 140 -

200 oc after preparing a slurry with the organic solvent. 

2. Hydrogenation is performed in a conventional reactor 

(disposable catalyst added to the slurry, 430 - 460 oc, 150 

bar). However the recycle solvent being used is partly the 
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hydrogenated midoie dlst11iate and hydrogenated deashec oil 

with favorable hydrogen donor properties. 

3. Oeashing of the liquid product is obtained with the help of 

a diluting solvent. In a settler the ash and the catalyst 

for• a s 1 udge together ~i th the preaspha l tenes. The s lud11e 

from the settler bottom is fed to a gasifier. 

In all of the •odern coal liquefaction processes the present 

requirements of a nonwaste technology are taken into account. 

Locations for hydrogenation plants will be particularly 

dictated by the availability of cheep coal as in Australi•. 

Canada, USSR, China, USA or Columbia. 
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2. CHEMICAL USES OF SUFLUR AND HYDROGEN SUFLIOE AS u6TAINED 

FROM THE H1DROTREATING PROCESSES 

2.1 Introduction 

The traditional use of sulfur is for the productior. of 
sulfuric acid. About 90 % are cor.suwaed for thi~ purpose. The 
re•aining 10 % are used in paper industry, agriculture, for 

production of so•e i•portant thio-organic chemicals, and 

elsewhere. 

The main sources of elemental sulfur are as follows: 

- (Frasch) mined sulfur 
- hydrogen sulfide from natural gas 

hydrogen sulfide or sulfur obtained by removing sulfur 
from petroleum products and other perspective 

substitutes of petroleum as tar sa~d an~ oil ~~a1~ 

- sulfur from coal gasific!tion 
- sulfur from the flue gases of power plants 

The dominance of Frasch mined sulfur was passed in the 1970s 

by sulfur recovered from fossil fuels and these sources are 
likely to satisfy all demands of the various industries. For 

instance, in the early 1980s coal combustion was the largest 
individual sour:e of sulfurdioxide emissions to the atmosphere 
with about 100 million tons/year, equivalent to 50 million 

tons/year of su if ur. 

Because of increasing amoun~s of recovered sulfur, its ne~ 
applications are very specific and a·~tractive. The mcst 

important fields where substantial quantities of sulfur can be 

consumed are the following /1 - 6/ 
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- sulfur as?hait 

- sulfur concrete 

- sulfur coatings 

- suifur foams 

- sulfur based con:posites and 

- special thio-organic chemicals. 

Sulfur asphalt /5/ is a •ixture of asphalt, •1neral aggregate 

and sulfur. Sulfur reduces the viscosity of the asphelt and 

i•proves the workability of the paving •ixture. Sulfur asphalt 

can be laid without rolling compaction. The increased 

structural strength of sulfur asphalt in comparison to 

conventional asphalt allows its use for reducing winter 

cracking and deformation of road surfaces in su•11er. Sulfur 

also i•proves the resistance to water stripping. Paving 

products of high sulfur content are very stiff so that a 

reduction in paving thicknes~ may be possible. The content of 

sulfur in the sulfur asphalt usually varies from 25 to 35 wt-4 

d~pend'fng on the type of mineral aggregate and its intendend 

use. There exist several sulfur asphalt technologies for 

m i x i n g a n d h a n d 1 i n ~ ( S h e 1 1 , S :: £ A. G :.: 1 f , S u r e a u o f M i r. e s • 

Pronk, OMV, etc.). In principle, all these technolo!;ies 

include mixing of solid or liquid sulfur, hot asphalt, and hot 

mineral aggregate. The mixing temperature is very important 

because above 160 °c, sulfur starts to show dehydrogenation 

properties acompanied by H2S formation which results in 

making the asphalt more viscous. The lowest possible 

temperature and contact time while preparing the final mixture 

are desirable from the ecological point of view, because 

a11isiion of H2S anJ sulfur dust, which acts irritatingly to 

the eyes is minimized. 

Experiences hithe:-to acQui:-ed ·..-ith t!':: us! of suH·.;r as;>h!1t 

are very satisfactory. For example, six der.ionstration roads 

have been con!ttructed :n Austria, with best results. 



Sulfur concret'! /1. z. 3.' 

When sulfur is mixed with t.he hot mineral aggrega~e c?~ 

te•peratures above 120 oc (120 - 150 °C) a concrete-like 
•aterial is obtained after cooling. To decrease sulfur 
fragility and i•prove the durability of the sulfur concrete 
under changing weather conditions several additives have been 

used which •odify the plasticity of sulfur and the shape of 

its crystals. 

Several processes for the production.of sulfur concrete are 

available (the •ost i•portant ones are those of Sulfur 
Innovations ltd •• OMV and SUDIC). These technologies differ 
•ainly in particle size distribution, type of the sulfur 
plastifiers being used. and in process control equipment. 

l•portant advantages of the use of sulfur concrete are ls 

follows: 

- It can be applied at temperatures below 0 oc 
It obtains its final strength very quickliy in about 

several hours 
It has a superior performance in corrosive 

environments. 

Some disadvantages •ake the application of sulfur concrete 

impossible for certain kinds of constructions: 

- ls looses its structu~al strength at temperatures above 

100 oc 
- Sulfur dioxide is for~ed on burning. 

An unconventional use of sulfur is the improvement of the 
strength and durability of the concrete by impregnating its 
pores and ~urface "'it:h liquid su·.;ur. By this means the 

compressive strength and the resistance to the attack by salt 
solutiens and acids is improved. Additionally wa~er adsor~:ion 

is weakened and the frost re!lstance being increases. 

• 
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Sulfur coatincs /1. 2. 3/ 

The high resistance of sulfur to chemical attack led to i~s 
use as a coating. Nevertheless. additives must be applied for 
producing coatings with excellent properties: 

- Addition of unsaturated hydrocartons or other •onomers 
prevents the for•atfon of the crystalline state and 
stabtlfzes the long-chain poly•er •odification of 

sulfur 

- Compounds for terminating chaine propagation reactions 
are added to restore a low viscosity 

- Fibres and other filler materials are added to increase 

the •echanical strength. 

The •ain applications are as follows: 

Protection of conc~ete structures fn corrosive 

environments 
- Stabilization of earthworks and mineral tailings piles 

or dumps 
- Repair material for cracks 
- Coatings for irr1gation ditches. retention ponds, etc. 

- Coating urea with sulfur as slow release fertilizer 

There are severa 1 companf es and 1 nstt tutf ons whf ch dev~ 1 oped 

~rotectfve sulfur coatings: South West Research Institute. 

Chevron Chem. Co., OMV, and others. 
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Sulfur foams /1, 2, 3/ 

The main constituent of sulfur foams are: 

- Chemically modified sulfur 

- Foaming agent 
- Special additives 

The •ost i•portant propertiy of sulfur foa• is its high 
resistance to compression as compared with foams based on 

polystyrene and polyurethane. 

The ••in advantage of sulfur foam is the possibility of its 
production on site, even under conditions of adverse weather. 
The foams show exellent thermal insulation properties and are 

particularly suited for preventing frost da•ages to roads. 

Sulfur-based composites /1, 2. 3/ 

Sulfur is a suitable component of some composites, mainly used 
in civil engineering. For example, light and easily built 

structures can be erected by means of surface bonding of 
bloclr-like materials. The blocks are normally stacked, and a 
mixture consisting of plasticized sulfur and other additives 
is applied to the outside surface Gf the wall. Such walls show 

higher resistance to tension than conventional walls 11ade of 

mortar joining material. 

ProductiJn of special thio-chemicals 

Conversion of sulfur or hydrogen sulfide to special chemicals 
can be very advantageous and especially in integrated 
petrochemical plants can substantially contribute to overal 1 

economy with the possibility of making use of what originally 

were wastes or by-products 1s HzS and sulfur. The 
corresponding important and challenging problems are discussed 

in the next chapters. 
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2.2 Syntheses and applications of technically i•portant thio

che•icals 

2.2.1 Survey and application of the major technically 

important thio-chemicals based on petrochemistry 

The range of applications of the •ain prima~y thio-chemicals 

produced on a petrochemical basis is rather broad. A survey of 

applications ;s listed in Table A-18. The following comments 

apply to the table: 

a) In addition to the metallurgical applications. the use of 

thio-chemicals for the odorific1tion of fuel gases is a 

traditional area. As related to the growing natural 2as 

distribution pipe-line networks. production of 

odorification agents (to be added to the natural gas) has 

substanthlly increased. This application is of world-wide 

interest. 

b) In petrochemistry. selected thio-compounds such as dimethyl 

sulfide. dimethyl disulfide - find use as modifiers for 

so~e metal catalysts. as supported platinum used in 

reforming. The addition of thio-compounds (dimethyl sulfide 

and dimethyl disulfide) to the feedstocks for t~ermal 

conversion (particularly to medium oil fractions) has a 

strong effect on reduction of coke formation and improves 

the economy of the process. In petrochemistry. dimethyl 

sulfoxide is an important solvent which is used to a 

growing extend for extraction of aromatics. 

c) In the production of rubbers and other polymers a few thio

chemicals are important. Aliphatic mercaptans are used as 

chain transfering agents and molecular weight control ling 

agents in polymerizations; Without their addition the 

produced rubber would have a too high molecular weight. 

Among the mercaptans used for this purpose, the tertiary 

dodecyl mercaptan and the n-dodecyl mercaptan yield the 
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Table A-18: Appl;cation of petroleum-based th;o-chemicals 

Area 

"etallur97 
lare •etal eatractto11 

Odor1zatto11 of gases 

Petroclle•1str7 

Productto• of rubbers 
aad otller polJllers 

Trtbolo97 

lutldtnt of roads 

Ph7totherap7 - plant 

treat•ent 

Pllar•acout t co ls 

Cos•ettcs 

Fodder productton 

Gless•ektnt and pottery 

A111111cat1011 

Sulf1d1n9 a9e11ts for •etalltc 
surfaces. eatrat1on of •etals 

Provtd1n9 odor for oatural a11d 

otller 9ases 

Rodtf7t119 •t••ts for catal7sts 
aott-cokt•t a9ents to be added 
to feeds for p7rol7sts. 
eatract1o• of aro•at1cs 

Cllatn propa9ators tn radtcal 
polJllertzatton reacttons 

Addtttve to pot,.er 

Th1o-clle•ica1 

etll7l •ercaot.an 
•-oroorl .. rceot.ao 
tsoproprl •ercaptan 
t.ert.tarr butrl •ercapt.an 

dt•etllrl suiftde 
dtetllrl sulh!!'! 
tetra ll1drotlltophe11e 

dt•c •• 111 dt sufl tde 
dt•eth7l pol7sulftde 
d1•etllr1 sulfoaid• 

•-octrl ••rcaptan 
o-dodecrl •ercaptan 
terttarr octrl •ercaptoP 
terttarr 11on1l •ercaptan 

Prevulcantzatton tnhtbttor tarttarr dodec7l •ercaptan 
S7ntllests of add1ttves for PVC esters of thto9l7coltc acid 
Solve11ts for pol7uretllane foa•s c7clohea7l •arcapt111 
and acr7ltcs tlltogl7c~ltc actd 

Spectal polrsulftdtc sealants dt•atllyl sulfoatde 
htgll •olecular wetgllt polysulf1d1s 

Htgll-pressure addtttves for otls 
used tn cutttnt and 9rtndtn9 

Thto-elasto•er addtttves for 

asphalts 

S7nthasts of llorbtctdos and 
tnsacttcfdes; solvents for 

these srntheses 

l11ter•1dtates of srnthests. 

en~ solvents 

lnter•edtetes tn the srnthests 
of cos•ottc products 

Color 9t11es (901d) for 91111 
111d Cllt111 

spoctal pol7sulftd1s 

•ethyl •orceptan 
ethrl •ercaptan 
dt•otllrl dtsulftde 
dt•etll7l s•lfoatde 
tlltopllenol 

tlltobutyra•f do 
tlltoacettc actd 
etllano dttlltol 
dt•otll7l sulf~atde 

tllto9lycoltc actd 

ootllyl oarc1pt111 

ptnen• 01rc1pt111 
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highest efficiency. but furt~er thiols are also suited suet. 
as the tertiary nony 1 aercaptan. tertiary octyl mercaptan, 

etc. The use of esters of the thioglycolic acid as a PCV 

stabilizer is also noticeable. 

Cyclohexyl aercaptan ranks aaong the basic raw aaterials 
for synthesizing the prevulcanization inhibitor N

cyclohexyl thio-pht4li•ide. a thio-chemical of growing 
significance for the p~oduction of the lates generations of 

tyres. Another pros?ective trend in aacro•olecular 
technology is syntheses and application of sulf~r

containing polyaers which exhibit particular properties. 

Also worth •entioning are the appliction of dhaethyl 

sulfoxide as a solvent for polyurethane foam~ and acrylates 
and the application of special higher-molecular weight 
polysulfides (e. g. the French product named Sulkot) in the 

production of sealants. 

d) In triboloay. it were mainly the polysulfides like tertiary 

dodecyl polysulfide which found application as high

pressure additives for ~utting, grinding and special 
transmission oils. These non-corrosive additives which 

exhibit great thermal stability and oxidation resistance 
have high sulfur content, and mix easily with the basic 

oils. They have recently found consi~erable expansion. 
Several well provan products are commercially available, e. 

g., Elf-Aquitgaine operates a faciHty in their lacq works 

where sulfidic bottoms from the production of mercaptans 

are processed to type TPS 20 and TPS 32 additives with 

outstanding properties. 

e) Modern roadbuilding faces the task of constructing high 
duty roadway capable for withstanding today's frequently 

quite enormous traffic under any weather and climate 

conditions. Modern bitumen mixtures are improved by 

polysulfide additives or the conv~ntional roadway ~urfaces 
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are coa~cd wi~h pro~ection layers tha~ contain 
thioelastomer additives (e. g. the French product 
Thiostone). Polysulfides of higher molecular weights. 
obstained as by-products during producing of aercaptans and 
sulfides. are the raw material of these special products. 

f) In aodern agriculture highly effective insecticides and 
aerbicides •anufactured by processes involving certain 

thio-che•icals are of iaportance. 

A•ong the synthetic insecticides the product Systox fro• 
BAYER. ~hich contains O.O-diethyl-0-/2-
ethylaercaptoethyl/thiophosp~ate (XIV) and O.O-diethyl-S

/2-ethyl•ercaptoe~hyl/tiophosphate as the active species 
has to be •entioned. The substance from which the 
production of Systox is started is 2-ethylmercaptoethanol. 
prepared directly from ethyl-mercaptan and ethylene oxide. 
The same starting materiai is used in synthesizing 

Metasystox and Ekatin. 

In the production of herbicides methyl mercaptan and ethyl 

mercaptan find application in the syntheses of symeric 

traizines of the Simetryn type. 

Beyond Simetryn. a number of products has been marketed by 
Geigy These include Demetryn. Ametryn. Terbutryn, 

Prometryn, Oipropetryn. 

M~dern agrochemistry can not operate without pesticides, 

made from basic thiochemicals. The major thiols used in the 

~roduction of agrochemicals include CH3SH, C2H5SH, n

C3H7SH, n-C4H9SH, n-C5H17SH, thiphenol and 2-
mercaptoethanol. Further processes of herbicide and 

insecticide synthesis also make use of dimethyl dhulfide 

as a thiomethylating agent, and dimethyl sulfoxide as a 

suited solvent. 
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g) In the production of pharmaceuticals the main intermediates 

and raw materials which are used for syntheses include 

thiochemicals such as ethane dithiol. thioglycolic ar.c 

thfoacetfc acids, and also dimethyl sulfoxfde which. in 

many cases, provides a suitable reaction medium • 

h) In the cos• et i c f n dust r y t i1 e major s u 1 fur cont a i n i n g 

substance fs thfoglycolfc acid: Elf-Aqufta'fne is the 

leading European producer hereof. 

i) Modern fodder productio is within those areas where 

sulfur-containing co•pounds are most promin•!nt, 

particularly, be:ause of synthetic-methionine of which the 

produ·ctfon grows steadily worldwide. The world produ:tion 

of thfs compound amounted to ca. 30.000 tons in 197~ and 

has gr1lwn to 100.iJOO tons in 1978. Accord_ing to estirnates 

by Monsanto. th~! annual increase of production rate in the 

1980s should be 5 - 10 %. 

The over-all reaction for synthesizing methionin; 

commerc i a 11 y f s 

This means tha.t methyl mercaptan 1s becoming an important 

industrial thiochemical. 

In Europe, Hhone-Poulenc is the greatest produ:er· of 

methionine. Other important methionine producers in the 

world are Elf-Aquitaine (France), Oegussa (Germany), 

Sumitomo, Nippon Soda and Nippon Kayaku (Japan), U9ilor 

(France) and Monsanto, Dow Chemical, and Dupont (USA). A 

remarkable capacity for methionine production is ~lso 

available;,,, the u·ssR. Construction of a joint methionine 
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production facility was also considered by Poland and 

Czechoslovakia. 

Methioni~e. in terms of its annual production ranks second 
after L-glutaminic acid among the a•ino acids. 
Nutritionally the two optical iso•ers are equivalent 
allowing for a direct che•ical synthesis of D.L-•ethionine. 

j) The glass making and pottery industry •akes use of special 
mercaptans. of the terpeni c series. These substances find 
application in the production of decorative color coatings 

for glass and chinaware. 

2.2.2 Survey of production trends of thio-organic chemicals 
and the theoretical principles of the thiolating 

reactions 

Modern oroduction of thio-organic c~emicals on the basis of 
petrochemicals represents a rational and econo•ically 
established system of predominantly catalytic reactions with 

hydrogen sulfide. yielding the desired prod~cts in a very 
straight forward manner with a minimum of intermediates. A 
simplified diagram of these production-routes is shown in Fig. 

A-19. 

Commercially the basic thio-organic chemicals are formed by 
catalytic thiolation of suitable oxygen-containing substances 
or by cata1ytic addition of HzS to olefins /7/. The simplest 
mode of producing thiols and sulfides is the addition of HzS 

to the double bond. These addition reaction may. in technical 
practice. proceed in accordance with or against Markownikoff~s 

rule: 

• 
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SH 

P. CH CH3 ( 1 ) 

RCH-CHz + HzS 
R CHzCHzSH (2) 

Secondary react;ons ;n the syste• ;nvolve d;rect synthes;s of 
sulf;de. add;tion of •ercaptans to alkenes, or dehydrosulfura

tion of thiols: 

2 RCHz•CHz + HzS + RCHzCHzSCHzCHR (3) 

RCHzCHzSH + RCH·CHz + RC~2CHzSCHzCHR (4) 

2 RCH2CHzSH + RCH2CH2SCHzCH2 + H2S (5) 

Figure A-21 lists the equ;libriu• constants for the reactions 
(1) - (5) as a function of te•perature for s•all olefins. 
Clearly. •ost of these addit;on reactions are ther•odyna•ical
ly li•ited above 300 - 320 oc. so that, cons;dering the 
requirement of h;gh conversion, the te•perature range actually 

available is up to about 250 °c. 

When the production of thio-organic compounds by HzS addition 
to olefins operates near the chemical equilibrium, the 
composition of the product mixture can be influenced 
significan~ly by varying the reaction cond;tions. This is seen 
in Fig. /,-22 which gives an example of the equilibrium 
concentrations of ethyl mercaptan and diethyl sulfide for the 

reaction of H2S addition to ethylene. It is obvious that the 
selectivity of the process is affected by all the major 
reactio,, parameters. i. e •• the molar ratio CzH4/HzS, 

temperature. and pressure. 
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1 - c2H4 + ~S ~ ... C2!1s5B 

2 - CH3CH • c~ + ~s Z=:! CH3~~SH 

) - CH)CH • ~ + Y .. 'CH)CH(SH)CH) 

4 - CH)~CH + ~S 4 > CH)C~~C82SH 
5 - CH3CCCH3) • ~ + Hz' ~ CH3CH(CH3)~SB 
6 - CB3ccca3> • ~ + ~ 4 ~ CB3CCCH3)(SB)CBJ 

7 - c2B4 + CB3~sB ~ Cc2~>2s + y 
8 - 2 CH3SB =- (CB3>2s + ~s 
9 - 2 cra3~B ~ (CH3~>2s + ¥ 

Fig. A-21: Equilibrium constants as function of temperature 
for selected addition and dehydrosulfuration 

reactions 
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The second basic reaction for co••ercially producing thio
organic chemicals is thiolation (or reductive thiolation) of 
suitable oxygen or nitrogen-containing substances: 

RCHzCHzOH + HzS + RCHzC;tzSH + HzO ( 6) 

RCHzCHzOCHzCHzR' + Hz~ + RCHzCHzSCHzCHzR' + HzO ( 7) 

RCHzCHzOCHzCHzR + Z hzS + Z RCHzCHzSH + HzO ( 8) 

RCHzCH-0 + HzS + Hz + RCHzCHzSH + HzO ( 9) 

RCHzCOCHzR + HzS + Hz + RCHzCH(SH)CHzR + HzO (10) 

RCHzCOOH + HzS + 2 Hz + RCHzCHzSH + 2 HzO ( 11) 

RCHzCOOR' + HzS + z Hz + RCHzCHzSH + HzO + ROH (lZ) 

RCHzCOOR' + z HzS + z Hz + RCHzCHzSH + R'SH + z HzO (13) 

RCHzC·N + 2 HzS + 2 Hz + RCHzCHzSH + NH4HS ( 14) 

The equilibirum constants for some of the thiolation reactions 

are shown in Fig. A-23. As compared with the addition 

reactions. these equilibrium constants are substantially 
higher (• yielding water as a reaction product) and the 

reactions can be run at substantially higher teaperatures and 

consequently proceed at higher rates. 

Both kinds of thiolation are exotherl!lic and, hence, a"\ 
i~tensive removal of reaction heat from the reactor is of 

engineering sign if; cance. 

In practice. all thiolation reactions require catalysis to 

proceed smoothly. Most of the catalysts used belong to eigher 

of the two types: 
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J 

~ 

.r 

t 
0 

I 
·SIO 20 30 40 

- lfJ•tr 

l - CH30H + ~s z=! CH-fH + ~o 
2 - c

2
11soH + HzS ;;:: c 2H5SH + ~O 

3 - n-C3S.,OB +His~ n-C3U.,SH + H20 

4 - n-C4Hc;OH + ~s ;::!' n-C4~SH + 17.0 

5 - (CH)) 20 + 2 'H.£> ~2 CH3SH + ~O 

6 - (CE3>20 + B2S ~ (CH3>2s + ~o 
7 - CC2H5>20 + 2 ~s ';:::! 2 C2H5 SH + ~o 
8 - (C

2
H

5
)
2

0 + ~S ~ (C2H5)~ + H20 

9 - C
2

Hr;OH + l/2 s2 (g) + ~ ;;::z c2H5SH + ~O 

10 - CH)CH • 0 + ~ + ~S +=: c2H5SH + H20 

ll - CH)COCH) + H
2 

+ ~S 4 ~ CH)CH(SH)CH) + H20 

12 - CH)C 1i I + 2 ~ + ~S ~ c2H5SH + W) 

fig. A-2 3: E q u i 1 i b r i u m con s ta n ts for the th i o 1 at 1 on of 
alcohols and for reductive th1olation of carbonyl 

compounds and nitriles. 
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I. Lewis'type acids (AlCl3.BF3) used at low-temperature (-30 
to 100 OC) and low-pressure. They are applied either as 
su-:h or in the form of suitable complexes (e. g. with 

CH3JH, ethyl ether. olefins. etc.). Other acid catalysts 
incl~de phosphoric acid supported on an inert carrier. and 

certain alumosilicates. 

II. Heteroge1,eous sulfidic catalysts en supports used either 
as such tr obtained by conversion of starter catalyst 

systems involving metals. oxides. or salts. They are used 

both for H2S addition to unsaturated bo~ds and for 
thiolation o~ oxygen as well as other suitable starting 

compounds. 

2.2.3 Selected exam~les of the synthes;s of major technically 

i•portant thio-organic chemicals 

2.2.3.1 Low-temperature synthesis of tertiary dodecyl 

mercaptan /8/ 

A typical example is the synthesis of dodecyl mercaptan. 

important in the production of macromolecular susbstances. The 

Elf-Aquitaine process flowsheet h shown in Fig. A-24. A 

tetramer of prophylene (b. p. 180 - 215 OC) is led from the 

tank! to the upper part of the reactor~ packed with Rasching 

rings where a contercurrent saturation with HzS takes place. A 
catalyst complex (AlCl3 bonded to olefin :>r to finished 

mercaptan) is added from the tank l and the reartion proceeds 
in the bottom part of the reactor ! maintained at a low 

temperature (ranging from -30 to +10 oc. A mixture of HzS and 

COz used as the thiolating agent!! is fed to the reactor 
bottom and flows upwards as bubbles through the liquid 

reaction mixture. The product of reaction is purified in the 

separation vessels l and 1· and is led to the continuous 

densitemeter i• the washing section (washers !Q and!! with 
acidified and untreated water, respectively) and then to the 

distillation column. 
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fig. A-24: Process t·lowsheet of tert. dodecyl mercaptan 

procuction in Lacq 
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Z.Z.3.Z Production of p1nene mercaptan /S/ 

ihis is an example of high-temperature HzS addition using 
heterogeneous catalysts. The product is pi nene-•ercaptan. the 
basic component of golding overcoats for glass and china such 

as ar~ aade in Czechoslovakia. 

Turpentine (high grade alpha-pinene). together with ele•ental 
sulfur and hydrogen (at a ratic such that H2S is produced at 

an opti•u• stoichio•etric excess related to the ol~fin and in 
the presence of a sulfide catalyst (•olybdenu• tungsten. and 
nickel sulfides individually or •ixed. as such or supported Oh 

Alz03) is heated to 200 - 250 oc in an autoclave. During the 
reaction the addition product is controlled with respect to 
the content of •ercaptanic sulfur and the conversion is 
ter•inated as soon as the opti•u• •ercaptanic sulfur content 
is abstained. In case of this synthesis being performed in a 

flow reactor. HzS which had been prepared in an independent 
process is introduced. and an optimum volu•etric flow rate is 

chosen. unreacted (and. in part. i someri zed) hydrocarbons are 
separated from ~he product of r~action by distillation and the 

finished product obtained fro• the distillation operation is a 

pure pinene 11ercaptan fraction which is a •fxture of 

positional and stereo isomers. 

2.2.3.3 Productfo~ of •ethyl 11ercaptan /10/ 

The production of this important thiol fs an exa•ple of the 
thiolatfon of alco:iols using heterogeneous catalysts. A 

typical flowsheet can be found in fig. A-25. Methanol 
(containing 0.5 - 1.0 wt-% water) and H25 are prehea~ed to the 
temperature of 400 oc and. at a pressure of O. 7 - 1 MP a, the 
mixture is fed into the reactor pa:ked with a catalyst which 

contains K- or Na-thiotungstate on Alz03. The LHSV of methanol 
is approximately 0.4 - 0.5 h-1. The reaction product is cooled 

and led to a stabilizing column where the unreacted HzS is 
separ-ated (in order to be recycled) with a small fraction of 
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CH1 SH 
CH,OH 
IOt,11 S 
HzO 

---~ ... 1 

9~---

Hz(> 

CH1SH 

6 

"-----~ (CH1l2 S 
prldud .. rec,cte 

Fig. A-25: Process flowsheet of the thiolation of CH30H 

1 - preheater 

2 - reactor 
3 - stabilizer 
4 - absorber 
5 - compressor 
6 - stripper 
7. 8. 9 - distillation columns 
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CH3SH which is retained ~ 1 the adsorber. The stabilized 
product consisting of CH3 I (CH3}zS. CH30H. and water is 
fractionated in a series of distillation columns. yielding 
pure CH3SH and (CH3}zS. The unreacted methanol is dried and 
recycled. 

The higher tiols can be produced similarly. 

2.2.3.4 Production of sulfur-containing odorants /11/ 

The production of efficient odorification agents expands 
together with the consumption of natural gas for heating 
purposes. An important requirem~nt imposed on the odorants is 
a high sensoric effectiveness and. simultaneously. a high 
stability of odor during the distribution of the gas. The 
lower •ercaptans and sulfi~es. individually or •ixed. provide 
the •ost effective odorification agents. These substances 
account for the greatest fraction of all odorants produced by 
specialized companies (e. g. Elf-Aquitaine. Phillips Petrol •• 
Pennwa 1 t. etc.}. 

The C4-fraction fro• the steam cracking process. after its 
di en es and acetylenes have been removed, is a 11 owed to react 
with HzS on a sulfide catalyst at 250 oc and 5 - 10 MPa 
pressure to a mixture of C4-mercaptans and sulfides. The 
product is separated by means of distillation and the mixture 
of C4-mercaptans 1s ready for application as a strong 
odori fiction agent. 

2.3 Conclusion 

a} As the resources of petroleum become more exhausted, the 
fractfon of crude oils with higher sulfur content which is 
supplied for processing increases. The exp~cted increase in 
coal consumption to replace oil in conventional power 
stations is necessarsily expected also to produce larger 
amounts of sulfur oxides. 
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The sulfur to be av;alable from these two potential sources 
should be suffic;ent to cover the demand of the chemical 

;ndustry. 

b) There w;ll be a gradual implementat;on of high-efficiency 
processes for desulfurizat;on of combustion gases. No 
pollution arising fro• sulfur eaission in offgases from 
power stations and heating plants can be tolerated after 
the year 2000: this is iaperative if serious ecologtcal 

catastrophes are to be avoided. 

c) In spite of the upward trend of sulfuric acid production. 
which is due •ainly to the increasing production of 
fertilizers required to boost agricltural yields in the 
developing countries, substantially larger quantities of 
sulfur will become available for use in further branches of 

the chemical and consumer industries. 

d) A number of appl;cations of sulfur may in the future 
increase the demand for sulfur substantially; tnis concerns 
pricaa:-ily the sulfur cssphalts and concretes but also 
various sulfur containing composites. special sulfur

containing polymeric sub~tances. and thio-chemicals. 

e) Certain thfo-organic chemicals are of great importance for 
nutrition 1Jf the Earth's growing population, particularly 

in the developtng countries. This concerns above all d,1-
•et~ionine which, through fodder fortification, is a 
prerequisite for a substantial boost in meat production. 
Expanded production of sulfur-based insecticides and 
herbicides will be caused by an intensification of plant 

production. 

f) Hence. the new trends in the use of sulfur tackle two 
fundamental problems of develompent of the modern society -
the yield novel. progressive products having outstanding 

applicability and. simultaneously. they provide for an 
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effective protection of t~~ living environment because the 
noxious sulfur compounds !lr".! prevented from burdening the 

environment. 

g) last but not least. the untraditional applications of 
sulfur are rather profitable. thanks to the fact that waste 
and by-products. often harmful ecologically. are converted 
at relatively low capital costs to products of considerable 

value having superior ap~itcabtltty. 
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The present exper';ise comprises a general part dealing with 

the princioles of lar-waste technology and a specific part 

devoted to four seiected areas of chemical industry to which 

the following conclusions are related. 

The conte11.ts of sulfur in the crude oils being recovered and 

used as well as in the coal which are ained is generally 
growing a~d siaultaneously. there is an intensification of the 
necessity of re~oving it either fro• the offgases and exhausts 

after co•bustion or alternatively. prior to coabustion fro• 
~he fuels being used for power generation transportation. and 

as chemical feedstocks. 

l•portant develop•e~ts are recently underway in deap 
conversion of crude oil where high-boiling distillates and 
substantially the residual oils are used as a source of high

grade fuels ind petrochemical feedstocks. Substantial progress 

has been achieved in the production of low-sulfur fuel oils, 
in the innovation of coal liquifaction, and chemical 

processing of carbochemical products. 

Conversion of the high-boiling and residual petroleum 

feedstocks is obtained via highly effective catalytic and 
thermo-catalytic hydrogenation processes in which the 

undesirable elements (sulfur. nitrogen. oxygen. metals) are 
e 1 i mi nated and upgraded fue 1 oi 1 s are produced. which can a 1 so 

aore easily be processed in catalytic or thermal conversions, 

such as pyrolysis, fluid catalytic cracking, production of 

lubrication oils, etc. 

Most important among the new processes are: catalytic 

desulfurization and hydrocracking of residual oils, mild 

hydrocracking and hydrovisbreaking. These processes are highly 
effective technologically they are more economic because of 
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reduced energy consu•ption. and they •eet the ecological 

requirements of low-waste technology. 

An i•portant co•plement to •odern hydrorefining and 
hydrocracking processes is the non-traditional use of hydrogen 
sulfide and eleaental sulfur. The production of sulfur 
asphalts and concretes. of special sulfur-containing 
coaposites. and of organic thioche•icals presents a 
subs tent i a 1 econo• i c and eco 1 ogi ca 1 contribution to the 
traditional oil refining and petroche•ical che•ical industry. 

Sulfuric acid is one of the •ost widely used che•icals. Its 
world production. ranks first a•ong all individually produced 
che•icals. Thanks to this it contributes substantially to the 
individual national econo•tes •• Because the greatest part of 
the sulfuric acid being produced is used in the production of 
fertilizers. it is obvious that the develop•ent of sulfuric 
acid production is related to the solution of problems of food 

supply in the developing countries. 
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B. PRODUCTION OP SUI2U:--ilC LC!D 

1. %-ckground 

Sul.furic acid ranks among the principal products of the 
chemical industry. The extent of sulfuric acid production 
and consur!lption in individual industria11y advanced colDl~ries 
may be regarded as one for the criteria by which the standard 
of the entire chemical industry can be judged. Most of today's 
che:nical plants had their begimdngs in the past centu=y 
1inked exactly with the production of sulfuric acid. As the 
other chemical technologies developed the consumption o! 
~so4 kept increasing and its importance to the present-day 
chemical industry certainly has not dropped a single point. 
According to incomplete data, estimates of present sul:uric 
acid production figures worldwide run as high as 120-130 
million tons in tenns of l~ 8250 4• 

!he high production of sulfuric acid and the relatively low 
costs of raw materials were conducive to making the present 
sul!uric acid production plants to be of high standard both 
technologically and technically, so that even the production 
proper is rather inexpensive. This is due prir.larily to the 
high degree of utilization of the feedstock which is 98-99.5~~. 
unparalleled elsewhere wi.thin the industry, and also to high 
utilization of the reaction heat for risL~g steera and producing 
hot water, and to high reliability and dependability of the 
process equipr11ent. Inaanuch a• the operating modes o! the 
individual apparatuses ot the production line are relativaly 
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stable, the application of simple regulatory loops or even 
of control computers to cont:rol the process presents no 
difficulties and, with a minim1D of servicing, the operation 
can proceed in :nodes near the economic optimon. 

All these factors reflect favor-~bly on the profitability of 
production, chiefly in the case of the most adyenced high
capaci ty plants where the cost of turning out 1 ton o! product 
are substantiell7 lower than in the case of ve.rious other 
starting Qateriels and intermeliates used by the ch&T.ical in

dustry. 

Another advantage o! using su1turic acid is that not only 
can any arbitrary concentration of aqueous ~so4 solutions 
be used but also the H2so4 solutions containing dissolved so3-
the !llDing sulfuric acid - at any content o! free sul!ur 
trioxide, up to pure iocn; so3• In this way can be created 
various environ.11ents exhibiting various activities o! indivi
dual ions, ot free so3 etc., to suit e.g. tile organic S"~the
ses. 

At the early stages of development of the che:nical industry 
the greatest amounts of sulfuric acid had been used to ~rod~ce 
superphosphate, to pickle steel sheets and plates, to process 
ores, produce sulfates, to provide electrolyte !or lead 
storage batteries, etc. While these areas o! consumption gave 
no indication o! falling consumption, other outlets he.ve been 
added more recently to include the prodltction o! ma?l-made 
fibres, caprolactam, nitro compounds /as part of nitration 
mixtures/, the requirement~ of sul!onation reactions, etc., 
which all represent a large consmiption o! sul!uric acid. 

Even though the storage ot sul!uric acid nor its transporta
tion at shorter distrsnces presents no di!!iculties, it is more 
advantageous, with a view to the great extent of consumption, 
to have the sulfuric acid produced on site or at least r.ear 
the site where it is consumed. 
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Therefore, froci the aspect of constructing end developing 
the chemical industries of the developing countries, it is of 
advantage to take o!!, just as it had been the case do:ens o! 

years ago in what today are :the advanced countries, with the 
production o:t the prima.rJ' intemediates wh:lch are less chall.en
ging technologically and which include ~ic ~cid, ferti
lizers, !!113, HN03 and the li.ke. ~e develop1Dg countries no 
longer have to go all the way unaided committing the ae::ae 

i errors but re.th.er, may put to use the experience ot the 
advenced countries, thus avoidi?lg some of the problems which 
he.d to be overcome in the process of years. 

Hot spee.k1ng of the !act that a certain nmber of variants is 
!!."!ei!.e.ble !~ wb; ch to choose technically end technologically, 
including opportll?lities tor processing varicus raw me.te::-ials. 
the greatest impo!"te.nce is attached to utilizin& the experience 
e.cquired in he.ndling the ~robla!ls of envirollllent protection. 
In the ce.se o! ~SO 

4 
this problem can be broken dovm int.J t·;:c 

parts. The first one relates to the protection of the 
enviroment right during production, i.e., mainly the pollution 
by unreacted so2 exhalates and by ~o4 mist. !he other one 
is li:nked with the ways the yo4 produced ls consuned and, 
possibly, with subsequent utilization of its waste solutions. 
Taking the liberty of some simplification,' we can state the.t 
the dominent part o! sulfuric acid produced will eventually 
be absorbed by the soil, the water strea.'Ds, and the seas, with 
accor.ipenying enviro1:111ental damage. 

I! we may assert the claim that the first group o! problems 
has been success!ully mastered by now and that it is merely 
en issue o! economics to !ind out how far we need to go with 
abatement end control o! pollution, we cannot say the same o! 
the second group ot problems. At the present time, the processing 
ot waste sulfuric acid solutions presents one o! the most 
challengi=g proble.":O s which Ylill have to be dealt with i!l the 
nearest !utl!!'e. For ~his =eason, the present report w~ll else 
go into the QUeetio:i ot waste H2sc

4 
regene=a.tio:::i e.."lC. re;::-c-
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cessing, inasnuch as by closing th.a loop o! H2so 4 prod~!ctio:i. -

consumption - and regeneration •e would cope not only with 
an issue of environment ;A"otection but e.lso with one o! the 
base of raw materials c:nu o! the ~so4 production methods. 

2. Outline of ~ nroduction 

2.1. file ~roducts 

\'lhen describing the process, some of the methods adopted._ 

!o= solution ~a7 be i~terl;n~e~ with the proyer~ies o! th~ 
substances being processed and of the products. ?er this 

reason, monographs dealing with sulfuric acid production 
frequently pay attention to the properties of all the sub
stances met with in route of the production process. In our 
case, onlJ the products obtained will be described. More 
detailed. µi!o1111~t!_~~ 011 th4!! substances and products can be 
found 1n literature /1-5/. 

~e product encountered most widely at the sulfuric acid 
production plants is the so-called concentrated ~so4 which 
contains 94-98% ~so4• It is o! advantage from the aspect o! 
the technological use that sui!uric acid solutions of over 
90% concentration ce.n, at ambient ta~pereture, be stored in 
tanks made from plain-carbon steel.Diluted sul!uric acid so
lutions he.ving less then 85~ H2so4 corrode the steel, !or 
the protective film of Peso4 is dissolved in such solutions. 
Thie is why lead or selecte~ plastics ere used. 
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Dissolution of sul!ur trioxide in concentrated sul!uric c.cici 
~ 

yields the funing sulfuric ecid which contains various con-
centrations of tree so:r Compounds ot the type yo 4 .nSo3 
- polysul!uric acids - can be identified in a cr;ystalline f 0110 

at lower temperatures1 they are also knoWD. in the f om ot 
salts. 

In addition to concentrated and !ming acid, the sulfuric 
acid plents elso tmn out l~ so3• 

2. 2. Raw materials tor sulfuric e.cid nroduction 

I! we rega--d the historical development of H2so
4 

prepe.re.tio~ 

and prcduc~ion, we may ste.te that eny sulfur-bee.ring substance 
can be used as raw materiel as long as it can be trens!onned , 
to so2 or so3 by some process. However, today s production o! 
sul!uric acid which is of so great an extent must also meet 
other conditions, such as an abundant supply o! given raw 
material having e dete?mined standard quality /reserves !or 
several dece.des/, acceptable price, low eontsmination, etc. 

!t.e ma.teria1 which at the present time, can be said to best 
sa.tis!y these requirements, is elemental sul!ur. The othe~ 
sulfur compounds formerly used he.ve gradually lost their 
importance as far as production proper is concerned. I! they 
still are used, it is mostl7 !or the reason the.t some outlet 
is sought for waste so2• This is why we usue.lly classi!y s~c~ 
sulturic acid production methods as desulfurize.tion methodz. 
In the combustion o! sulfur-containing fuels, the amowits o! 
sul!ur dioxide which enter the atmosphere in the European 
countries es pollute:.ts would su!!ice !or the production o! 
all sul!uric ~c1d in those countries. In reality, however, 
ov:ing to reason~ bot~ technicel and economic, tbe sul!u= 
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dioxide from off gases is not yet rete.inec industria21.y to e 
·greater extent, so that most o! the sul!ur dioxide enters the 
atmosphere where it oxidizes to sulfur trioxide and, in the 
.fom of sulfuric acid /as acid raintel1/ is return to the sur
face of Barth. 

flhen using sutficient1y pure elemental sulfur /which is the 
mo.st expensive of al1 the sulfur re.w materials/, the entire 
processing line of the sulfuric acid production plant can 
be much simplified. In teclmic6.l practice this amounts to 
low capital outlays, high operating reliability, and easy 
process control. In contrast to that, when other raw me.te
rials are used the entire process !lowsheet becomes more 
complicated, the production is more prone to defects end re
qui:-~s mo=a deme.:id;,,g inspect:!.on and control. For this reason, 
even i! very- inexpensive sul!Ur raw materials are used, such 
methods of production are no longer more adventageous econo
~ice.lly the.I! is the production of ~so4 from elementa= sul
fur. 

!he situation is quite di!.ferent wider such conditions 
where waste sulfur dioxide has to be processed which me.y have 
been produced e.g. in roasting o! polyme~allic sul!idic ores 
or in desul!urization ot combustion gases, etc. Since re
cently, another case can be e.dded to the above examples, name
ly that o! waste sulfuric e.cid end sul!ates processing where 
no suitable use can be found .for them, nor any other method 
of disposal. 

On the whole, it can be steted in relation to the raw materials 
issue that, in cases where it is our intention to produce 
~so4 solely as an intermedic~e product in eitber a.~ indu
striallr adve.nced country or a developing country, the method 
whicb presently is most advantageous economically is to pro
duce the sul!uric ecid !rom elementel sultur. Only i!l sue~ 

eases where, within tbe framework o! e.g. a specific cce~!cel, 
metallurgice.l, or power generati:c.g ple:it, the questicn must 
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be !aced of the ey-h2.lation of 502, 503, ~so4 wastes, and 
waste sulfates, the solution to this problem may be combined 
with sulfuric acid production. At the genere.l level it is 
rather difficult to ente~ considerations of profitability, 
because that is detexmined entirely by the prevailing local 
conditions. 

Such solutions were relatively successful where several waste~ 
or low-value substances containing sulfur could be disposed of 
simultaneously. For example, the themiic decomposition of 
waste H

2
5o

4 
or waste eulfates at ta:ipersture& of 600-900 C 

provides an outlet tor fuels /heating oil, coke, coel/ of high 

sulfur contents which could not be burnt 1l'! ordinary combu
stion processes. In this case it is also the sulfur conteined 
in the fuel used tor H2so4 production which is utilized. 

FundamentE.1 di!f erences arnong the ~SO 4 production processes 
arise !rom whether or not a 502 gas free from any impurities 
is produced by the combustion which can be used without 
turtheI: coolins and clee.ning tor catalytic oxidation to so3, 
or whether the so2 carries mechs.nical and other impurities 
that would have to be removed prior to oxid~tion. In the case 
of sulfuric acid being produced from pure sulfur, the so2 can 
be oxidized directly. In all other cases it is a roaster gas 
containing mechanical impurities, ashes, dust, water vapor, 
catalytic poisons /chiefly As2o3 from ores/ etc., which must 
be removed prior to the catalytic oxidation, as a rule usin~ 
some combination of dry and wet processes /dust settling, dry 
electrotilters - washing towera, wet electro!ilters, roester 
gas drying/. Owing to the !act that, at the present time, 
it is more advantageous economically tor the industrially 
advanced countries to produce sul!ui·ic acid !rom sulfur, we 
will limit ourselves to this method in the treetment presented 
below. Should a sufficient source ot waste so2 become available 
in some developing country as the result e.g. o! sul!ite ores 
processing, this would warrant an independent study. 
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2.J. Sulfuric e.cid produc~ion fror.! sulfur 

Adhering to the same production principle we may meet faci
lities in the industrially advel!ced countries which pro~~ce 
sulfuric ecid to capacities renging from 50 to 2,500 tpd. 

The raw material - sulfur of min. 99.~ purity - is brought 
to the production plant either in solid or in molten condition. 
All eubsequent handling at the production plant usue.lly in

volves molten sulfur /m.p. 119 C/, even the supply of sul!ur 

in .stock for several weeks of production is maintained in 

molten condition in heat insulated storage tanks. The sulfur 
is metered out into the combustion furnaces following only 
filtering on plug filters; several per cent kieselguhr is added 
to the sulfur as filtration materiel. 

2. J.1. Sul!ur dioride production 

Sulfur combustion by dry air proceeds in furnaces rather ~1-
milar in design to steam boiler fireboxes where heavy oil or 
other liquid fuels are burnt. The only di!f erence is thet ., 
sulfur is burnt in dry cir, of max. 0.1 g water per 1 Nm~. 
The sulfur is sprayed into the combustion area by special 
burners. It is the design and proper operation of these burners 
which largly decide the rate of combustion which is described 
by the equation 

AH= -295 kJ 

The combustion temperature may reach 1200 c. The sulfur/air 
combustion ratio is maintained at a value such that the 
sulfur dioxide gas produced contains 9-12% so2 and 9-11~ o2• 
Only in those cases where some of the roaster gas is used 
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for the prodaction o! 100% so2, the g~s produced here is 
allowed to contail! up to 18~~ so2 ( 3% o2). 

The combustion air is te.ken in from the etmosphe:::e by ~ 

rote.."'7 blower, across a dedusting filter. The overpressure 
e.t the blower is so selected as to exactly cover the press:m·t: 
loss of the entir.: production. line which is 20-50 kPa. Sub
sequently, the air is dried by concentrated sulfuz·ic ecid 
/98% ~so4/ in packed absorbers. The hl.lllidity retained by the 
drying sulfuric acid depends on climate &mi season end covers 
20-6();~ of all water necessary for sulf~ic e.cid production. 

The sulfurous gas fo1111ed by sulfur combustion is cooled at 
the preheater and at the water banks of the steem boiler 
to the working temperature of the vadadium cate.1¥st which 
is 400-420 c. Some 0.9 - 1.2 tons of steam at 4 !.!Pa c:m be 
produced per l ton of H2so4 output. 

2.1.2. Sulfur dioxide o:-:ida.tion to sul!ur trioxide 

This reaction, so2 + 1/2 o2 ~ so3 at AH= -SS kJ, 
proceeds very slowly if wiaided, so a vana.diu.'I. ce.tal~"st is 
used to speed up the reaction. The converter group, consti
tuted by the catalyst beds and au.xiliary equipment required 
to maintained the desired temperature conditions, is the most 
essential part of all the production equi~~ent as !ar as the 
process control is concerned, inasnuch as it is its proper 
operation which alone can make it possible to obtain the 
necessary co1weraion o! so2 to so3• Vii th the .30-called singla
stage conversion the yield o! so3 !rorn so2 can in pr~ctice 
reach 98%. Even though a number of ingenious designs o! the 
contact unit had been proposed, the one used worldwide toiay 
is a very simple and reliable design where the structure is 
e~~posed of four to six adiabatic beds, with intei-tr~y 

cooling by integral heat exchan,eers. The .!lowsheet shov:i::ig the 
connections within the contact unit can be seen in Pig. B-1. 
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We cannot go into detail when considering the probla~s re
lating to reactor design. The problen reduces to proposi:is 
the most advantageous catalyst distribution to the in<livi
dual trays and, at the same time, proposing such temperature 
conditions for the individual trays as to maximize the con
version at the reacto~ outlet, obtainable with given pro
ducti~n and with given type and quenti.ty of catalyst. As hns 
already been mentioned, the maximm conversion is 98~ in an 
optimized si tue.tion, but in cases where unsuitable conditions, 
fluctuations, or defects intervene it may be substantielly 
less /e.g., merely 55%/. 

The gas leaving the reactor is attercooled either at the 
water banks o! the steem boiler or by en economizer, and is 
led to the last process stage. 

2.3.3. Sul!ur trioxide absorotion 

The reacti""On- tak1ng·-·place is 

~ ii;; -50 kJ 

·---·-··---·-··------- - -· 
Sulfur trioxide reacting with water or with aqueous sul!uric 
acid solutions - having a certain water vapor tension -
would only yield ~so4 in the foim of hard-to-:-ete.in mist, 
so this is why the absorption of so3 is done in concen~rated 

82so4 /97%/~ It can be seen in Fig. B - l that the absorption 
and drying towers constitute one unit where the acid is 
processed. under common control. The heats of reaction and 
dissolution wlidch are generated in these two processes must 
be removed from the acid loops by cooling water. The t~T.pe

rature E1lld concentration conditions in air drying as well es 
in absorption ce.n be taken from Fig. B-1. 

When fuming sulfuric acid is the desired product the~e are 
two absorption towers - the !irst one is the oleu.r:: towe= 
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where oleu:n having up to 30% :tree so3 can be produ.ced, the 
second one is the so-called monohydr~ta to~ar nhere t!le 

remaining gaseous so~ is tur.ned into 98$ ~04. Only the 
second tower is used unless ole1.1D is to be made. 

The o!!gases :from the absorption tower pass over :filters 
/demisters/ where entrained ~o4 drop!ets are retained, and 

thence to the stack and to at::iosphere. !he o!fge.ses contain 
appro%imately o.~ so2. In SDAller production plants, this is 
not a concentration which woul.d threaten the neighborhood 
of the pla"l.t. D1!.f1culties may arise however in the case o.t 

the larger production units. 

As has elread7 been ~e~~i~n~d~ t~e ov~r-all conversion o! 
sul!ur dioxide to sul!ur t=iox:i.Je is 98% at the most, which 
means that 2'-; o! the sulfur dio:ti.de processed is en e!!lue.?J.t 
·::bi.ch goe::; ~o t.h: ~.bos,her;?, tha::e to be ~!"t?.d.ually oxidized 
to sulfuric acid e.nd., eventually, to return i;o Earth in tha fox:."1 
of acid rain. For ezample, thus, a sul!uric acid plant o! 
1000 tpd capacity emits sulfur dioxide in quantities Ji.elding 
20 tpd ~so4 in the atmosphere. Such amounts o! sulturic acid 
can be disregarded neither ecologicall7, nor e~onomically. 
For this reason, considerable attention is paid to trapping 
the unreacted sul!ur dioxide emitted by sul!uric acid pro
duction plants. 

3. Con--01 0 .. su., .. ··- ,.,.: ..... -',3~ ftf!".faoi,..-ci 41 ~""' .,..,,,u•·i,. ecid 0 1 ..... t .. - "~ .a. ~~ .... - ...__v.,.-...., .... ~'·-2----·- --"-·•• ~w.-J.. --'-' ... - -~- • .,, 

and uossible ~rocessin~ o! sul!ur dioxide !rom othe= sources 

Atmospheric pollution by sulfur d1o%1de ranks emong the p:o
mine~t ecvlogicel proble~s o! this t~~e. This is why a co~
sider~ble attention is devoted to issues o! =etai:l:!..?lg e=.~ 

• 
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further use o:f the sulfur dioxide. In spite o! subst&Iltiel 
costs already incur~ed in efforts to find a solution, the 
probleci has not yet been successfuJ..ly resolved. ~e che.llenge 
becomes greater as the total quantity of exhaJ.ates to be 
processed grows bighi:r but also as the so2 dilution (as a 
rule, 0.05-0.3') and the contents of mechanical contamino.nts 
{dust and ashes) are increased. Por instance •. in the case o:f 
a 800 11\'f power station fired by lignite, the of.tgases leave the 
std.ck which he.s a cross section o:f 80 m2 at a linear velocity 
of 15-20 m s-1• Under such conditions it is a :fo:cnidable 
problem to retain even ~ust some of the sultur dioxide, and 

the problem is teclmically unsolvable at present. 

A certain degree ot success at so2 retention he.s only been 
attained in the case o! sne.ller pollution sources which 
however are without signiticence tor the over-&11 bale.nee o! 
sulfur dionde pollute.nt. Tl:!.is on1y solves the loce.l p~bler..~ 
of cit~~~--~d <!~-r~~it'._~~~~oor loctlitiez. T°!:: sulft=ic e.c:..d 
production plants can also be counted among the success!ul 
cases o..! so2 pollution control. 

It has already been said that a conventional sul.!uric acid 
production :fac111tymakes use o:f no more than 9~ of the 
sul.fur raw material, whereas the remeiJJing ~ is turned to the 
so2 pollutant. A number of methods are theoreticelly available 
but only some of them have been applied in practice. 

J.1. J.1kaline wa;hing 

This is e rathe~ simple unit technologically. A pecked abso=ber 
is used to absorb the so2 residues in NaOH, Ne2co3, or ?rn4oH 
solutions. When properly designed the absorber process will 
reduce the S02 content dO\'IIl to 0.0001 % S02 in the exit ges. 
The sulfite solutions produced are then processed to c~7~t~l
l!ne selts. ~ wider acceptance o! the method is hinde=e~ by 
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the limited outlets tor these eel.ts, where e.g. 1:1 photo
chemice.ls production, the requirements regarding purity ~re 
rather stringent, too. 

3.2. ~e double conversion method 

~s method has become generally- widespread in recent years, 
even though its implementation cannot be said to have avoided 
al1 prob1ems. The principle ot the method is very simple and 
consists in that the catalytic oxidation is discontinued on 
reaching 90-94% so2 conversion, whereupon the gas is cooled 
and. thE so3 produced is removed in the so-celled i.nteimediate 
absorber. The sul:!U-T"Ous gas containing up to 1% sc2 is then 
heated to the CE.talyst working tenperature end the reection 
is allowed to continue. The theoreticel attainable conversior
is 99.9~ and, in practice, 99.5~ is actually- attained. 
The sulfur trioxide produced is absorbed again in the !illal. 

absorber. The gas leaving the final. absorber contains no more 
then o.o~ so2 - end this means that a mere 0.5% so2 produced 
is not used b)" the ~so4 production process and becomes an 
effluent. In contrast to sulfuric acid plants operated without 
the intermediate absorption, the exhalations are cu~ doy:n to 
about l/ 4 of their original value. This method also has the 
e.dvantage of producing only the desired product which is 
sul!uric acid. 

A drawback Call be seen in tl:at the contect Wlit cor.nections 
ere somewhat complicated, that one or even two large gas-gas 
type heat exchangers are needed, and th.et the amount of 
generated stee.m is slightly less - thus reducing the degree of 
heat utilizetion. 
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A furthe~ reduction of exhalations from the sulfuric Ecie 
production plente would indeed be theoreticelly feasible 
by "adding-on" yet another absorption unit but, osi.ng to the 
necessity of wo1'king with highly d11uted gases /99.95% of 
inert components/ the process wou1d no longer be of eny eco
nomic benefit. The alkaline washing cen be used again but, 
of cou:r·sr:, the ebsorption of sul!ur dioride from this highly 

diluted gas proceeds very slowly. 

J.J. Sulfur dioxide oridation in the liquid phase 

These methods are based on trapping the residual eulfur 
dioxide in-water and then oxidizing it. The fo~st of these 
methods vrhich has fou."ld a practical application is knov:n 
under the ne.r:ie "Sul!acid". so2 and o2 from the diluted 
gas e.re trapped in a diluted aqueous solution of sulfu~ic 
acid where the reaction takes place. This is accelerated 

J+ 2+ .,+ by the presence of certain metal ions /Fe , Cu , co~ etc./ 
~hich cen be either dissolved or bonded to active charcoel. 
The method su!f ers frora the disadvantage that the maximum 
obtainable sulfuric acid concentration is 25~ /en.d ma)· actue.lly 
run as low as 10-20%/ and the product can be contaminated 
with the metel ions used. 

This is a way to treat gases having O.l-~02 and min. ::;.; o2, 
whereas at higher sulfur dioxide contents the requirement !or 
o2 is that its concentration in per cent be !ive times as hig.~ 
as the so2 concentration. Sulfur dioxide conversion to sul
furic acid is about 90%. The diluted sulfuric ecid obtained 
can be used in some other production or, tn the case o! 
sulfuric acid production plants, e.s a replacement for the 
process water supplied to the absorption loops. 
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Another such process ot treating the waste gases by so2 
absorption is the so-celled PEP..kCIDOX proceEs whereby 
so2 is oxidized by 8202 additions to the circulating so
lution. At variance with the foregoing method, no catal~·st 
is required to oxidize the so2 • One of the varicnt~ of tt.:..s 
method is a process where a part of the circuletinc sul
:fllI'ic e.cid is oxidized in an electrolyze~ to a mixtm-e of 
a2o2 and P62s2o8 or to Caroos acid. 

The drawback of the PEIUCIDOX method is the rather high 
consl.lllption of ~o2 or of electric power for the oridatioL. 
For this re&son the method cannot be used e.g. as a sub
stitute for the intermediate absorption but cen only find 
ep?licetion in the treatment of o!f gases which leeve the 
plEI!t downstreco of the intennediete absorption. 
Except for the concentr~tion of tee acid /me.r.. J~ H2so

4
/ 

the process perfaleters can be edjugted \"Tith e rathe1~ r:iue 
letituc!..::: ~o the.t the degree of .sc2 retention es well as the 
n2o2 or po\':er conaumption can be varied to suit the local 
conditions. Just as with the SU!.P~CID process, the sul
furic acid :;>roduced ce.n be used es a replacement of the 
process water. 

A nt.mber of other methods for so2 retention were proposed 
but have not so !ar found application to any appreciable 
extent. 

4. Sulfur dio,n,de o;d_dation cetalvsts 

From the aspect of raw sulfur utilization and the quuntity 
of sul!ur dioxide pollutant produced, it is the contact Wlit 
which is of key importance in any sulfuric acid production 
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plant. This is whe:?:e the catalytic orldetion of sulfur 
dio:D.<le to su.l!ur trioxi.J.e tekes place acco1'd.ing to t=ie 
equation: 

This equilibrilD reection would not proceed spontaneously, 
so a suitable type of catalyst must be used. Even though, 
theoretically, a whole re.nge o! catalysts are applic~ble, 
only the VBD2.diU11 catalysts e.re used in practice. This 
type o! catalyst can be obtained from several importan! 
producers. Hence, a certain latitude is possible whe?l. 
designing the contact unit, concerning the catalyst selec
tion, its loading, end the operating conditions. It is 
true that every supplier of the vane.di\ID catalysts does 
specify in the !or.n of documentation the properties of 
the individue.l t;r.Jes or offers the so-called engineering 
se.l"Vice - i.e., pertinent reactor design calculations in

cluding the process condition3, but it is believed that 
the desi~~1ing be better done indepen~entl7 ot the suppliers. 

4.1. Vanad~u~ catelvst ouelit7 assesS!!lent 

High-quality vanadium catalyst must exhibit a high cata
lytic activity throughout the range of operating temepra
tures, an adequ~te mechanical strength, normal lite ex
tending over 5-10 years, and must be reasonably priced. 
Only some o! these properties are accessible to laboratory 
measurenen t.o. 

The meebenical strength can be ascertained rather easily. 
The particles are tested !or compression strength and wear 
resistance. Both these methods are applied and the sample 
groups are ranked by decreasing strength, which may be 
either the compressive strength o! the tablets, or the wear 
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resist~1ce. As for the wear test, the procedure usually 
adopted involves wear by the same pflrtic1es in an e:np~~ 
drun of the laboratory ball mill or :iome similar device. 
The values found must only be regarded as relative values, 
inasnuch as these measureraenta are taken at ambien.t tem
perature while 1.n the reactor, the catalyst operates at 
te:nperatures raneing from 400 to 600 c, i.e., ·under 
conditions where its mechenical properties are quite dif

ferent. As indicated by practice! expe=ience, those cata
lysts which are stronger mechenically are less prone to 
parti:le de!oDDation and to wear during operation; also, 
they do not become damaged by handling, thus attaining e 

longer life. 

Another important llroperty is the catalytic activity. Even 
though it is the main mission of the catalyst to speed 
up the reaction, the catalytic activity as a factor should 
not be overestL~eted in practical evaluetions - for in

stance, even a highly active catalyst is o! no use in the 
process unless it possesses a sufficient mechanical 
strength - which means that one should look !or a c~ 1.

lyst which would be mechanically strong and, as the . ne 

time, highly active. In reality, these two properties 
tend to be somewhat mutually exclusive, because to attain 
a higher activity one needs to increase the porosity and 
the mean radius of the pores, which in turn detracts from 
mechanical strength. 

4.2. Ensuring reliable operation at the contact unit 

These are reasons which make it advantageous in desig?!ing 
and constructing the sulfuric acid production plants to use 
only such t')'Pea ot catelysts which have proven well in long
tenn operation in conwercial facilities and which exhibit 
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properties that can be checked iL so-ca:i.led reference 
units. Unless this is true one ca."Ulot gu.ar&!ltee e su!ti
cient operations reliebility end e long cetel~st li!e 
in the contact unit. 

J.t the present time, some 10 companies deal in the pro
duction and d:i.3tribution o! the vane.dium_ca.te.lysts. Inas
much as the .supplier o! the cetelyst assumes liability" :for 
dependable operation o! the reactor as a whole, it is 

. common these dqs that the supplier's company personnel 
takes care o:f pacldng the reactor with the contact mass, 
on the basis o! design and opti.mizati~n calculations. Si
mul taneousl.y, checks are made of the techlti.cal condition 
o:f the reactor, its insulations, measuring devices, etc. 

Years o:f experience with operating sul.:t:tu"ic acid production 
plent.s_..suggest thet technologice.11:;, it is o! advantage to 
adhe=e to ce=te.i!l ccnditio=s nhic~ era stipulated by the 
reactor end catalyst rnenu!e.cturers to ensure reliable, 
extended operation: 

1. When handling the catalyst and e.lso when operating 
the reactor, the vanadi\ID catalyst must never be contacted 
with water, because once it becomes humid a part o! its 
catalytic activity is lost for good. For this reason, 
not even the water vapor :from the startup !urnace of!
gases must e~ter the reactor. Prior to shu~down-o! the 
sulfuric acid plant, the sulfur trioxide bonded onto 
the active component o! the catalyst must be allowed 
to desorb !or a su!!icient period o! time. In case 
that any !ree sul!ur trioxide re.r:1a.ins in the catalyst, 
the latter is turned strongl7 hygroscopic e..~d picks up 
water even from at:nospheric bwnidit7. 

2. Owing to the !act the active component o! the ve..~adiur.: 
catalysts is melted during the reaction (et 400-600 C), 
the sul!urous gas must be practically !ree tro~ eI'-Y 
microscopic dust particles. Unless this is so the po~cus 
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structure of the catalyst becomes c1ogged with dust. 
At higher dust contents in the ge.s o:.- in the cese o! 

insu!ficiently strong catalyst particles /fresnentation/. 
even the area in-between the catelyst grains of the bed 
beccxnes c1ogged. 

3. Catalyst li!e is adverse1y a:!tected by every more sig:li
ficant alteration of the process operating mode. This 
concerns mainl.y en extended overheating of the catalyst 
beyond the maximum admissible temperature /620-640 C/ 
but also fluctuations ot the temperature conditions as 
a cons&<!uence of changes in sul.furous gas concentration, 
gas feed interruptions, short shutdowns without undue 
tc~~e:.-ature drop, as well es 1ong shutdowns co?l!'lectad 
with reactor cooling. I! properly run the productio~ 
plen~ ~hould not have more then two exte!l~ed s:!:ut:io~::!:? 

i:l e yeer. 

4. From the point of view ot maximum uti1izatio~ o! the 
contact unit, it is imperative that modeling end opti
mizing techniques be used to ascertain what are the eco
nomiceJ.l.7 most advantageous operating conditions /rela
tion between process line load and output, sulfurous gas 
concentration, catalyst activity, and the temperature 
conditions/; For ·the· purpose of these .. calculations, 
regular mee.surement s I during shutdowns/ must be ~ade 
of the true catalytic activity of catalysts from indi

vidual tra7s, end corrections o! the process must be 
made on the basis of the results. Over the service life 
period o! the vanadi\!m contact mas /up to 15 yea=s/, 
one hes to reckon o! course with a gradual !edin~ o! 
catelytic activit~. 

It is tbe reliable operation of the contact unit which 
deter.nines not only the degree o! utilization o! raw 
sulfur but ~!ao the opportunities !or uaing the reaction 
hee.t !or rising steem. The next Chepter is devoted. to the::;e 
problems. 
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5, Waste he~t utilizetion in sulfuric scid production 

5..1, Backe.~-otmd 

\Then assessing the euitebility of this or tbe.t sulfuric 
acid produc~ion plant, and importe.nt part is played by the 
utilization of the waste heat generated in the process. Its 
rational use is genera1ly adv&ntageous tor the developing 
countries of which many are poor in the power resources, 
end is of advantage from the enviromentelist's point of 
view as well, because of the partial replacement of the 
combustion of solid or liquid fuels, representing the 
essential source of pollution. 

The most important sources of heat in the production o! 
sulfuric 6Cid are the chemical reactions - combustion of 
the sul!ur-bearing raw material which mostly is elemental 
sulfur, and oxidation of the sulfur dioxide to the sulfur 
trioxide. Heat is also liberated in various ~ia> 
chemical processes - air drying by sulfuric acid, sulfur 
trioxide absorption in sulfuric acid, and in diluting the 
sulfuric acid. Finall7, heat is also produced b7 certain 
physical operations, e.g., a turbine blower heats up the 
air while compressing it for sulfur combustion. This 
list makes it evident that heat is liberated at different 
tempere.tu1·e levels and at verious conditions rela.tir..g to 
output, the state of the heat-ce.rx-ying medium, and tt..e 
corro~ion o! equi?J!ent. Hence, the degree o! utilization o! 
heet at various sul!uric acid production plants is di!!erent 
and as a rule, er.iounts to 55-6~~ of all the heat generated. 
The individllbl methods o! ~t111zing this heat and the 
possibilities of enhancing the energy consciousness o! 
the sul!ui~ic acid making process will be treated belovr. 
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5. 2. Utilization of hip.h-notent; "1 l:ee.t 

The reaction heats of sulfur combustion end sulfur dioxide 
oridetion ere usually used !or rising high-pressux·e ~tee:: •• 

A stecr.i boiler is installed immediately do\\nstreer.i o! tLe 
sulfur combustion !uni.ace, most frequently as a unit 
designed integrally v:itb the !unw.ce. The fUrnace gas is 
heated by the reaction heat of sulfur combustion to 900-
1200 C depending on so2 concentre.tion in t~e gas. In the 
steam boiler it is cooled doY.n to 400-460 C depending on 
the desired gas input temperature at the contact reactor 
inlet. The reaction heat o! so2 oxidation is withdrawn 
from the gas after each individual reactor tray. Other 
stee.m boile:- sections, ete&Ll supe1·hee.te:r·s, or economizers 
ere used for cooling the reaction gas from the tempera
tures of 440-620 C and !or prehes.ting tbe !eed11ater for tl:e 
steam boiler or tor preheating air needed for sulfur com
bustion in heat exchengers. Hence, the liberated heat 
A.gain is ueed for rising ateem. As an ezemple may eerve 
a production plent of 1000 tpd 82504 capacity whic~ pro
duces 60 tons o! overheated steam per hour at 2.1 MPa 
pressure. 

5. J. Opnortuni tief: tor re.ising the steam production 

At a given production rate of sulfuric acid, i.e., at 
a given amount of sulfur to~ combustion and so2 !or 
oxidation, the amount of the generated steer~ will depend 
on the balance of the sulfur combustion unit and the 
contact wiit. Lt the seme time, the &~ount o! heat carried 
away from the system considered by the exit gas will sig
ni!ice.n tly depend on the sul!ur dioxide concentrat!on in 
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the gas. The more diluted the ge.s is, the more nitrogen end 
oxygen must be heEted and tte higher are the losses ot heat 
due to gas leaving !or the absorption loops. From this 
.mgle, it is disadvantageous to cool the reaction mixture 
in-between the trays by admitting cold air, a method which 
is rather frequently used still. 

In principle, what is required is the highest possible ge.s 
concentre.tion,which not onl.y improves heat utilization but 
also pushes down the constmption of power !or driving the 
blower, thanks to lower pressure loss. In older plants, 
because of f ee.r from too low conversion, the ope:r:ating 
concentration of so2 was ~ at the point o! zero conversion; 
a value of 10% is reg~rded es stende.rd, but the e.uthors 
he.d en opportunity to wit:iess e. concentre.tion o! 11.5% in 

a successfully operat:!.n~ ple...~t /'BASF Ludwigshafen/. 

Another important opportur.ity for raising ~he generation 
ot steam is to reduce the gas temperature at the inlet o! 
the absorption loops, e.nd to use its heat e.g. !or preheating 
the teed wate~ !or the bo11er or ot air for the furnace. As 
a rule the temperature of the conversion gas is maintained 
at 180-200 C, tor !ears o! corrosion by the liquid phase 
condensing from the reaction gas. With a suitable design 
of the heat exchanging apparatus /without "cold spots"/ 
and with their e.dvantageous interconnection, the gas ten
perature can be lowered to 150°c without· giving ris.e to 
oleum condensetion, as the authors had·en opportunity to 
see !or themselves e.~. at the sulturic acid production 
plant o! Hoechst in Pre.."'ll~!ur'":/~.:ain. 

The production o! steem c!ill elso be raised by inc~eesing 

the ternpereture of the inlet streems, end here the possibi-
11 ties are relatively limited - the temperetu:re o! air et 
the outlet o! the d:-yer Ce.?'l • boosted !roo 40-50 C to 
60-70 C by chenging the te.'T: .• ,. ·: ':ure o! the circulet~::.6 ecid, 
without incurring a rise in '\.._.._ . ~;~er content in the ~!:

be7ond the value o! O.l g/?T::l 3 whic~ is requi=ed in order to 
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minimize corrosion by the condensing oleum. Also the 
gas temperature at the exit of the intermediate abscrption 
can be raised by shifting the operat:'.ng mode of the ab
sorber toward the higher temperatures, i.e. to 75 C end 
even higher :trom the usual. 65 c. J:t means that pumps end 
coolers proVided with an imrrcved corrosion protection 
must be aveile.ble. As we were able to see at Donauchemie 
Co., one of the intemediate absorbers had operated at &cid 
temperature o! lJO C downstreems o:t the mixer, and the 
corrosion problems were overcome b7 using properl7 se
lected materials. 

As for the consumption of energy, the question of instal
ling a blower ill the process line is of importence. In the 
blower the air is heated by the compression heat and when 
located ahead of the dryer, this heat must be removed 
in the acid cooling loop because the air temperature on 
leaving the dryer is 1nstent and given by the :teed 'te~ipe

rature of the dryer acid. When the blower is located doVrn
streams of the drying tower the heat of canpression is 
taken to the furnace e.nd, in the adjoining steam boiler, 
is uti-l~zed for risinB ste81!l. 

At the present the blower is mostly situated at a location 
ahead of the dryer absorber, !or fear from corrosion by 

sulfuric e.cid cist. However, the problems aris!ng !ran 
entrained liQuid have been el:iJDinated by introducirig 
the demisters. As we were able to witness e.~. at Donau
chemie and Hoechst in Frankfurt, where the blowers are 
situated downs~~~em of the dryer, corrosion presents no 
problem in spite of the !act that the blower is made o! 
plain-ce.rbon steel. 
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5.4. Utilization o! low-potential heat 

A principal turning point in the efforts for increasing the 
utilization of energy at the su1furic acid production plants 
is represented by utilizing the waste heat from the absorp
tion loops. !h:Ls al1ows to raise the degree of heat uti
lization from the usual 55-60% to 80-90% of total heat 
liberated. Most heat is liberated 1n the inteimediate ab
sorber, less in the final absorber; relatively little heat 
is liberated 1n the dryer or the ~leUl!l absorber. On the 
whole, a total heat output of 27 D has to be withdrawn 
from the acids in the absorption loops, e.g. in a produc
tion plent of 1000 tpd H2so4 capacity. 

Utilization of the waste heate from the absorption loops 
is contingent on resolving a whole ntnber of problems -
i:i:ista.llation of suitable co;:ipe.ct e=c!i:=.nge:!:s 7 coil!!.ect~g 

then in a way such as to minimize the heat exchanging sur
face, and availability of a suitable consucer of the 
heated Wl;lter. fhe compact coolers are understood to be 
enclose exchangers of the type liquid-liquid, or sulfuric 
acid - water. !he hitherto most widely used cast iron 
spray coolers or air coolers are poorly suited for the job. 
At present the compact coolers have al.ready become less 
capital-intensive, even in cases where the heat is ~ot 
utilized and they take up less space. Out o! the compact 
coolers available, those which are commonly used in the 
world include plate coolers, tube coolers with anodic 
protection, and tube bund1e coolers made o! ?T::'Z. The mo
dular plate coolers are manufactured f:rom high alloy ma
terials /Hastelloy C/ and exhibit a heat tra:ls!er coefficient 
o! 2000-~00o W m-2K-1• As a rule, for reasons o! materiel 
end sealing, they are approved by the manu!acturers only 
for use at acid temperatures max. 100 c, but otherwise 
they are highly advantageous and impose little dema."'ld on 
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!loor area. The teflon tube bundle coo1ers by DuPont 
impose practic~1y no limitations as concerns the acid 
temperature, and are !ree from corrosion. Owing to the 
low velocity of !low of the acid in the tubes and to the 
low conductivity of PTPE they have relatively low heat 
trans!er coefficents /ca 250 W m-2x-1/ and, therefore 
require more space. ~ey are more expensive, too. The 
canpact tube bunclle coolers w1 th anodic protection are 
made o! alloy steels having heat transter coefficients of 
400-600 w m-2iC1• Various companies would approve their 
use tor various marfmm admissible temperatures of the 
acid - 100-130 c. ~ operation o! anodically protected 
coolers requires automatic control and great care, and 
may t~e~e!ore be less suited for the developing count~ie2. 
As an exa~ple, let us outline the cooler operation et 
Donauchernie Co. (Tab. B-1): 

Table B-l 

acid temps. water tenps. !low rate 

inlet outlet inlet outlet water 
oc oc oc oc m.3/h 

cooler with 
anodic protection 100 83 63 83 175 
plate cooler made -
from Hastelloy C 90 75 55 75 150 
te!lon tubelet , 

cooler Dul>ont 130 110 100 110 320 

Whe.t may be decisive tor the economic e!!ectivity o! wann 
water utilization is the outlet opportunities - i.e., the 
consur:iers. It is best 1! there is a need right at the 
chemical plent - e.g., !or phosphoric acid solution thicke
ning, 1n rayon staple production, etc. Relatively extensive 
is also the utilization o! warrj water !or heating, ei~her 

I 
I 
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1'li. thin the plant or o! whole towas I e.g. , Helsing"bo=~· 

Sweden/. Heating of hothouses is a.lso common. 

An interesting possibility for using waste heat from the 
absorption loops is to convert it to electric power 
using the nuorocarbon Banldn cycle where the waste heat 
of the acid is used to evaporate a low-boil~ liquid. The 
vapor drives a turbine and is then condensed and recycled 
to transnit more heat. The system is similar to the stea.i: 
turbine principle for the case o! the turbine operating 
in a closed cycle, the only dit!erence being the use of 
a liquid having a boiling point lower than that of water, 
so that the system can be operated with lower-potential 
heat source. 

6~ Sulfuric ecid 1'roduction Dlent s - nroi e-ct 2.l;d ljl"'(JCC: ss 
ootimizetis 

6.1. Background 

Sulfuric acid production plants have attained to a consider
able degree o! perfection dUI·ing their ma."ly years o:! de
velopnent in competition of the world's !ore!ront companies. 
In spite o! this, the individual projects end opera.ting 
conditions di:!!er .from eec!i otb.er ra"the:- pri;!o-..:.."'lc!!.;. Tl:!~ 

is due to the local condition~ - raw rnateriels selec~ior., 
product quality, product destinetion, weste heet utilizeticn 
possibilities, ste.nderd of the insr,ection, control, end 
me.intenancc perso?lllel, etc. A pla.."lt which is beet under 
given conditions need not be se.tis!e.ctory e.t some other 
location or ir. another coi:r.t=:r. This is why it is irnportent 
to comprehensively essess both the production ~lfl!:t ;~ope~ 
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end its links to its envirollDent, in order to select 
the b~st - optime.l - ve.riant from those available. 
Evaluation of e. whole nt.1Dber o! varients without expensive 
experimenting can be done by the use of cauputers - with 
methods ot matheme.ticel model.iDg and optimization of the 

chemice.1 processes. It ought to be rea11zed that, with 
e. view to the large producti.on volumes involved in the 
case of sulfuric acid, rele.tive savings of no more than 

~ust .fractions of a per cent amount to millions in terms 
of Sllllual profits, so that the payoff of the optimization 
operations undertaken is high. 

6. 2. L~e.thems.t:ictl mode1 imz of sulfuric acid nlE.nts e.nG. 

their ne.rts 

Math~~tics.l modeling ranks erDOJl8 the basic rationaliza
tion techniques available to the design of the sulfuric 
acid production plents. Modern computers make it possible 
to seen a whole number o! variants to the behaviour o! the 
equipnent, including emergency si't'.iations which cennot be 
modeled on the actual unit. Hence, the simulation calcula
tions render it possible to work out specific technical 
solutions more rapidly, less expensively, and without any 
hazards tihich might be involved ill actual operating eA"!ie
riments, !or e.g. the modi!ications to the process condi
tions in the cese o! changes in the amounts o! quality of 
raw materials, i!: the case where t~e material or engineering 
requirements ere to be cut dow.a, or Vthen eliminating p!'o
duction line bottlenecks, etc. ~hey- also take into account 
the pos2ible interactions o! units, tune in their inter
linking relationships, i.e., the systems approecb is imple
mented. It is an edventege o! the processes involved in the 
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production o! sulfuric acid that they have been studied 
rather thoroughly and are understood well enough to e.llow 
tor modeling e:n.d/or optimization u~ reliable thenno
dynsmic, kinetic, and chemical-~eering data available. 
The mathano.tioal models are most often used in conjunction 

with opt:lmization techniques. 

6.J. Optimizing su1furic acid production plente 

A design of a sulfuric acid production plant including its 
process conditions usually involves a great number o! 
variants o! various kinds, o! ~hich all meet the basic 
requireme:its which is the production of a product o:f 
~ven quality, end also satisfy other limitations such 
e.s tho ee arising :trom environmental stand,"U'ds and the like. 
The designs di!!er from each othe~ in their individUE.l para
meters such es e.g. the temperature profile o:t the reactor,. 
the quan.tity- and quality of catalyst for individus.l treys 
ot the ·reactor, the typ·e -ot certain pieces of equipment, 
etc. What is understood under the tenn optimization is the 
identification o! the best solution, best design, or best 
operating conditions in tems o! a chosen criterion, with 
respect to the enstence of ve.rious limiting condi t.1one con
cerning mainly the velues which the individu.el variates mey 
assume. The criterion ot success in optimization, which ie 
called the object !unction, usual.ly represents some eco
nomic pe.rameter ot ,he process, e.~., tbe cost inc~red pa= 
1 ton o! sul!uric acid produced. 

The objective proper o! the optimizing calculetions is to 
scertain the values o! the veriable pare.meters, so as · 
to make the object !unction ettein its extr~urn -
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me.ximuu or mini.man. At the present time, abundant ~teble 
optimization techniques are eveilable for solving the 
bdividual "t";pes ot optitlize:tion p:roblems, which need not 
be described here. 

, 
The conterpoint of an expert s job in essessing the sul.furic 
acid plants is on the one hand to tomuJ.ate the opti.lilization 
problem, i.e., to set the object function, to select the 
intervening variables, and to specify the limitations -
and on the other hand, to evaluate the reau1 ts and to drew 

conclusions relevent to practice. In the tert below, there
fore, we shall 11.st exmples of several optimization prob
lems already solved in the area ot sul.!uric acid produc
tion. 

6.J.l. Ootimizin~ the inlet temoer~ture !or the ve.nadit;n 
ce~e.lyst bed 

The essential element of the sul!uric acid production 
plant is the contact reactor where sul:tur dioxide is 
oxidized. It ple.ys a decisive part as !ar as the burdening 
of envix'oment by sul!ur dioxide pollution is concemed. 
~e better the contact reactor is operated, the lower is 
~~2 pollution. At the same time, merely b7 properly con
trolling the temperature profile of the reactor we may 
contribute to pollution abatement without incurring any 

capital outlays. 

The exotheimic reversible reection taking place at the 
individue.1 adiabatic beds o! the m1,1lti-tray reactor at 
given !low rate and composition of the reacting gas is 
controlled solely by changes o! the inlet temperatures. 
Tempere.ture hes a tVtofold effect on the yield o! the so2 
ox:i.detion. On the one band, a rise in temperature bringa 
about e big.her reaction rate end, on the other he.nd, cauge~ 

e. rec!uction to the velue of equilibr:!.'U.71 con-v·ersion at which 
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the reaction rate is zero. Hence, the task o! opt~iza
tion is to tind such t~peratures at the inlets o! the 
individue.1 reactor treys at which the degree ot so2 
conversion at the reactor outlet will be maxi.mm. One o! 
the availe.ble search methods involVing nonlineer one
c!iaensional optimization is applied - e.g., the golden 
section method. ~ resu1t then is the op:timt111 inlet 
tenperetures for the individual catalyst h,.ers, tor 
di!!erent reactor outputs &Dd reacting gas concentra
tions at which the so2 conversion at the reactor outlet 
is maximm. !he study of the effect of aall changes of the 
qataa parameters allows then to find the ranges within 
which these parameters should be held. !bus we e.rrive at 
a cOC!plete documentation as mey be required fo~ en o,timi
zed control o! the reactor end !or minimta so2 pollutio~. 

6.;.2. Oc~L~izin~ tne c~t~i~st <!is~ribction to beds o~ 
-· · -ediabatic-reector 

.... 

I ... the case of adiabatic multi-tray ree.ctors tor so2 
o.d.dation, the variables which significantly in.fluence the 
degree ot conversion include the total quantity of ce.ta
lyat used, ite distribution to indiVidual trays, and its 
quality /kinetic parameters, pressure loss, and li!e time/. 
The e!!ect o! temperature has already been treated in Para
graph 6.J.1. 

An important problem is the detemination o! the total 
quentity o! catalyst to be used, and especially ita distri
bution to the individuel. treys of the reactor, so as to 
maximize 502 conversion at reactor outlet. By e suiteble re
distribution o! a given quantity of catalyst among the indi
vidue.l trays and by simul tEt.neot4s deteminetion o! the optimu::: 
te:n~~ratur1 conditions we may· contribute to 502 pollution 
abatement e7en in the case o! the standing sul!u:ic ecid 
production ple.."lts, w! thout any ca;>i tel outlays. F.ov1ever, 
no sir.gle, ger.erel recipe !or cetelyst apportionins tc tte 
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trays can be defined. It a1we.ys depends on its kinetic 
9roperties which di!!er 1n the low-tenpere~e e.nd the 
high-ter:aperature range and cliff er !or ga3es of di.!!erent 
concentrations. A combination of several. 'tJpes o! catalyst 
can sometimes be used to an advantage. 1'heretore, it is 
necessary shen deteDD1n1ng the d1.stribution of catalyst to 
the reactor trays to alwqs apply the optimization of the 
degree of conversion, i.e., for every production output 
and so2 concentration in the ree.cting gas, and for every 
catalyst used. ~ object function is the so2 degree of 
conversi.on at reactor outlet. !he intervening variables 
considered are the gas tanperatures e.t tray inlets and the 
catalyst weights at the trays. !hue the problem me.y involve 
6-10 ~t~!'V0n~ng ver!ebles, depend{~g or- the ntnber of treys. 
llethods of mu1tidimensional. nonlineer optimization must be 

employed here. The results obtained !ro:n t:?:le ce.lcule.tions 
shoued t~t the 502 conversion c~ te inc=aased end t~e 502 
pollution cen be reduced by redistributing the catalyst. 

6.4, !mporte.nee o! the comuuter methods 

!he a!oreme?itioned examples were intended as demonstra
tions of the potential o! computer technology in contri
buting toward the control o! pollution and, in gene~al., 

toward rationalization o! the su1!uric acid production 
plants, be it et the design stage or at the level o! 
operating the existing ple.!lts. A greet number o! other 
problems were also solved - deter.:iination o! the optimum 
concentr~tion o! so2 in the ~eacti."lg ges, the synthesis 
o! an optimum network o! heat exc.he.nging appe~atus !or the 
pu.-poae o! utilizing the we~r~e heat, or a co1ilp:-ehens:.ve 

s~~ulation o! the entire sul!uric acid producticn !ecilit;. 
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In a11 cases was the application of the mathematical. 
modeling end opti:ni~tion techniques highl.y profitable 
and it can only be recODDDended that it become an in

separable part and parcel o! design and pro~ect assess
ments, including proposa1s tor the construction ot new 

sulfuric acid production plants 1n the developing 
countries. 

7. Conclusions 

Pert B deelt with the production of sulfuric acid. and 
also with its envi.rar.lental e!!ects end T:ith opportuniti~:: 

tor cutting down the wastes, particular!~ !or so2 pollu
tion abatement. 

The sulfuric acid process has been chosen on account o! 
reasoning tba t this is the truly mass-produced chemical 
where the production standard and the level of conS\lllption 
h8ve a direct bearing on the industrial maturity rating 

consumers of sul!uric acid is the !ertilizer industry, of 
paramount importence to the solution of the food problem 
o! the developing countries. 

The selection o! speciiic tec.hnology !or the su1!~ric aci~ 
process as well as the design end interlinkil:g o! apparatus 
and the raw meteriels to be used make a rather comprehensive 
issue where a great nu.~ber o! local !actors, availability 
o! inputs, manpower skills, waste heat utilizetion, etc. ell 
ought to be considered, ~1th di!!erent solutions reprasent:L~g 
the opt~~um Wlder di!!erent conditions. _Nevertheless, a 
number o! speci!ic solutions based on the analjsis pe~to~ed 
can be de!'ined: 
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1. The pollution problem of the H2so4 plant working 
from elemental. sulfur has been overcome with success by the 
double catalysis technology which werrants a total so2 
conversion higher than 99.~. Bni.ssions of so2 can be 
pushed do11:1 even further, to amounts of no concern to the 
enviroDDent, 'bJ' the Peracidox process U the facility is 
to be located in a densely populated area. 

Proper operation of the contact reactor - which, for the 
purpose of attaining a sufficiently high so2 co~version, 
is the key apparatus - also 1.s contingent on a proper 
catalyst selecti.on; this matter was dealt with in Chapter 
B-4. 

2. Tha pollution problem relates to the ut!lization in 

production of waste heat which can substitute in pe.rt the 
combustion e.g. of solid fuels, thus alleviating pollution. 
\1bile th.: use of high-potential heat !or rising stee."J 
is common, the use of lower-potential heat sources by ade
quate consumers has been recommended here and the related 
engineering requirements he.ve been outlined. 

J. Considerable ecological proble:ns are provokes by sulfuric 
acid wastes. Description was given of how this problem 
appears to be coped with success!ullv using themic decom
position - recycl.1.ng md fresh acid production. 

4. Of importance to the developing countries is also a 
high production reliability coupled with nonexecting re~ui
rements for maintenance and service. It is also !or this 
reason that fe;cili ties where sul!ur is worked to sulfuric 
acid can be recommended !or the developing countries. In 
contrast to pla:it where other sulfur-bearing rew materials 
are processed, the !acili ty which starts from eleme~tal sul

fur is very s:imple e.nd reliable, its operation is stable and 
is not ma:f.ntene.nce-intensive. As for process control, this 
ce.n be mestered without di!!icul ty using ei the:- me.nu.el 
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controls or simple computerized control systems • 

I~ call be stated in conclusion the.t, as long as the reco
aaendations made in Part B are adhered to, a sul!uric acid 
production facility can successtull.J' be operated without 
unduly burdening the atmosphere 'bJ' so2 emissions and other 
pollutants. 

At the seme time, such !>roduotion represents an :Important 
source of steam for the associated producttons at the che
mical combille where the new facility is built, total.11ng 
some 1.2 tons steam per 1 ton ~so4 produced. 
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C. P;tODUCTION OF NITRIC A.CID 

1.1. Genera1 

The production of nitric acid bases totally on the 
raw mate=iel. a:::Lo.c.ia. 

I.bis e.:i::io!lia. is bll!.".::: a=.d t!:.e res:.il ti.::i.g NO •• \.1 2 
gases e.=e absorbed i!l water giving nitric acid B.!1.d was~e 

?:ox gases. 
I!l pest times when only pressure-less in s-:a.:lations ~ 

were Kc.own the waste gases contai.n.ed about JOCO ppm NOx. 
The developaent of ac~d resiste.!lt turbocompressors brought 
the use vf ni.t::'ic acid pla!!.ts opera-ting at pressures of 

0,3 -
to ebo~~ 12CO - 1500 PP=· 

A fu=the= improve~ent we.s t~e developcent of sieve -
trays ~~ich e~aoled ope=ation at pressu=es 0,7-0,e ::Pa. 

Computer desig~ed absorption towers, togette= w~t~ 
co~str~ctio~al improvemen~s allow now opti::ial yields a:id 
i.rldustrial pla:its desig..~ed on this base reaci, w~e~ ~si~; 
cold cooling water, e~issioc val~es of less thao. 200 ppm 

NOx• 

T~is deval~poe~t allouec to desi6n e.!ld install pl=-~~s 
wi-:h increa.s~ng capacities. The !~lloui~; Table I sho~s 

the increase of average capacity du=i!lg the period 
1S5C - 19e5. 



1950 - 1955 
1956 - l96C 
196C - 1965 
1566 - 1970 
1970 - 1975 
1976 - l9eo 
iss1 - iszs 
f=om 1965 :~~~rd 
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Taole C-1 

Average capaci fy of ni -:ric 
acid plants e:c:>ressed as 
. • t:"-Q 
;;pc. -· 3 

loC 
200 

270 

260 
515 
950 

i2:0 
l.l.p -:::> 1500 

The =irst d~al press!.C"e plar.ts wi~~ capacities up 
to 1500 ~tpd are no~ under co.r:struction P.S by 

Grande Paroisze for Rostock/DDR a.rid by Uhde for 
Norsk Hydro Fisons Ltd G3 and for Chemie Linz/Austria 

• 
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1.2 • DeveloumE!lt o! lli.t.=ic ac~~ 
production i~ c.s.s.P.. 

Production of nitric acid started ill 1954- in the 
c.s.s.R. at present there are 18 plants in operation, 
di .... i.ded ~ve: 5 locations : 

Lovosice 
Duslo Sala 

Semtin 
Os tre.va and 
Stra:ske 

T.!le total production e.c.ounts to ca lxJ.06 tons 
aro, 100 % pe: e.r.'.llw:L. 

,,, 

'i;.11e nitric acid produced is a base for the ma.o.ui'e.c-cure 
of fe:tilizers. ~he qu.e.:ltity of N in fer~ilizers is ca 
600.000 tollS/yea.r. Together wit.b. another 100.000 toI!.S 
impor~ed nitrogen. the total qua.r.tity of N in fertili:e:s 
is about 700.000 tons. On e.c. agricultural area. of 6.800 he. 

this mee.ns a consumption of 105 kg/ha. 

The ammonie necesse_""Y for this fertilizer production 
is partly produced in c.s.s.R. plants, partly impo:ted 
from U .s .s .R. 

F=c~ the ~S ~it=ic ec~d pla::.ts ~e~tioned, t'::o pl:.::.ts 
are for ~gn c~:~veries : one i~ Duslo Sale. a.:id one in 
Ostr!lva. 
The other 16 ple!!.ts are desig.~ec e.nd coc.st:uctec by 
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Lo..,-os~ce 
~-.~ 7'- t::ns c::JJ 100 -J?V· I oc i'1 

D~lc c:~1 c: 369.020 n ---
S cm -;i.o. lJo.455 :t 

Chemk::> 76.185 n 

5 t:::a. ZS ke 
Ostrava 68.lCO n 

ma.ki!lg a total of 970.532 

This productio.c.. wa.s achieved in 7196 hou=s of ope
ration. making an average production of 134,87 tons pe~ 

hour. 

The mai.!l p=oble:s ~aicn e!!COLm.~ered the ~.s.s.a. 

prod~cers ~e : 

savi.c.g of rew me.terie.ls 
affectiveness a) from agricultural 

poillt of view 
b) from economice.l side. 

In euviroll!!lental pollution the czecb.s made good 
progress i..tl the reduction. of UOx ill ~~te gases. 

In 1978, with a total pr':)cuct~on of 1.017.600 tons 
there was e...~ average NO~ emission of 12,6 kg N02/t E!i03 

eqUl..v"'l.::o,., ... to i723 1r.,, 7,~o ue,.. .,ou:::' ~ -·· .. - - CJ •• 2 • - .... • 

I.!l 1985 ~hese fig~as reached f ollo~ing values 

prod.-.1c tier' 970 5J2 ::::.s 
e!:lissi:Jr. 2,84 kg uo2/t mro3 

J 0 ;'"" ~ - 7.•"""" /':- 0 .. '-' -e. ·""2 - -

• 
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T::i:..s mea:is o.aly 21,5 % o! the values ree.c~ed i!l 1578. 

The c.s.s.R. authorities presc:ib~ for old pls.nts 
a maxi.cum allowable emission of 10 kg · N02/t BN03 and 
for new ple.:it3 e. maximum allowable a:nission of 2 kg N02/ 
/t 50

3 
in the :following a review is gi~eJl with ~egards 

to tne euttssion ve.lues of the plants (fii1.ires for 1985). 

Plant 

SCHZ Lovos:.ce 

I - IV' 
v 

Du.slo Se.la I - IV 
Krebs - plar:t 

VCEZ S emti.!l ZL 
Ry 

.Chemko Strazske I 
II 

74CHZ Ost:rave. 

Average 

It cs.c. be see.c. !rom these 

pla:ats 
VCliZ S er::i. ti.a zr. 
c~71-:-o S "t;!"azske a:aC. 

f'"'="7 -•'w--.ti.il Cst::-e:.1e. 

figures 

g:..7e 

18~85 

0,85 

7,35 
0,.3? 

5,50 

2,64 

that only 

:-es L-8. :s 

t!:.e 

fa= ov-=r t:.e 7alue of 2,0 !::g zrn2/t 2:03 ·:1he=; as ::.e 

K=ebs pla.=.: D:.:..slo Sala is ji.;..s~ o~ ;~a t~=ca=. 
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T!le plants SC~ V,VCEZ Ry and Che~o II apply tae 

total catalytic reduction; the plants SCRZ I-IV and 
Duslo I - IV apply selective NOx reduction. 

A.lke.line a.bsorpti~n is applied ill the plants HCRZ, 

Chem.kc I e.Ild VCEZ ZL. 

The Krebs plant Duslo has pressure absorption.. 

It may tb.e.s be sta.ted t!l.e.t the plan.~s, working with 

bl.ks.line absorption give WJ.Satis!actory results ill the 

redacti::>~ o'! ;re .... values • .... 

Savi~gs in ~~~ :I!e.te=ials ac.d ene=gies. 

From data, received from Che:i.opetrol Lovosice, the 
co3t per ton of 8{03 can be e.!lalyzad as follows. 

Raw materials + energies 
(illcl. credit for energy) 
Catalyst 
Personnal 
Repair, ma.inte!l.B.Ilce 
Amorti.!:a t:.o.c. 
Fi.Xed cc2~s, overneads 

Total 

Kcs 770,45 
n 29,56 
n .a, 73 
n· 41,52 

" J0,79 

" 141,17 

------------------------
" 1022,22 

The official sales P=~ce i~ c.~.~.~. :.s Kcs l!CO/~. 
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T:Ue e.n.alyses sc:~s t~e.t 75 % c:: 

T.!li.s mc!UlS that i! a red:l.c~on of the total costs 

could be ~eac!:led this coul_d only be obtained by redu.ction 

of ~he costs for raw materials e.nd energies. 
An assw:ied recuc~ion of the cos~s for rau aaterials 

e.nd energies of 10 % will bri.ng donn the total costs to 

e.bout 945 Kcs. 

~or these two cases the break-even.-poi!Lt he.s been 

c on.struc ted. 

;._.A the fi:e~ cos~s 

.. -.. -
o.c t~e s;.les price 

Fro~ the gre.ph it ce.n be seen the the break-even-poi.!lts 
shifts from 61 % ill the actual case to 52 % i11 the e.ss~ed 

ce.se. 

Mea:i.s how to arrive at lower costs will be discussed L~ 

Cha.p~er "Conclusions". 
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• · l.J. Ag:::-:.cul -:;.ir.:.l eco~:n:::.!cs 

T~e sc~?e of ~!:is re~or~ does~ot des.l with ~!:is po!.=.~. 

It :ay be ~tate~ the.t i!:!.?rove~e~ts c~t.:ld be reec~e~ 
by trei.!li..:ig ~~e fa==ers ~a applJ ~~c r~g~t 3.llO:.!.:l~ o= fer~~

lizer o~ t~e :-i.6h~ ti::e =j= ~~e ri6~t c~ti.:=ss. 
This s!:l.~uld. be clee.red \'Ji ~ti go-ver==.c.c:.t:tl ~-=icci. t:.:.n.!. 

1.n.s~itutes e.:::.d lebore.tor-es. 
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1.4. 

The c.s.s.~. no~ a.Illy desig!ied e.c.d CO!!.Structed nitric 
s.cid p1an~s i..:l c.s.s.a bu-: e.lso i;lte~C.S to pe.=~~c~patc :.=. 

Por th.is ?t:r?ose a co~b .. ~e.~ion of follow~ gro~?S 

b.as bear. f :::::-=:i.ei : 

Che~oprojsk~ !Tague I projects 
~CH Pre.,;~e, Acace:!J I calculatio~ process 

Cne~opetrol Lovosice I supply of k:low-hcw 
V"rrC;!Z 3r~o - ?rag~e (Che?OS) /desig~ of eqLdp~e~t 
ZVU Hre.C.ec K.r~love (Ch.epaa)/SupplJ of eq~pc.er.t 

e.c -:s as e. 1" .. -r.y. 

-~n·•~ c-.,., -:' 

a!s~ ~~~h ~he ;G::cx - process for selec~ive red~ct~~~, 

develcped i~ cssa. 

• 
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The p=oC.uction of nitric acid froc. SJ:?tlonia bases 

l) 4 ...... + 5 " 4 =o + 
, 
~o -·~ v2 ~ 0 

2) 2 1;0 + 02 ~ 2 :r~ v2 

J) J 'TQ 
.:a 2 + !!20 ~ 2 Er;·" 

"'3 + NO 

~e~ction l) is ~avoured by low pressure, reactions 2) 

e.!ld 3) are favourably i.n.~uenced by high pressures. 
These facts enable the selection of di~fere~t co~:~-

I.:l practice fo:lo\"ti.ng cocbi.::e.~io!:S have been devalo~pe~ : 

Cocb:.is-:ion at medium pressure 
absoT?tion at high pressure 
Co~bustion e.r.d absorptio~ of !:ligh press1.1re 

- . - :::::- ··-=-'- t.;.:. ..._.,_ -:. 

0 . "'\ ,. ·~ , q..-'" , o .:...:-a 

O, 5-1,.;. .....:'a 

0,7-1,2 ...:a 

Combustion a:ld absorption. at lower pressures are obsolete, 
because at pressures < 0,3 :uPe. the waste gases con.tai.:l 
::nore t!::.a..": 2COC ppo :;,:x which ca.us es .!:leavy en.v:.=:r-=e.:: :~1 

p:-oble::s. 

T~e mediL:.:il, dual and high pressure pla.:its e.~l have t~e 

follo~i.~6 fea:LU."es 

a.;--- o.r. a pla ::.:.=-
=~Jdi:.l.:l ca:alys:. ~he hee: o! reac::.or. is u:i:ized to 
ge~e:a:e s~pe=~eatad stea:i a.:ld ~o ~=at tee ta:.l jas ~=J= 
the e.bso=?-;:. o~. 

·~!l= g:.:.e=:a.-;ed s-:e::.:::i e--:.:i ::ieated ta:.l g:a.s ce:.. be ~aC. 

i~ a t~:i:.e a.:.:i et:=ia..X.ar ~: d=~ve t~e c~~?ress:r. 
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The lli~=ous g~ses ~e aosorbec to ::=:::?. n:.~=~c ac~d 
i.:l a sieve-trey col:.i::.c. with i:.tarnal cool~~g co~ls. 

xhe tail ge.s is heated a:?.d fo=ced to a ca~aly~ic 
NO reduction. FroQ there the tail gas is e~!!llde~ to x 
regai.!l part of tb.e e!l.ergy. 

lf'':..o ~~.~ 

--- -· -::t 

i!l p::.-ess:i:-e ~:r !J...; ... ·.., .::.--=·---

c) hig~ press:.ire p=~cess 

T~e eir cocpresso~ has i:ltarcoolers, the tail gas 
a!ter the expe.r.der is subjected to ft.trther heat exchange. 

I~ each case t~e NOx con~e~t i:l t~e tail gas w~:l be 
below 2CC p;ia. 

For Z!e di !.l!:l press are process see Anne~ I 

f o:: Dua: pressu.:-e p::-ocess se~ A:'-'lCZ TT ... _ 
!"~r fil.gh p:ess~=e process see .A.r:.ez r--.;.J. 

• 
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AD.nex I 
ll1tr1c acid plant 
Jledi um pressure 
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AIR 

·. 
p c 
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NITRIC ACID 
q 

Annex II 
Iii trio acid plant 
Dual pressure 

TAILGAS 

a Air Compressor 
b r.:1.xer 
c Burner 
d Boiler 
e TailGa.:Jhe~ter II 
f Econom17-E'r 
g Gascooler cot1denser 
h NO ~omores~or 
1 Tailgan heater 
k G~3cooler conder.ser 
l Absorber 
m Te.11 gas expander 
n S t e EUn = :.u-b in e 
o Stee.m conde~~er 
p Sec. Air cooler 
q Bleaching tower 
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•. 

• 

Annex III 

Nitric acid plant 
High pressure 

a Aircomnresaor 
with Intercooler 

b J.!ixer 
c Durner 
d Boiler 
e Tailga:Jheater 
t Economizer 
g Air preheater 
h Absorber 
1 Tailgaspreheater 
k TailGasturbine 
1 Bleacb1.ng tower 

-- NITRIC ACID r---------...- . I 
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~? ~o sec ::i-:?d. m:o-:i i00 %. The 
J 

gases is high - about 600 pp~, 

mast be i~claded. 

TIC conte~t ill t~e ta::..l 
A 

soth.s.t a selective red~ction 

T~e daal p=essu:e process is t~e ~ost econo::iical- :ar 
capaci~ies ove= 500 ~tpc. ?la.!lts cs.!! ~o~ be cons~=~ctsQ 
i.!l ona l!..!!e up to ca?e.ci ties ::>f 1500 mtpd. T!:e ~:ox con.tan1; 
in the ~aste gases is lo":Ter tha:i 2CO ppo, nornally 125 -
- 150 ppo. 

The hi.5~ pressu:e ~rocess needs s=a!ler eq!li.poen~ uue 

cal poin~ of vie~ att=ac~~va. 

. . 
C ,..~.,-"" .,..._ 
--.~ _ _.o catalyst. ~lso the 

as i.!l the o~~== processes. 
yield o: c:~~:J.S~ion is 

Honti (1) gives following para::iete=s. 

lo we::-

• 



Operuting Parametera for A~nonia Oxidation 

Opnrntinc preanure o, l lU.'u O, J5 MPn o, 8 Ml'a l, v~ Ml)n 

1m
3 

cc11centration (vol %) 11,5-12,5 10,5-12,0 10,J-10, 5 9,5-10,J 

Ganze ternperutnre (°C) '/9u-050 0'(0 920 9~0 

CouvDr~:ion efficiency (~~) 9·.·-90 96-97 ~5-~G 94-95 

l't.Lwn (g/t IINO)) 0,05-0,0'l 0,14-0,18 0,28-0,JO o,Jo-0,.35 

trneful life of \_;:1uze 

pud (mc111 thn) 6-12 3-6 2-J l,~-~,o .... 
°' ...i 
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3. ,,.,..: -..,..~,.. -- _. __ ...... pl~:::::s 

EmissioI:.S in ni tr:.c acid pla.::.ts are visible as bro\"!=. 

-~ • .. ~ Q 

0--""- -· 

~~ "~ c ,~~ ~~.:~- -. ~ ~~ ~~ "~--· .., .... ::; ·"- o ... ...,_ ... .,, ... _.: c..1e i.o .,_e ...... 2 co ....... c:"""' ... 

visi~le, o~~er ni~rous o:id~s S.Z.e ~e;li-

ber := tech.:liq~es that can be aca?ted to keep the waste 
gas conce~tration lo~ e::id to adhere to the values requ:!.-
ved by the legislator. It can be said that tie a7ailabi
:.i ty o:: !:i6~:y e:ec-:i-re sie~re trays al2..o-;:s to des:'...6:: ~.C.e 

pr~cess w~th flue gas concen~ratio.ns of 400 - 700 pp~ 
... r,~ '.)l'"l a:- .. c .... -o .... .: c~1 "ncse 
~wX """' - - ...,_ -- G- ~- • 

molec~la= sieves 
ca~slyt:..~ p~ocesses. 

Tb.e advc.11teges e.nc dised~ra.::teges vrill be disci.lssed no-:: 
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D~e to i:nproved energy recovery it he.s been poasible 
to incree.s e .... ;...a ., __ 

press:..u-e i.!l the ebs~rpt~o~ ~~ 

hi;~ly ef~ecti7e sieve trays. At pressu=es over 0,8 I!!.?a 

e.:::.d by i.nc=easin; t::.e .::::.lX.be= of absor;>~i::>n t~JS c :r;:::r 
co~tent of less t~a;: 2GO pp~ c~ ~e ac~ieved. 

An existing pla...'lt can be equipped with a na~ly-b-Ult 
higa presstU"e absorption, an e~i3ting high pressl.lre pl~n~ 
cs.n-be extended by one additional absorption tower. 

E::tten:ied absorp-:ion ca."!. be a:;:>plieC. but at so:::e e~ e.::.se 
as the vol~e o: abz~=~e= i~c~eases =~~~!y p=~pc~~i~r-al 
to ( C~: )-~,3 (2). In c=~e= t::> red~ee absor~er ~i=es, 
·~ t!:!. us - :,_.. ,. . . . .. . . . d . . , 
~~~ ~ ~- ~ ~~~~:r a:s~=~~~J~ p~ezs;.:.:-e rr.ay ~= ;s~=~=-a. 

lJC - 15C PP=· 

If lowe= figures are requ.ired, either the absorpti:.::. 
pressure must be increased a:..d/ or the abs,rptio.::::. col··-~ 
ex~ended in height. 

J.2. Alkali~e absor~~io~ 

1=.staad of wa"'::e:. !n the cs..;;;,: pl:..-:: p.ri:ssl.ll"es e.bove C,5 . ·-
.... -.... 
:' :::'-· 

Jo:> ··--
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soJ~ution, wb.ic=. fores sodium. ni-;ri te end sodium ni -:rate. 

The process can be a-;tre.cti ve , if a :n.arket is e.'taile.bl2 

fo= the !lit=~tes or !li~re~es. 

at second expe.::sive U-""t"ea mus~ be used ~o destroy the 
nitrous oti.des. 

~ ... ·~n R~ ~R a~ io-
v .., ""- .:..· ... 2 v - .. 

........ .: __ :., ..:.,.. -·-::---
ta!!:.;>e==.:·~es. ~hey 

silics.tes, a:u:iina or po~as~i:.l!::., calci:..:= a~d o= SJci:..:.::.. 

7/i th. t=iis pr:::>c ess very lJw ~rs.l:..:.es a:: less ta~ 5J ??=-- ca.:. 

be re~ched. 
The equipment ne~ded for this process is er:>ensive a~d 

desorption at ~i3~er te=peratu=es necezzitates a.:i e:i:?e~~i

ture o! en.ergy. 

operation 
J SJSteC..S : 

the first system absor~s NOx 
the second syste~ is desorbed 

t~e thi=d system is cooled do~~ 

is adviaa~la to have 

·r!:J.ere a:e 7:1c c._::e=er..-;; t:.·pes o! ;;::~cess.::s, :~:e o:..e 
w::in; h:r~=:::;.::!1 o= h:i·:.roc.s.=~ons, ·:;he o-:b.er l.!.3i.::.; ~=lec-;i.112 
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c~taly~ice.l comb~sti~c. 

• Tb.e me.in di.stinc tio.c. bethee!l the two processes is 

• 

• 

that hydrogen or hydroc!:.rbons react primarily wi t:h o:xygez:. 
When ~he o:igen i.!l the tail gas is burn the excess of fuel 

reacts nith NOx and forzz:s N2 • 
?he selective cat~ytic combustion uses ammonia a:id 

fo:!!lS N
2 

and B20 ~ter intermediate reaction. 
The process usU:lg hydrocarbons as fuel has been 

applied mainly in the U.S.A. Aplicatio.c. i.e. other coun.t:ries 

is ve'I'1 restricted, mainly due to following reasons 

- high fuel costs 
- problems du.e to presence of sulphur 
- limited lifetime of cataly~ts 
- nitrous oxide e~issions e.re decreased but additi~nal 

h.ydroca:bon emissi~ns are released i!lto the at~osphe=e. 

Question: e:e =easonable·NOx e!!U.ssio.as Qo~e accep
table t=e~ colo=less but larger hydr~carbon e~issioc..s. 

The legislation of the Federal Republic of Ger-_any 
has set the emission limit of hydrocarbons to 200 mg C/r:!.J 

ta.11 ge.s co=respondi.Ilg to ca 375 ppm CR4 • 
I.e. the U.S.A. emission value3 up to 5000 ppm CH4 a.re 

measured. 

The process of selective reduction with e.o.:ioz:ia 
b.as been k:.:lown for several years a.ad depends on the !act 
th.at nitrogen oxides in nitric e.cid tailgas ce.n be conver
ted on e v

2
c
5 

catalyst with e.mmonie in eccorda~ca TI~th 

followi!lg reac~io.c. equatioc.s • 

3 N0
2 

+ 4 IraJ ~ 3, 5 u2 + 6 ~ 0 

J !-:0 + 2 :2J -;;.- 2,5 H2 + J E2o 
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In the process the waste gases o= the absorp~io~ e.=e 
aeated up to tha catalys~~ opera~i=.g te~peratu=e which 
lies between 250 and J50 °c and e.=e then forced throug!::!. a 
reactor, where the a.m. reactions take place. The treated 
ge.s es are then blown to a ~osphere. 

The i.n.sta.lla:i~n of selective catalytic purificat~o~ 
in old plants as well as the operation of this purification 
presents no problems. bec:=.use it he.s the least i.ll.fluence on 

other process parameters. 
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aciC. :>la::lts 

The nitric acid ind:.LStry b.!!.s to use for the prevai
li!lg corrosive conditions special stai.!lless steels. 
Stai.:!.less steels a=e de=i~ed as iron based al~ojs wit~ 
at lea.st 12 ;.; c!:=o!!!.i~. 

They are classi=ied as 

martensitic steels 
- feoritic steels 

austenitic steels 

with 11,5 - 16 % Cr 
~ith 14 JO% Cr 
vrii:b. lo 26 % Cr 

The a:.iste.::.i"':ic steels are the most widely used in 

the f ert::li_~e= :..::.C:.us"':ry d:J.e to i:b.eir gcod cor:.~os:.o.::. !'e-

In ~i:=ic acid pla:its t~e ~~~e=ial mos~ly used is 
6. low ce.r:;on ve:si:JD. of the standard C=-Iri steel, tl::e 
A.!SI 304 L or i-;s equivale!lt, t!le ger!::la:: l,4-JJ6. ·~!J.is 

material i.~ general p:ovides good resista.!lce to.inte!';re.-
nular corrosion. If the material is used for service 
higher concentration e.::.d elevated tempera~:.ires i: is 

that sometimes i~tergra~ular corrozion ~ill appear. 

The reaso= is tha presence cf C, Si, ? a.~C. S i~ 
a!!lou:its b~t still wit~in the speci=ica~i:n. ~o avoic 

at 

phenomeuon it is advis~d to use ~ate:ials with e.::iol.Ul~s rf 

the mentioned elements far below those sp~cified. 

Investigations o~ the i~fluenca of th~ alaoe~:s C, ~i, 

P and S led to :he dev:~~?~e!!t o: a ~eTI special s~~i~l=ss 
steel. ri..~ s steel, cla.:.:.if!e" as A.! ..... )1 L , ·3~5 a. ~· ; or -.~ ) 
silows ::'olot":i!'; a!!aly:..s. 

c 
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Si Cle.:t O,OJO % 
p tiex o, 020 % 
s !!la:t a,015 % 
Cr 24,5 % 
Iii 20,5 ~ 

~ 1,5 
,., 
j.:: 

In this steel the high amount of C= as well s.s -;he 
low impurity le7els co~tributes to be~ter corrosiou 
resista:ice. 

Ac.ong the different manufactures the SA!iDV!K 2 RE 10 (4) 

and the UDil:EliC:r;! U~ 25 L r;;.ay be !llentioned. 

~his material shows in nU:.Y test (with boili~g o5 ~ 
nitric e.cid) ex~ramely lou co=rosion rates. 

The grade he.s been succesfully used in tailgas 
hes.ters and cooler condensers in ni i;riC acid pJ.a!l.ts, 
where :fo.r!llati::in a:id reboiling of nitric e.cid droplets r:!S.Y 
occur. 

I!1 one ple.:Lt 304 L tubes faile~ after 18 months ir.. 

service in a cooler condenser. After retubi;ig with 2 XE lJ 
the tubes have now been in service for over 5 years 
without any sig.~ of attack (J). 

In many plants cooling water is of be.d quality a.:ld 
may coutai.!l high a!llouats of c!ilorides. In such plant a 
special stainless steel with compozition. 

C me.3: 0,020 
q• ... l. ma:t 0,4 
p max o, .:2c· 
s C:S.::t o,-Jl5 

C: 25 % 
1,T" ... _ 22 % 
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:ro 2,1 -~-,J 

gives 
excell=~~ re~iste..:ice ~o !li.~:ic acid solutioilS. 
0\-:ing to t::.e h.i.;.1 ct.r::::tium e.!!d m.oly~C.er:.w::i c :>n ta::. t it has 

good pi~~~.::e co=rosi~c re~is~e.:!ce. 
Due to the Zi co~ten~ it has good resistar:.ce to 

occ:.i= o~ ~~e ca~ling wate= side. A tj?ical tr~C.e clas~i=i
ca ti a!: is S.L-::JVll 2 P.E 69. 

The !:!.ai~ poi!l..ts i!l llitric acid plants ~here corrosio~ 

may occur are : 

the i~let of tail gas heete=s 

especially :.i.::cooled ualls. 

cation of these types o! s~ai!:less s~ee:s in or~;= ~~ 

prolonge li:e cf eq;iip~ent. 
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5. s~=e~y c~~~~~==~:~c=s i~ ~?e=~~~~n ~= ~!;ric 

g.ci=. ola!lts 

,,;-,..;r-.... _.,. __ ..,, 
ut:nost .:o!!sid.a:?."s"!;ion for safety aspects, certai..o. b.a.za=ds 
may not be overloo~ed ~~c~use ~haJ can l~~d to da::ia~:..::g 

effect to i1·- 0 ~ life, i~c:.LS~~ial p~ope:!."ty =..:ld to enviro~.;2e~t. 

~ nit=ic ecid pr~duc~ion ~onia is o:ridised ~it~ 
a~=. ~he liquid e-~o~ia is vaporized by mea:J.S a: ua=med 
cooli!lg water before entering the am:nonia air l!li:er. The 
air an.d e~ponia flo~ rates ere moni~o:ed, ~he proper ~~
tu=e is obtai~ed by ra~iJ c~~t=ol. The e-~o~ia conce-~-:ra
tion rs!!l2.i~s belo~ ~~= e~losion le~el, u::.ic~ lie~ be-:ween 
15,5 and 23 v:: % i33 a: C,l :!:a ~ci lCO 0c. I!' liq~:i 
e~-onie i~ t~e =~r:: o: s=a:: c~~~la~s is a~~=z~~ac ~~th 

this increasec a.:iou::.t o! a:u::or..ia.. 
This mea!ls, t.!ls.~ ~he lor.er e~losi:n li~it ~ill be e=ceaded 
a~d the cor-seque~ce is th.s.t e.!l e~losive mi~t~e enters 
the cocb:.istion section ca~ir..g a!l er:>losion in this part :f 
the plazit. 

e.tll!la!lit.U!l se.lts 
tact w1;n ~itric acid. The salts for~ed e.=e 

te and ammo!liL.U:l nitre.~e. 

co=.-
.... ~ -..... ··- "'---

Generally the for~atio~ of a=1..~onium !li:=ate takes 
place in the cooler conde.:.sor or boiler feed wa~er pre~ea
ter when the firs~ ~i~:ri.c acid is for:ied.. 

Very s~all droplets of a=..:i:~i:.w. ~i~=s.~e so::.i~io~ a.:.-e 
for:ned a=.d. ";raI:.s;J-:>r":ed. to the ~;o gs.s co:i~=esso.:.- -.1~ez-e 't~e1 

a=e de?osed, ~ai~ly in the first s~ae~s o! ~~e cocpressor. 
In !he cocpresso~ t~e nitr~:e deposi~~ :iay ca~se hea7y 
·1ibre.-:io.:.s d.:.ie to .-.,...~o • :.~ .;.• --1ri1--
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It is therefore necessa...-y to clean t~e co~p~essor w~ 

i.:ljection of water or steam.. 
·?his cleSllillg must be excuted continuously du=_.u.g -;he 

start '1P phase of the ammonia burner until complete e.cti
vi ty o-r the catalyst gauzes. Duri.c.g nolUSJ. operation ihis 
cleaning mus~ be done once per shi:ft. 

·. ·. 
Passing of U!lrea~ted a!ilZilonia th=ough the bu:ner ca:i 

be monitored by the a!ll!Ilonium nitrate co.n.te!l.t o:f the nitric 
acid formed ill the cooler con.denser. When the eJI!!!lonium 
nitre.te content exceeds conti!!.uously 100 mg/ltr. e.fte: start 
up the combustion i.s incomplete and the burn.er should be 
inspected.. 

Explosive oercu=y co~poll!lds (azices) may fo!"'C. if 
co!!::prassed ~onie. cvn.:tcb!;~ gases co~e ~ co~tact ~~t~ 

like i~stalled on 27.~oc:a ~eari.::.g e~U:.p~e~; or pipi~g 
stould therefore not be of the ~ercury type. 

In the scope of the safety considere.tio.c.s it must 
be clear tba.t accidents can be avoided if the production 
plant is always kept clean. e.nd iJl technically proper 
coildi tion. Also following r:iles must be followed : 

Escape we.1s e.!:.d fire escapes mu.st be kept free 
- Absorption towe=s m~~ only be mowited if a 

serviceable gas mask is c=.rried along 
- Protective covars o~ mobile parts of the 

equi.pme.a.t must be o=derly fized 
Cle~ic.g wor~ on !'LL:.!lD1g 

no-: be i:.ade 

provided 

e ... --~,.,~Cf -c----
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For a good trai~ing of all operati!lg p:ople the 
met~od od EAZO? (~ezard a:ld operation) shoul~ be follo~ad. 

~ith this simulator type tr~i4i!:f; ~;:~od all possible 
deviations, irregulan.ties or operati.llg faults can be give.n. 
in and the appropriate mea:lS to resolve these ca.c. be stu-

died. 
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6. Econ.a::;"'' of oneration 

The eco~omy of operation for the three processes 
described depends on a number of local conditions as : 

installation costs 
prices of raw ma teriels 

- plant .size 
- coolillg water te~peratu=e 
- costs of energy 
- labour costs 
- local NOx-emission requi=ements 

ca.pi tal costs 
~d fi.!l!!.l decision ca.o. be take!l. only ef te= ce.lculation 
for ee.cb. Dld.iviC.:.u:.l case. 

For e. compe:ison of the tb=ee p=ocesses, r.:P, DP a::d 
E?, the ~ co~u:ption figures a=~ 6~7a~ ~~ a:;ac~;~ 
Table I. 

From tb.is table it ca.c. be seen t.b.e.t for the tu>- 2.!ld 
DP-processes tb.e consumptions ot ~ e.r!ii. Pt a.re e.cceptable, 
for the RP process, these figures e.:-e high. A factor which 
especially ple.ys a role in tb.e ca.lculs.tio.c.s at b.igb. costs 
fo:i:" ammonia and platinum. 

Ill order to compare the production costs for l t 

m·rn3 100 % i.!l the MP and DP process 
e. calculation was ciade for ~ ~d DP processes eac~ 

with capacities of 360, 6CO 2.!:.C 1100 

T!:.e ca.le ule. -:ions i=.c l:.id.e 

raw material costs 

- l~bou=, ove=heads e..=ld rnain~e~~ce, ~ake~ ~ 

25 ~ o~ :L=.sta:la~ r.os:s. 
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Table I! gives the costs cf rau mate~ials and energies for l t 

HN03 100~ for ~oth processes. 

The prices taken were supplied by the staff of SCHZ-Lovosice. 

The installed costs used base on W-European conditions. 

a) MP 360 mtpd I 12,S x 106 

600 n ' 17,8 x 106 

1100 .. ' 28,S x 106 

b) OP 360 mt pd I 14,0 x 106 

600 " I 17,1 x 106 

1100 .. 
' 25,4 x 106 

Table III gives the total costs for l t HN03 in both processes. 

The influence of varying rav material costs on the price of l t ttN03 

has already been discussed in Chapter II. 2. 

The tables show that, starting from 600 mtpd, the Dual Pressu:e

Process is most economic • 

• 

• 

• 
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expr~esec pe= 1 t E!:iC~ 100 % .,, 

Process type 

Operating pressure MPa 

Ammonia. kg 

Yield on ammonia % 

Platinum gr 

Boiler feed water t 

HP excess steem 

2, 5 KPa 400°c t 

Cool.i.llg 7rete=.ot 10° 
m3 

Elec!ric ene=~ kTh 

P::-ccess wa~;r • .. 
Catalyst cl:s.nge 

e.fter montb.s 

.lll processes with BOX 

emission < 200 ppm 

+ m, consu:iption for 

selective redu~ti~~ U:.cluded 

J.IP 

o,6 

283 + 

95,5 

0,15 

0,3 

0,75 

lJO 

9 
C,S 

DP trP -
0,5/1.,2 l,O 

280 287 

96,8 94 

0,15 0,30 

0,3 o,J 

0,95 0,5 

140 140 

6 e 
0,5 0,5 

5-6 l,5-2 



Table C-J 

Mad lum iHoaaure Dual pressure 

llnit 
Unit price kca/t tlN0 3 

kcu/l llllCl:s 
l:cs 

Ammonia t 2600 n,20J 73S,80 0,200 720,0ll 

Colnlynl IJ f 1102, 9 n, 15 60,44 0,15 60 ',,,, 

noi jr.r feed 
wa l t! r t 1,90 0,) O,S9 0,) 0' 5'J 

fooling waler m) 0,65 130 04,50 1110 ~ 1 , no 

P r <1 r C! ~• s 111 a l c r l 1,32 0,5 0,66 o,s 0 '(16 ... 
co 

[ l. focrqy I< 111h 0,40 9 3,60 0 J,20 N 

Slcam creclil t 125 0,75 -93,75 0,95 - 110,7~ 

couts/t llN0 3 
l<cs 791,84 7 6 5' , ,, 
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Table C-4 

Production costs per t H~0 3 100 ~ 

,\ Hedi um Pressure 

mt pd 360 600 1100 

Raw materials, 
energies. 791,64 791,84 791,2!. 

Amortisation. 66,80 57,09 49,85 

Overheads, Labour, 
Maintenance 167,00 142,72 ·124,62 

Cost /t HNOJ kcs 1025,64 991,65 966,31 

B Dual Pressure 

mt pd 360 600 1100 

Rau materials, 
energies. 765,1'9 765,14 i65,!.4 

Amortisation 74,60 54,86 44,45 

Overheads, Labour, 
Maintenance. 187,01 137,16 111,25 

Cost/t HN0 3 
kcs 1026,95 957,16 920,64 
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8. Conclusion 

l. In C.S.S.R nitric acid is proauced in 15 plants. Operational 

records shov that most of these plants func;ion well. The 

plants which vere visited made a good impression ana the 

personnel showed good knowledge. 

In a feu plants these are problems vith NOx emissions. 

As has been shovn in Chapter 1.2.these problems are met 

in the plants operating with alkaline absorption. 

Probable reasons may either be found in 

- uns1tisfying operation of the 

absorption section of the nitric 

acid plant 
- problems with saturation of the scrubbing 

liquid 
- design cf the scrubbing section 

As a first step fo= the improvement of these plants it has 

been agreed, in a discussion vith Prof. Or. Skrivanek, Head 

of the Chemical Engineering Dept of the Prague High School, 

that this institute vill investigate the reasons for this 

unsatisfactory operation. The institute will then make proposals 

for modification and improvement. 

As a further step it has been agreed that two of thP three 

plants will be equipped with an additional selective reduction. 

For the design of nev plants the required capacity 

det~rmines the process type. 

2. As has been shown for capacitie~ up to 500 mtpd H~:o 3 the 

medium pressure process is the most economical. 
In order to obey legislative r~gulations vit~ respect to ~O x 

emiss1ons a treatment of the tailgases must be provided. 

From the four poss1bi:ities descri!:>ed in Ch. J it is 

recom~ended tnat the selective reduction method should be 

preferred. 

T ~11 s ,~-et.hod gives 10-1 emission •.; c. i u e !> , a o o •; t 1 0 0 - l S 0 ;> o ~ • 
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Fo: ~lan~s ~:t~ c~=acities over 500 mtpd the dual press~re 

process sncu!c ~e selecte~. 

This process is in this range (500 - 1500 mtpd and over ) 

the most economical. Plant costs are less than with the medium 

pressure process ar.d ~itn absorption piessures of C,B - 1,1 HPa 

and using cold cooling water NOx emissions of 50 - 100 ppm can 

be reached. 

3. High pressure plants can only be recommended when capital 

savings due to reduction of investment cost and elimination of 

nitrons gas compressor at least compensate for lover yield, 

higher catalyst losses ana more frequent shut-downs. 

Low ammonia prices and increasing interest rates favour also 

the mono-high. pressure type plants. 

for more ecc~omical operations ne~ plants should be equipped 

~ith improved plant instrumentation and also tne possioil1ty 

of computer control should be considered. 

An evalution of HP and OP precesses is given ~y Vcel~er \S;. 

4. For the improvement of existing plants the methods ~f selective 

reduction as well as an extended absorption may be proposed. 

As has been stated in Ch. ·3 the method of extended ~b£orption 

causes extra expenses as the absorber ~olumen increases 

proportionally to -1,5 
0 

where CNOx denotes the local mole fraction of nitrons gas at 

exit of absorber. 
A higher absorption pressure, if possible to be applied, may 

reduce the absorber size. 

5.Important for the acceleration of the oxydation reaction is a 

certain excess of oxy~en. 

ihis oxygen must be supplied somewhere after the combus:icn 

selectic~ in crder not to dilute the ammonia-concent~atior. 

in the mixed gas. 
Addin~ seccnda:y air ~inimizes the quantity of effluen: ~it:or.s 
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~s toe less O: slow~ the oxydaticn and tee much Oz dilutes 

the CNO the seconcary air supply must be so regulated that 
x 

the Oz concentration lies between 0,04 and 0,05 mole fraction 

at the exit of the absorber. 
Finally a reduction in temperature may increase the ~N03 -

autput. 
By this reduction the gas-phase equilibrium moves towards the 

formation of more nitric acid A decrease in temperature of 

s0 c improves the absorption rate and increases the acid strength 

by about 2 ~-

6. In a nitric acid plant energy is brought in with the 

combustion of ammonia. 
The outgoing energy is in the form of stea~, far electric energy 

generatio~ or for export. 

Energy consumers in the plant are the air compressor and the 

NO co~pressor. 

Energy suppiers are steam turbine and tail gas turbine. 

Essertial improvement Gf plants consist of optimal utili

zation of process heat for energy recovery. 

Dual pressure plants operate with tailgas temperatures 

of 350 - 400 °c. It is possible to have a higher tailgas 

preheating which may improve the waste heat utilization. 

The tailgases may be pr~heated up to ca 600 °c the remaining 

heat content in the taii gas after the turbine can be used 

to produce an extra quantity of steam. 

It can be calculated that in sue~ a case for a ~lant with 

c~pacity 1000 mtpa HN0
3 

t~e energy p:ofit will be about 550 K~. 

This proceder needs hc~eve: a more expansive tailgas 

turbine and a second boiler. 

It must be studied f:om case tc case if the profit cf the 

gain in energy alloas the insta:lation of this supplementary 

equipment. 
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~ith regards to materials 

:eco~me~da:icns can be ~ade: 
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_t .... construction fol!o1:1ing 

It is of utmost importance to use in the critical parts 

of a nitric acid plant, as these are: 

~et parts of waste heat users 

inlet of tail gas heaters 

hat parts of coaler candensars 

only these materials with very low a•ounts of impurities as 

C, Si, P and S. 
Examples are SANDVIK Z RE 10 and UOOEHOLH 25 L or the 

aodified AISI - 304 L. 

It is of importance to investigate the behaviour of tne 

•aterials to be used as construction materials for those 

parts with the aid of the HUEY test. However the use of 

these materials shculd be restrieted to areas of very severe 

corrosion, due to the higher cost • 
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D. REPLACE?.!ElfT OF CHmIC..\.L REDUCTION BY CA!ALY-rIC HYDRO

GEUATION Dl PRODUCTION OF ORG.AlITC SUBS~ANCES 

1. Replaeenent ot chemical recb1ction bx catalrlic hxdr9ge
nation- a survey 

!able D-1 gives a li.s~ing of the most common cases where 
chemical reduction can be replaced b,- catalTttc h7droge
:ia tion, including those cases where catalytic l:yd=oge":.~
tion is irreplaceable. 

Table D-1 Survey of the reduction reactions 

Starting substance 
or type 

double bond 
conjugated 
double bonds 

acet,.lenic bond 
aromatic ring 

Product or 
tJpe 

aturated bond 

part1all7 or 
completel7 satd. 
part. saturated 
eycloparat.f :tm.c 
ring 

aranatic heterocyeles saturated 
heteroc7cles 

aldehydes, ketones 

imines, ox:Lmes 
acids 

esters o! aci~s 
chlorides o! acids 

al.coho ls, 
h7drocarbons 

amines 
alcohols, 
hydro carbons 
alcohols 
aldehydes 
alcob.ols 

Chemical tec!lnioue 
replaced · 

Na, Zn 
lla., Zn, electrochem. 

Jfa, BI 
lla, Zn, electrochem., 
tomic acid 
J1 a, LiilH4., 
Meerwein-Ponndor!, 
Clemensen, V:ol!
Kiiner, electrocr.~n. 

Na, Zn 
lailH

4
, eleetroche::t., 

HI 

Ue, LiilH4 
Li.Al.H 4 Li.H 

.. 
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Table D-1 continued 

amides o'f acids 

nitriles of acids 
hal.ogenidea 
111 tro-substances 

195 

amines electrochem., ~la, 
Li AlH4 

amines Ba. L1 UH4 
Jl1drocarbons Ba, BI 
lower reduction . 
stages nitro- Fe;· zn, sul!id6s, 
group reduction electrochem., SnCl2, 

etc. 

!be breakdown of processes in this studJ' bas been approached 
from the aspect ot the reduced bends as follows: 

A· reauc·i;ion oi mul tip~e bon.i.o ·o.;-;i;.:~ 

B. reduction ot e.ro~atic rings 
c. reduction of ce.rbon7l c~~pou::ds 

. . ·-. . - " - - --.. - -...... v .................. ., 

E. reduction o! other nitrogen-b~ing compounds 
P. hydrogenolytic crackll..g. 

2. Reduction of multiple bonds between two carbons 

2.1. Doubl~ bond ~v~ro~~netion 

On an industrial scale the reluction o! bonds between two 
carbons is done nearly always by catalytic hydrogenation. 
~s is a process the.t became maes-icpl~~ented to the 
greatest extent, me.inly in various re!inillg tacbnoloe;ies 
and in hyd....-ogena.tio:i o! :!e.tE1. Recently there ho.s been e. 
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considerable expansion of either a partial or a total hy'dro
genation of cyclo-ol!go:ners /mainly of ethylene and ·buta
diene/ in conjunction with the production o! new t,pes o! 
special-pm-pose monomers and macroc7elic compounds. Also 
of importance is the partial hydrogenation of Cl"Clopenta
cli.ene to c,.e1opentene, 'the mcmaaer tor specialtJ' rubbers. 

Catalytic hycL.-ogenations of double bonds do not constitute 
a classical ex&mple of replacements of the earlier known 
chemical reductions b7 more advanced catal.Jtic processes and, 
hence, are onl1 mentioned for the sake of cmpleteness, to 
rouncl off the picture of the reducible functional groups. 

2.2. Trinle bond hvdro;enation 

In analogy to the case of the double bond reduction, the 
triple bonds are reduced much more often b7 catalftic 
hydrogene.tion than b7 chemical reduction processes. In 
organic s,nthesis as such, it is the partial hydrogenation 
of triple to double bond which is much pref erred to the 
rather 1.mfrequent total hydrogenation which proceeds up to 
the paratf inic C-C bond. 

Pal.ladiu:n-based catal~sts which, moreover, very often 
receive special pretreatment, are used most widely in the 
selective catalytic hydrogenation of triple bonds. Certain 
other catalysts such as skeletal iron e.nd cop~er are also 
believed to possess a high selectivit7 !or t~iple-to-double 

bond hy~rogenation /1,2/. 

Ranking among the most important comr:iercial processes in 

the past was the hydrogenation o! acetylene to ethylene 
as it was run e.g. in Ger.:iany. The seme principle is usec 
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considerable expansion of either a pertial or a total hydro
genation of cyclo-o11g0.'Jlers /mainly of ethylene and buta
diene/ 1n conjunction with the production of new types o! 
special-purpose monomers and macrocyclic compounds. ilso 
ot importance is the partial hydrogenation of eyclopente.
diene to cyclopentene, the monomer for specialty rubbers. 

Catalytic hydrogenations of double bonds do not co:iet1tute 
a cla.ssical eDmple of replacements of the earlier known 
chemical reductions by more advanced catalytic processes and, 
hence, are only mentioned for the sake of completeness, to 
round off the picture of the reducible functional groups. 

2.2. Triple bond hydro5enation 

In analogy to the case of the double bond reducticn, the 
triple bonds are reduced much more of ten by catalytic 
hydrogenetion than by chemical reduction processes. In 

organic synthesis as such, it ia the partial hydrogenao;1on 
of triple to double bond which is much pref erred to the 
rather unfrequent total hydrogenation which proceeds up to 
the paratf inic c-c bond. 

Palladium-based catalysts whi~h, moreover, very often 
receive special pretreatment, are used most widely in the 
selective catalytic hydrogenation of triple bonds. Certain 
other catalysts such as skeletal iron and copper are also 
believed to possess a h;igh selectivity for triple-to-double 
bond hydrogenation /1,2/ • 

Benkjng among the moat important commercial processes in 

the past was the hydrogenation of acetylene to ethylene 
as it was nm e.g. ill Germany. The same principle is used 
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presently in the purification of ethylene to renove ad
mixtures of acetylene, foMec!. during the pyrolytic 
processing of hydrocarbon .tractions. Acetylenes are si

milarly removed in the processing of the pyrolytic c4 
hydrocarbon fraction if this is to be used tor the pro
duction of 1,)-butadie~e by 'l'l'.bat is called the CAA pro-
cess /isolation using ammonia solutions o~ copper salts/ 
through partial hydrogenation on palladim catalysts under 
mild reaction conditions /so-called kalthydrierung/ • .Another 
example is furnishft4 by the commercial application of , 
Pavorski s synthesis in the production of isoprene from 
acetone and acetylene by the SB.Alf process, where 2-metbyl
-J-butyne-2-ol is subjected to mild hydrogenation /at 
30-ao•c, 0.5-1 ~a/ on a palladi\ID catalyst to P,eld the 
appropriate olefinic alcohol. 

The h:l.gh selectivity of palladium catalysts during triple 
'bond hydrogenation can be tracked doTm to the high dif
ference between tb.e adsorptivitiea of the triple and the 
double bonds, so that the substance with olefinic bonding 
which is f onned is displaced from the catalyst surf ace by 
the alkyne-t;n>e feedstock and is only capable of hydroge
nation at a very low concentration of the alkyne substrate. 
The difference in aclsorptivity is made even more pronoun
ced in a number of cases due to catalyst modification by 
metals, alkalies, p~idine and quinoline, carbon monoxide, 
etc. Inaanuch as the selectivity of triple bond hydroge
nation falls off with rising temperature, the reaction 
conditions preferred are rather mild. 

The case of triple bonl\ hydrogenation also is not. to be 
regarded as a typical replacement of established chemical 
reduction reactions by hydrogene.tion. 

• 

• 
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caU.lysts end hydrogenated in the second stage OD platillt: 
group metals end, more recently, also OD highly active 
nickel catalysts • 

It is the nickel catalysts wU.ch. OD the whole, bave 
found their widest application us.ctl.7 in the hJdrogene.
tion o! aromatics. !heJ' are at a dJ,sadventage at higher 
tenperatures, owing to the hydrogenol,.tic e!f ect. l'or this 
reason the process must often be conducted under somewhat 
more moderate conditions while resorting to h:l.gher-activi ty 
catal7sts. Cases exist where not even this is of help -
the &r7lhalogenides cannot be hydrogenated so!ar to reason
able )'ields o! ·c1clohe17l halogenides. il'lasnuch as the 
h1drogenolysis o! the halogenide wh:lch is arometica.111 
bo~ded proceeds much more easily then the catalytic hydro
genation of the aromatic ring. 

The fact t.he.t the e-"'"Ometic r'_ng, in contrast to ot~e= 
functional groups, is relatively ~ficult to reduce ren
ders it impossible, or rather difficult at the least, to 
prepare certain other substances :featuring the cyclohexanic 
skeleton. 

for instance, nitrobenzene cannot be hydrogenated to nitro
C7Clohexane, nor arylole:fiDs to cyclohexyl ole!insJ hydroge
nation of acetophenone to cyclohexyl methyl ketoD or to al
cohol meets with dit!iculties. In the last-mentioned case, 
Ru or Rh catalysts are necessary which are capable o! hydro
gen.a ting the aromatic ring under relatively mild rea~tion _ 
conditions such tbe.t the hydrogenation o! the keto-group or 
the hydrogenolysis o! the hydroxy-group need not occur yet • 

J. spec:!.e.l ce.se of aromatic ring hydrogenation is 
represented b1 the hydrogenation of aromatic hydroxy
compounds to cyclopara!!inic ketones, which i.~ !act is e 
partial hydrogene.tion. The greatest importance oust be 
accorded to the hydrogenetion o! phenol prope= to cyclo
hexe:ione required !or caprolact&~ production, o! =esorci:l 
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to l,J-cyclohexanedione, and o! beta-naphthol to beta
tetralone. The palladium catalyst, because ot its consi
~arabla salactivit~, bas proved use!ul for these reactions, 
but once again the reaction conditions ought to be m:!.1d 
/temperature of max. ioo0 c/. In some cases the catalyct is 
subjected to partial deactivation /by 11-ethy'l morpboline 
etc./. ProcP-dU%es have also been worked out which make 
use of nickel catalysts; alkaline media are used /Re.-lli, 
so0 c, 7-10 MPa, addition of ~o + llaOH/. Yields of about 
9~ are obtained and most o! the residue is the products 

of tote.l ~genation. 

It is clear :tran what has been said above that not eiren 
the hydrogenation of aromatic rings belongs to the classicel 
exemples ot chemice.1 reductions being replaced by ~-;tl:;ti~ 

hydrogetl8. tions. 

4, Reduction o+ cerbonyl compounds 

!rhe reducibility of the carbonyl function depends ~n what 
groups are bonded to the carbonyl carbon. The reduction of 
aldehydes is the easiest, the reduction of ketones is more 
cli!!icult. The carbonyl group in acids and their derivatives 
resists reduction to a considerable extent. A great number 
of chemicele can be used as reduction egents /end, in so~e 
of the cases, interesting side reactions occur which ce.~ 
be put to practical use/, or, alternatively, the reduction 
can be e!!ected through catalytic hydrogene.tion. 

.. 

• 
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~.l. Chemicel rP.duction of cerbonvl eomuounds 

Carbonyl 1n aldehydes and ketones can be reduced to a 
pertinent alcohol or even a metcyl group or methylene. 
!he reduction to a1cohol can be e!tected chemical.17 using 

a variety of methods: by metals, !lydrides, ele.ctrolysis, . ·. . 
by hydrogen iodi.de, end by the Meerwein-Ponndort method /J/ 
/i.e., by 1.sopropyl alcohol in the presence of alaninum 
isopropyl alcoholate/. 

lhen metals end ~drides are used as red:.iction agents, it 
is assumed / 4/ that the reduction proper is eftected by 

the hydride ion 

......._ __.H 
_c-... _ + ~o 

0 

( l) 

( 2 ) 

Reduction b7 metals cen proceed in either an acidic environ
ment I e.g., Zn + minere.1 acid/ or an alkaline enviro r:ment 
/sodium 1l1 wet ether, sodium amalgam, etc./. 

!he carbon atom of the carbonyl group is presumably 
attacked by electrons from the met~llic surf ace on whi.ch 
the carbonyl groups is attached by chemisorption at the 
time when the reaction is taking place. It is necessary 
however thet e do~or o! protons /weter, acid, alcohol/ be 
present in the system, in order to bring to completion the 
trans!oi:mation o! the carbonyl group into an alcoholic 
group: 

-_c.o 
f2e 

:: c -o- + Zn ( 2+) + I W X-l ( J ) 

+ :::. CHOH + 
I # ) 
\,. .. 
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Jnothe= ree.ction which e.ppears feasible is the direction 
reaction of protons wi.th the electrons of the metal: 

Zn -- -~ Zn(2+) + 2 e (5) 

H+ + 2e • fH(-) (6) 

+ IH(-) 
B ~o 

'/R 
- C-0 ---+'C/ () ~ ..... c, (7) - _,. 'o - OH 

fhe aeme mecheni an can also be p1'0posed for t~ electro
reduetion of ketones on a metal cathode. !he reaction 
die.gro...!!ls indicate that the reaction is to be conducted 

in a pole.r_medium. 

When ketones such as acetone are reduced in a less poler 
environment /m be?l.~ene/ usin£ suitable mete.ls /':Ila~es!:::.z:./ r 

the reaction proceeds di!:fereni-:ly: the carbonyl group reacts 
with the mete.l electrons J"ieldi:i.lg a radical-ion which is 
doubled due to the absence of pr.'>tons in the reaction me
d:lm. !he reaction p1'0ducts are i;.1.nacols 

CH3 ..... 
CB .,- C•O + Mg -

) 

CH 0(-) Kg(+/2) 
) ...... / 

CH,,,,- c. _,. 
J 

----·--~ 

CH 0(-) Mg (+/2) 

CB>;c( 
J 

Ca) 

~o 

(9) 
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At suitable reaction conditions the pinacols may becane the 
chie! reaction products /reduction by sodium, emalgsmated 
magnesium and aluminum, elect:rolysis//)/. 

Reduction of carbo~l to met}Q'l or met~lene cen be e~~ected 

by ordinar,r tecmuques on1y with such campoUDds that .baTe 
their carbon~'l group adjacent to the aromatic ring. ~quent-

17 encoUlltered reactions include ";he trsns!omation of aro
matic aldehJdes and ketones to eydrocarbons acr the resu1t of 
reduction ~ aotim, 11 thim-alllllinum hydr ide, zinc, hy'dro

gen iodide, or electrolysis. B7 the last two methods the al
de!Q'des 8Dd ketones can be turned to J17d.rocarbons quite uni

Tersally, in spite of the e.bsenee of an activated carbonyl .. 
The same products are obtained by reduction usi.?16 the C1emmen
sen technique /ketone or eldehyde reduction by B.!!!elgsmated 
zinc in hydrochloric acid mediun/ or by two-stage reduction 
using the Ki.Zn.er-Wolf! tecb:liqua. ~e letter re~ction ccn
sists in the prepe=e.tion o! e h:;·er~=cn.s c! t;:e alde!:~"C.e or 
ketone by letting it react with ~drazine which, on heating 
with strong alkalies, splits o:f! its nitrogen and yields 
a ~ch'ocarbon /thlls the initial carbon'J'l is converted to a 
met1l7l or met1l7lene group/ • 

.A. 8Ul"Tey···o:r· these reactions can be found in literature /r:.., 6/. 

!he a!oraentioned reductions can obviousl7 be also accom
plished by catalytic techniques /cf. Chapter 5.J./. However, 
cases also exist where ce.talytic hydrogenation would accom
plish nothing. 1or eXBmple, catalytic hydrogenation c8lll!Ot 
be used to tum nitro-benzaldehydes to nitrated benz:rl alco
hols, owing to an U!l.!aili.ng tc:netion ot pa~!:ent ~~!no
derivatives on all known catalysts /wherees e.~. tbe alde
~dic group can be reduced by NaBH4 v1J:.ile r.qte1nins almost 
quantitatively the n:!.tro-group/. Reaction3 o: this type !~~ 
application in the production ot speci~lty pha~eceuticels. 
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4,2, Catalytic hycL'rQgengtion ot ce;:bonxl compounds 

llost of the chaai.cal reduo'fiions of car1>on7l compounds, 
a11wled to iD the foregoing Sec~n. CeJ1 be effected. bJ' 
catalTtic !Qdrogenati.cm. 

Cataly-tic !Qdrogenation of alde!Qdea is easier to perf om 
than th&t of ketones but, at the same time, substantial~ 
more di:tficult than the h1drogenation of other ee.8"-to
reduca groups /e.g., Di.tro-groups, double bonds, etc./. 
When using hi&h-activitJ' cata17sts based on noble mete.ls, 
it can proceed even at moderate temperatures /up to 
ioo0 c/ but 1! less active cate17sts are used /Ni, Co, Pe, 
Cu/ it may become necessary, particularly- 1! ketone.a are to 
be hJdrogenated, to operate at higher temperatures and, 
owing to ree.sons o! equilibrim, also at higher pressures, 
as a consequence. The reaction mEq' proceed in either the 
gas phase or the liquid phase, depending on the ne. ture o! 
the reactants. Of greatest teclmical importance is the ~d..-o

genation o! higher eldehJdes :trcm OXOSJ11thesis. Frequently 
used are copper-based catalysts, capable of catalyzing a 
selective h7drogene.~on of the carboJql g:-oups while keeping 
intact some other :reducible tunctions in the molecule, such 
as the double bonds, the benzene :ring, or the :turene ring. 

Reduction o! carboJ11'lS in alde~des and ketones dc·wn to the 

methyl or the meteylene group can also be done b,. catalytic 
137drogenation at elevated tempe:raturea1. Palladium-· based ce. t::. · 

l7sts are used most !requently here. 
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5, Reduetions ot nitro-comnoWlds 

The reduction of nitro-compounds is governed by e. re.the1· 
complicated mecbanisn and proceeds via a number of inter
mediates which sometimes can also be the f~l products 
depending on conditions. 

Schematically the individUEl intermediate stages can be 
represented as follows: 

R-N=N-R --------

~I 
v 

R-t:H-NH-R I R-llH-OH R-11=11-R 

L--__ -:_1 _R_1~~ ... ___ ___,I 

Pig. D-1 Reduction of aromatic nitro-compounds 

In the f:.Lrst stage the aliphatic or cycloalipbatic nitro
compound.a also yield a ni troso-compound which, inasmuch 
as it contains the -itroso-group on either the pr:1JDar1 or 
the aeco:adary carbon, cu1 also enst in a tautomeric f 011~1 

/isonitroso form/ as an aldoxim /R-CH•N-OH/ or a ketoxim 
/~C·N-OH/, As a consequ•!nce to the existence o! such foms 
we also meet compounds mnong the products ot reduction 
of the aliphatic nitro-s-ubstances tm.t cannot occur in the 
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aromatic series. The reduction can be represented by the 
following diagram: 

R-co-~ 

Fig. D-2 Reduction of aliphatic nitro-compounds 

!rhe nitro-group can be reduced by nearly all reducing 
a.gents. Those used m<>st frequently include iron, zinc, 
tin, stennous chlori<le, and sulfides, with 111111nes as tho 
major product. 

Should the hydroxylemine stage be retained, the reducticn 
is conducted by amalE;eme.ted aluminum or zinc in e. modere.te
ly alkaline enviro111J1E!nt of a salmiae or calcium chloride 
solution. Under certein conditions, electrolysis can yield 
hydroxylamines, too. The stage of the nitroso-compounds 
can be obtained e.g. by electrolysis, in the case of the 
aromatic nit:ro-compot:nds as starting materie.1. Nitrobenzene 
can be reduced catalytice.lly to ni troso-benzene using ea:r
bon mono%ide. 
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~e reaction pro:per which yields ni tro so compounds is an 
electropbilic substitution, but one which involves a low
-reactivity nitrosyl cation, ll:zO. It is used :tor the 
preparation o:t nitroso-compounds /or, of amino-compounds, 
e.fter reduction/ from those derivatives o:t the aranatic 
hydrocarbons which posses strong class I. aubstituenta. 
?litrosation :r·roceeds selectively to the p~po~ition and is 
used e.g. 1n the production o:t p-nitroso dimethyl aniline, 
p-nitroso phenol, alpha-nitroso-betE.-napbthalene, etc. 

Aliphatic nitro compounds can be converted to oximes by 
catalytic hydro8enation or by reduction by zinc in acetic 
acid. 

Reduction by zinc of the Di tro ccmpounds i.n strongly alkaline 
e11vil"oments yields hydrazo compounds. The reduction o:t 

aromatic nitro compounds, nitroso cOinpounds, and azoxy 
compounds by lithium-&lumintun hydride is brought to a 
halt at the stage of the e.zo compounds. 

The azo compounds are reduced to hydrazo compounds by milder 
e.gents like sodium amalgam, amalgamated aluni:lum, zinc 1n 

alcohol, or stannous chloride. Splitting to amines occurs 
in the case ot a more energetic action of r.inc, iron, or 
tiu and in the case of reductions by titanium /III/ chlo
ride, hydrosul:tide, and hydroiodi.c acid. 

!he nitro groups o! aromatics cannot be reduced by sodium 
borohydride, however energetic reduction agent this may be. 
Sodium borohydride may however accomplish the regeneration 
ot eerteiD metals and ions which are capable of reducing 
the nitro group and, thus, act in fact as indirect reduction 
agents in the presence of catalytic amounts of these metals 
and ions /7/. 

Par·tial reductions o! aro:natic polynitro compounds are 
mostly accomplished using stannous chloride and sodiuin or 
E¥MJonium sulfide. Ste.:mous cnloride and titanium /III/ 
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chloride are used to selectively reduce the nitro group 
in the ortho position, as sulfides are used to reduce it 
in the para ~osition, in the case of bolllolytic 2.4-dinitro 
derivatives of benzene. 

!he reduction products of the nitro substances find applica
tion in a number of branches of the chemical industry, 
chiefly in the proc\uction ot d7estuf!s, and also in the 
construction trade, in the phamaceutical industry, in 

agriculture, etc. 

5.1, Cher:iic~l reduction of nitro comnounds 

5.1,1, Reduction of nit11; compoµn¢s by metal~ 

5.1.1.1. Reduction of nitro compounds in acid media 

Bechsmp is credited with the discover.y in 1854 ot the 
reduction of nitro compounds bJ' metals in an acid medim; 
he worked w1 th the iron - acetic acid 111stem. Today, the 

reduction b:y iron in tb.e ~drochloric .acid medi1.111 is the 
most frequent. Other metals such as Zn, Cu, or Al are 
rarel:y used, inasnuch as the reductions are the?l too cost
ly, the products can only be separated with difficulty, a?ld 
economic considerations make it 1Jllpera.tive to recover the 
metals used. Zinc is used for the reduction of sOrDe in
aoluble and hard-to-::-educe nitro corapoW'lds, and tin in 

.b;rdroehloric acid is sometimes replaced by a solution ot 
stannous chloride in the 88r.Je acid. Stannous chloride acts 
somewhat more moderatelr aDd is well suited e.g. for the 
reduction of just one nitro gruup in dinitro compounds; 
this reaction proceeds 8lloothl1 1n alcoholic solutions. 
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Out of the other acids /hy'droct..l.oric acid may S0111etime s 
tom snall amounts of chlorinated amines, under stilllula
tion by high acid concentration, high temperature, end 
slow admission of the reduction agent/, worth mentioning 
as the one ~ost frequently used is sulfuric acid which is 
particularly suitable 1D cases where acylhydrox;yl amine 
rearrangement to hJ'droxyaryl amine is the .desired reaction, 
and a1so acetic and possibly also formic acid 1D cases where 
undesirable hy'drolysis might intervene. Protons can also be 

auppli.ed by methanolic eydrogen ch1oride, water, or &Queous 
solutions of salts /aodim, anaonium, calcimn, bar,yuD chlo
ride; ferrous and ferric chlorides/. ~ :improve the solu
bility" of the Ditro &Qbustance, organic solvents are some
times added /methanol, ethanol, pyridine, etc./. 

Considerably leas acid is used than would correspond to 
the full dissolution of the iron used, e.g. by the equa
tion 

Fe + 2HC1 ------~ PeCl2 + 2H (10) 

This is made possible by the tact that, 1D principle, it is 
not the nascent hydrogen /8/ produced by dissolving iron 
iD ~drochloric acid but, rather, the iron converted into 
the oxide Pe3o4 or into a mixture of :PeO and :Pe2o3 /with 
the latter oxide dominating/ which is the agent responsible 
for the reduction proper. 

Even though the reduction mechanisn remains somewhat un
clear, it is known t.bat the electrons are supplied b1 iron; 
hence, the reaction is best described by the fo111J&l equation 

(11) 
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Gray iron is the !oDn of iron which is most suitable. 
Thanks to their chenical heterogeneity, cast irons are 
rather reactive 1n the case of wet oxidation /wet corrosion/, 
owing to the possibility of galvanic microelementa being set 
up where oxygen which stimulates iron o.%1.dation is liberated 
at the anode. In commercial reductions, slightly over 2 mols 
of iron is used tor the reduction of 1 mol of the nitro 
co.'Dpound. A quantity of 0.06 to 0.1 mol acid per 1 mol nitro 
compound is sufficient. The effect can be regarded as 
catalytic, consisting probably in the activation of iron. 
Once the reaction is underway the substance being reduced 
picks up protons from water, the iron is oxidized to ferrous 
and ferric ions, and their dehydration Jields Fe3o4• Thus 
the water is recycled so that J.5 mols water per l mol Ditro 
compound is s~ficient. 

Depending on the emount of iron and the reaction conditions, 
it is sometimes possible to belt the reaction at one of its 
1nte1mediete stages /aZO'r:f, azo, and hydrazo compounds/ but 
most ofte~ the products desired are diemines. Low quantitie~ 
of acid and water must be used for the partial reductio~s, 
in order to avoid nitro amine dissolution and thus to 
protect it from continued reduction. 

As a rule the reductions &re conducted in such a way that 
the Ditro compound is added to a boiling mixture of iron, 
water, and acid er acidic catal7st. Beat is removed by 

cooling the water vapor or the vapors of the azeotropic mix
tures of water with organic substances. Adequate agitation· 
is important to provide for good heat and mass transport. 
ID the case o! the Bechamp reduction the envirolllllent is 
highly corrosive, and considerable erosion can also take 
place due to the presence ot solid iron particles. As a 
rule the reaction inst&llation is made o! cast iron or is 
lined with cast iron plates and acid-resistant stoneware or 
tiles. 

• 
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The requirements imposed on the purity of the reduced nitro 
substances are seldom striDgent, and it is of particular 
advantege that residuel acid from the previous opere.tion -
nitration is not much of a problem. !he yields, as a rule, 

are nearly qw:ntitative. 

The arre.ngement used to conduct the operations is to be 
illustrated b;y the description of the reduction of m-nitro
benzene sulfonic acid which followss A. aaall •ount of 
water of iron sludge :filtrate fran previous washing is in

troduced into the reaction, and finel:r ground cast iron 
dust is admitted to the stirred liquid. A:fter heating by 
steam to about 70°c a •all quantity of hydrochlo:do acid 
is slowly admitted and, having allowed the violent boiling 
to subside, the mixture is heated to moder&te boiling which 
brings to cempletion the etching of the cast iron dus~. It 
is the purpose of this operation on the one hand to pre
pare e. !errous chloride solution as an electrolyte and, 
on the other hand, to etch the iron particles and to strip 
oxl.des off their surface in order to activate it. During 

etching, hydrogen is liberated and, inasnuch as the raw 
materials used are of C0111Dercial grade, also hydrogen 
arsenic'e and hydrogen phosphide. 

After etching, the m-nitrobenzene sulfonic acid is admitted 
in the fol'lll of a wet paste of its sodi\ID salt. It is 
metered out so as to keep the reduetor contents boiling. 

On completion of the reduction, the iron transferred to 
solution is precipitated by soda and the iron sludge is 
retained on pressure filters. The sludges obtained, containing 
iron oxl.des, are washed and eventually calcined, giving mine
ral paint pigments /9,10/ such e.s brown, red, or black. If 
emmoni\ID chloride i• added during the reduction together 
with ferrous chloride, even yellow-tinted pisaents ce.n be 
obtained. Attempts were also made to process the wast 
sludges to abrasives. Deapi te all these experiments the bjl"-
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-products f1'0l:l Bechen:p's reductions are in fact unwanted 
wastes, with nege.tive enviromental impact. 

Owing to progress in el18ineering over the past years, the 
extent of production of the aromatic nitro compounds by 
Bechamp-type reductions has shrunk, and a trend of reple
cement by cate1ytic hydrogenations he.a been evident. Nev~i
theless, the BechE:mp process ati11 survives in scee cases 
such as in the production of toluidines, xylidines, mete
nilic acid, certain aromatic derivatives of naphthalene, 
and certain diemines. Conversion of the :Bechsmp process 
from betch to continuous operation has also been accom
plished /11,12/. Por instance, by continuous reduction 
the Bayer ~.G. is producing diaminostilben disul!o acid, 
used for optical brighteners in detergents. 

5.1.1.2. Reiuction of nitro compounds in alkaline media 

When nitro c~~pounds such as nitrobenzene are to be reduced 
by metals in an alkaline medi\ID /of which the system Zn 

+ llaOH is the most frequent/, then the ll-phenylhydroxyl 

amine produced via nitrosobenzene reacts with the unreacted 
nitrobenzene, yielding azoxybenzene by condensation of 
these two compounds: 

(+) 
Ph-NHOH -------•Ph-NH 

C'--.... ---- I 2 
'2~-) 

(+) 
+ 0 • N-Ph ---+ Ph-N • N-Ph 

-~O \Ol 
-l-) 

Azoxrbenzene is then further reduced to azobenzene and 

hydrazobenzene as the !inal product: 

2H 2H 

(12) 

Ph - N • N-Ph -n-~_,.Ph-N • N-Ph ---~Ph-NH-NH-Ph (lJ) , -n2u 
0 

The hydrazo substances are iso~erized wit~ facility to dia
mines o! tha diphenyl series, important in the production 
of azo dyes. 
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The reduction process can be illustrated by the foll.owing 
stoichiometric eque.tions: 

2 p]l1'02 + 5 Zn + ~o lfaOH~ Ph-lll-IH-Ph + 5 ZnO (14) 

Zinc onde is hydrated 

ZnO + ~O -

and reacts w1 th sod11m1 1!7droxide giving zincate 

(15) 

~Zn.02 + 2llaOB :.c:=2.' lfa2z.r.o~ + ~o (16) 

!he over-all. reaction is described by the equation 

2RN02 + 5Zn + lONe.OH --~ R-Nli-?r:i-R + 5N~Zn.024~0 (17) 

As a by-product the reaction may J1,eld aniline, !ormed by 

successive reduction of phenylhydrox;yl amine or by its 
disproportionation: 

JPh - llHOH ---~ Ph-N • H-Ph + P~ + ~O 
II 
0 

(18) 

It is advisable therefore that the phenylhydro~l amine 
should not accanulate in the reaction mixture but rather 
should be allowed to react with nitroso benzene. This is 
eide~ by rising temperature end the sodium hydroxide ~on
eentration. J.niline can also be !ol'Dled by reduc~ion ot azorJ 
benzene or even by decomposition ot hydrazo benzene at en 
elevated temperature: 

2Ph - NH - NH - Ph ----• 2Ph - ~ + Ph - N • B - Ph ( 19) 
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!hese reacti.ons also are supported by higher alkali con
centration and higher temperature. In practice. therefore, 
the first reduction stage is conducted at tenperatures 
not higher than 95°c and at the highest possible concen
tration o~ the ~xi.de. ot which the whole amount requi
red !or the reaction /O.l to 0.2 mol per mol n:itro benzene/ 
is added at this stage. !he second reduction stage is then 
carried out after the reaction mixture has been diluted 
with •ter1 at a temperature Of about B0°C. In teclmical 
practice, an excess 15-~ zinc is used beJOnd the mount 
detemined from Bq. 17 , but no more than 5-1~ of the 

theoretical amount of sodillD hJdrox1de. In this case, just 
as in the case of reductions conducted in acidic media, the 
~sitory soluble catalyst obtained is subject to hydroly
sis which is promoted, moreover, by the presence ot metals. 
Sodiun zincate is hydrolyzed while sodium hydro:ride is re
eleL~ed end the i.ngoluble hydrated zinc oxide is precipi
tated: 

(20) 

Hence, the foregoing reactions proceed thanks to the e!f ect 
ot aocli\lll hJd,roxl.de which keeps regenerating 1n the presence 
of z1l1c. 

!he waste product obtained is hydrated :inc oxf.de, used in 

the production o! lipotom, salt o! vitriol, or zinc metal 
/b7 electrochemical reduction/. However, the presence o! 
organic species tends to considerably interfere with further 
processing. A strongly alkaline env:!.:'!:'Oment is produced in 
practice solely by sodium hydroxide• as !or the applicable 
metals, it is mainly zinc but, to a liniited e%tent, elso 
iron, lead, amalgamated sodium, or amalgamated aluminu:n. The 
reduction is per!ormed in reactors made o! carbon steel a~d 
provided w1 th v~.gorous stirr1:1g. 

• 
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As benzidine is formed by rearrangement of hydrazo 
benzene, o-toluidine is obtained from o-nitro toluene, , 
o-dianizidine from o-nitro aniaole, benzidine-2,2 -disul-
fonic acid fro~ m-nitrobenzene sulfonic acid, and other 
intermediates of dyestuff a production are obtained similarly 

/lJ, 14/. 

5.1.1.3. Reduction of nitro ccmpounds in neutral and 
slightly alkaline media 

!rhe reduction of n:itro compounds by iron in neutral salt 
solutions at elevated temperature yields amines. Neutral 
reduction in cold solutions, using metals other than iron, 
especially zinc, allows to discontinue the process at the 
stage "f beta-arylhydroxyl amine. 

Ph-M02 + 2Zn + JH20 ----~Ph - NHOH + 2 Zn (OH); (21) 

.Ammoni\ID chloride is the best electrolyte for this 
reaction. 

!he hydroxyl amine derivatives can also be obtained by 
r&ductions of the nitro compounds with Zn amalgam in the 
presence of al\ID, With Al amalgam 1n nonaqueous solvents 
containing calculated ad~itions of water, with Al in 

ammonium chloride solutions, with Zn in the calcium chloride 
solution, with Zn and Pb in acetic acid electrolytes, etc. 

5.1,2, Reduction of nitro compounds by sodiWD dithionate 

Sodi\ID dithionate is mainly used in the reduction of antbra
quinone and of indigoid derivatives, It is rarely used 1n 

the reduction of nitro canpounds because of its relatively 
high price, and that mostly in the production of vat dyes. 
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The di thi.ona te either is availabl.e a3 such or is prepan•d 
only during the reaction concerned, by adding Zn dust to a 

sodium hydrogen-su1tite solution. The latter method is us~~ 
tor the reduction of :Indigo and also for the preparation of 
o-•inopheno1 ;fraa the pertinent ni.tro-d~ivative. ~ re
duction is described by.the equation 

Sul.fur dioxide is required tor th:l.s reactii>n, end is 
obtained bJ' introducing a 111inera1 acid into the reaction 
mixture during the reduction. 

5.1.J. Reduct;on of nitro compounds by sodium sulfite end 
hydrogansulfite 

The reductions by sodiun sulfite and hydrogen sulfite cen 
be expressed by the following equations: 

2 PhN02 + 6 NaHSOJ + 2H20 _ __,. 2 P~ + 3 N~so4 + 

+ J ~so4 (24) 

Ph/H/N02 + 2Na2so3 + NaHSOJ ---+ Ph/S03Na/HH2 + 

+ 2Ua2so
4 

Ph/H/N02 + 6 NaHSOJ ----~ 2 Ph/SO H/NH + J 2 

(25) 

(26) 
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In a single reaction stage this process yields amines 
on the one band, end ortho end pe.ra eminobenzene eulfonic 
acids on the other hand. As a rule the reaction is made 
to proceed by excess lfaBS03 and abundant sodim hydroxide 
is added to produce the requi.red amount o! the neutral 
sulfite. 

Reductions by the mixtures of NaHS03 and lla2so3 and by a 
11Dall amounts of Zn are used in the production of phenyl 
hydrazine .frcm aniline. Aniline is first converted to an 
d1azon11.111 se.lt by nitrous acid, and then the salt is reduced 
further, as u:pressed by the equation 

NeHSO; 
--~-·-~ Ph - N - !nIS03Na 

I 
so3Na 

~T - 't! -.. - ... 

(27) 

A. similar method is emplo7ed in the production of phenyl
hydrazine-4-sul!onic acid. Diazotation of sul!an111c acid 
is the first stage. Then the reaction mixture is admitted 
into a sul.tide solution. The pertinent diazo sul!ate is 
fo:rmed !irst, and by reaction with more sulfite it is turned 
to hydrazine sulfate and, eventually, to hydrazine disul
!onate: 

NaS03- @ -N=N-S03Na + Ne.ES03 --~ NaS03- (Q)-v-1r.~-S03!:e. 
.. -------' so3~:e. 

2R20k 
f /H2S04/ 

MH-?ffi2 + 2 Ne.F.SO 4 (2S) 
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In the naph~halenic series, a frequent reduction is t.be.t 

o! l-?litroso-2-naphthol to l-emino-2-naphthol-4-sulfonic 
acid by hydrogen &ul!ite. 

5.1.4. Reduction o! nitro compounds bx sulfides 

~e reduction proceeds in alkaline env12'oDDents and the 
sulfides used most often are the soclim sulfide Na~, the 
sodium disul:tide ll~2, the sodim hydrogen sulfide llaBS, 
and the ammonium sul!ide Cmr4>r· 
!fhe reaction with sodiun sulfide yields sodium hydroxide, 
as evidenced !:Oil! the equation 

Reductions by hydroge~ sulfide or b7 sodium ciisultid~ 
yj.eld only the sodium thiosul!e.te while the alkalinity 
o! the msdim remains largely unchanaed: 

(Jl) 

()2) 

The chief problau coJlZlected w1 th reductions by the sul.
fides consists in finding a way of disposine ~'ith the 80-

dium thiosul!ate wastes, a condition which must be met to 
off set the high price of the sulfides. Utilization of the 
waste is hindered by the presence of organic species &1d 
tends to be rather p~oblematic. When other polysul!idea are 

u.sed, the one additional product .is st.tl.!ur, e. souz-ce o!' 
even ~ore compl!cetion: 
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(JJ) 

Wit~ sodium sulfide used for the reduction, the soditml 
hydroxide produced is often a nuisance. U ot higher con
centration it creates conditions in the react!on environ
ment which favor the production ot azoxy compound~; these 
cut down on the yield and impair the quality of the primary 
product. Owing to this circUDsten.ce the reaction must be 

conducted so as to ob'tain conditions such that the hydro
xide does not accllllulate in the reactor. !rhis ia why emmo
nium sulfete, sodium hydrogen carbonate, or mineral acid 
solutions are added to modify the alkalinity of the reaction 
medi'LID: 

(JS) 

NaOH + HCl --------~ NaCl + ~o (J6) 

Addition of magneoi\ID salts is another possibility; pH is 
then regulated by removing the sodian hydroxide in the fo%'111 
of magnesi\ID hydroxide p~eeipitate, at the same rate at 
which the so dim hydroxide 1 s f omed. When using N82S ~he 

the fo:rmation of sodillD hydroxide can sometimes be avoided 
by working with crystalline sodium sulfide Na2S.9H20, ~ather 
than with its diluted aqueous solutions. In practice the 
nitro compound is melted with the sodium sulfide crystals, 
at temperatures up to i10°c. This is the way to produce e•&•• 
the emino salicylic acid1 
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(J1) 

~e reductions by sulfides are mostly used to effect 
partial reductions of aromatic clinitro compounds /of m

-dinitro benzene to m-nitro aniline, of 2,4-dinitro phenol 
to 2-elilino-4-nitro phenol, of trinitro phenol to picra
minic acid, of 21 4-dinitro e.nisole to 2-amino-4-nitro eni
sole, etc./, the reductions of aromatic Jlitro compounds 
which contain halogens," the preparation of amino-azo com
pounds, end reductions in the anthraquinonic series. Ammo
nium sulfide and hydrogen sulfide used in cold media can 
reduce nitro compounds to corresponding hydroxyl amines. 

5,2, Cat~lytic hydrog~nation of nitro oompoµpds 

5.2.1, Hvdrogenation of nitro compoundg to eminc comnoundg 

Inasnuch as the nitro £1'0UP lends itself very easily to 
hydrogenation, the reaction can in principle be perfoimed 
without affecting any other reducible groups of the molecule. 
Also aiding this purpose is a suitable selection of cata
lysts /copper catalysts for the hydrogenation of aromatic 
nitro compounds in the gas phase are inactive toward the 
aromatic ring/ as well as o! the reaction conditions /mild 
reaction conditions such as, frequently, room temperature 
end normal pressure, are mostly su!f icient !or hydro
genating the nitro group/. The nitro compounds can be hydro
genated in either the gas or the liquid phase, and the choice 
must respect the properties o! the reactents as well as of 
the products. In the case of liquid phase hydrogen~tion, a 
solvent is used as a rule which dissolves the reaction water 
thus homogenizing the liquid phase. This need not necessa
rily be homogenized but homogenization is advantageous, 
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though, ow.ing to a su!ficien~lj repid mass transport. It 
is o!ten the case that water which is not dissolved in the 
orge.nic layer will strongly ::i:lpede the reection by adsorbing 
onto the catalytic surface and causing the catalyst particles 
to o1uster. Thanks to the ~act that, as a rul.e, the ero
matic amines are more solu~·le in the organic solvents than 
the ni tro compounds, the batch process can .also be led in 
the liquid phase in s11ch a we:y that the solid ree.ctant is 
partl7 dissolved in the SJ'&tem and partl.y S\4Bpended; as it 
reacts it keeps entering the solution so that eventually 
the amine is completely dissolved. Owing to the ni:t1"0 group 
reductions being high17 exothemic /-500 k3/mol/, it is an 
important engineering problem to consider the removal and 

utilization o! the rea:tion heat. The ce.te.lytic hydrogene.
tion o! aromatic nitro compounds to amines provides us with 
a classics! example o! cases r.he=e the chemice.l reduction by 
the Bache.~p method is replaced by a modern cetelytic process. 
Severe.l specific e::amples o! such replacements ~e o·:.:::!.!::;d 
below •. 

.Aminobenzene sulf onie acids 

Reduction of the nitrobenzene sul!onic acids to corresponding 
emino acids proceeds most otten 1Jl the fom of water-soluble 
sodium salts. Out ot the chemical methods available, the 
most frequent ones include the reductions by sulfides /15, 
16/, b7 sodian borohydride in the presence of transition 
metal salts such as CoCl2 /17/, or bJ' h7dra.Zine 1Jl the pre
sence o! !erric chloride /18/. 

These processes can, at an advantage, be replaced by ca~a

lytio hydrogenation, mein17 one where the catalysts used 
are on the basis o! palladium /19-2J/, platinum and r!:lodiu::i 
/21/, nickel /22, 23/, or nickel promoted with pallad1u:i 
/24/. 
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.Aminoh!!.logen benzenes 

Ueny chloranjlines, chiefly 4-chloranil.ine &lll!. J,4-c!ichl.o
rsn111ne, are important components in the synthesis of 
efficient herbicides. ~7 cen be prepared by catalytic 
hydrogenation of the correapcmding chloro ni t:ro benzanes, 
using various cata1ysts like Bi, Ru, Pd, Rh, etc. Bydro
genol79is of the C-Cl bond and the successive hydrogene.
tion of the aromatic ring, moat likel.J° to occur iD acidic 
media /25, 26/ at higher temperatures and pressures, makes 
the process somewbe.t ccaplicated. !he degree of hl'drogeno
qsis can be aubstentiell7 mi ti.gated bJ' proper selection 
of cataly-st and the reaction conditions /27 - ':rt I. Similarly, 

the subsequent aromatic ring hydrogen~tion can also be 

suppressed. Buffer solutions are used to maintain a suitable 
pH /6 - ·7.5/, and sometimes the reaction is all.owed to 
proceed directl7 in an alkaline environment to dispose of 
thy hydrogen chloride !ormed, i! any. 

Kethvl ester o! 4-eminobenzo!c acid 

!he metql ester of 4-amiDobenzoic acid is produced as an 
mteimediate produot b7 the process which eventuall7 ~elds 
1eoca1n, a local anesthetic. ~ methyl ester used to be 
prepared b7 reducing the corresponding nitro acid with iron 
111 a ~chloric acid mediUD according to Bechsmp, .tollowed 
bJ eateri!ication. In commercial application this process 
aaf!era from a number of drawbacks. Considerable quantities 
of ferric sludge are produced, and the repetitive acido
basic t'!"ansition not onl7 lea.els to an increased consl.Cptio:i 
ot inorganic chemicals but also, above all, contributes to 
waste water salinity. 

!or the esteri!ieation reaction ot 4-eminobenzoic acid, 
the ester1!1catio~ catalyst used is sul!uric acid. A great 
excess o! sul!uric acid ~ust be used, O\vi:ig to the pre3ence 



o! t~e amino group. On completion of the reection the 
free sulfuric acid as well as that bonded to the amino 
group is to be neutralized with ammonia. Wastes amount to 
1. 7 tons ot 8IJlllOn1um sulfate per 1 ton of methyl ester 
prod~eed. Whe.~ adopting a modi.tied esteritication tecbnolog:,r 
where t~e process is run at higher temperatures and pre
ssures, the c:uanti t:r o! emmoniun sul!ate ,produced is some
wb.!it lower. Uoreover, there is 2.9 tons of ferric sludge 
/in tems ot Fe20f and 1.7 tons of soditm chloride as 
wastes per 1 ton of methyl ester produced. 

These shortcomings are eliminated by a process making 
use ot catalytic hydrogenation. This consists in 4-nitro
benzoic acid being esteritied by methanol in the presence o! 
e snall amount o! mineral acid, followed by cata1ytic hy
drog~nation of the methyl ester of 4-nitrobenzoic acid to 
methyl ester ot 4-&~inobenzoic acid. Not only is it o! ad
vantage that the Becha!np reduction is substituted tor by 

. ' 
catal;rtic hydrogenation, but also the esteri!ication of the 
nitro acid is substantially more advantageous than that o! 
the amino acid. When the 4-eminobenzoic acid is esterified 
by methanol the basic amino group affects the acid-cataly
zed reaction by bonding an equivalent amount of catalyst 
/sulfuric acid/ on the one hand, and by the anunonium cation 
thus fol.lDed being less likely to add another proton, as 
required by the esteritication mechanian, on the other 
hand. If 4-nitrobenzoic acid rather than 4-aminobenzoic acid 
is subjected to esterifieation, the quantity of sulfuric acid 
required is less by at least one mol per l mol of the orga
nic acid. Since the ester obtained would succmb to hydro
lysis under the conditions o! Bechamp's reduction, some 
other method of reduction is necessary, and catalytic hydro
genation is the best. 



A suitable catalyst for this hydrogenation is e.g., 
palladi\ID on active carbon; methanol is a suitable solvent 
precluding potential over-esterif ication which might be 
due to the acidic properties /JS/ of the Pd-H systo should 
other alcohols be used. As a consequence to the low solubi
lity of the methyl ester of 4-Ditrobenzoic acid, the ope
rating temperatw.·e must be elevated /60 - l00°c/. Catal7sts 
based on copper, free from the danger of aromatic ring hy
drogenation, may also be considered but care must be taken 
to avoid hydrogenolysis of the ester group, 1Dasnuch as the 
copper-based catalysts would generally require high-tempe
rature operation. 

3-.Aminobenzene sul!otluoride 

One o! the inter.!lediates required tor the synthesis o! 
color components for photographic materials is 3-aminoben
zene sul!o!luoride, produced by Becbamp-type reduction 
/39/ from the corresponding nitro compound. The reduction 
can be replaced by catalytic hydrogenation on Pd/C catalyst 
/40/ or possibly on Raney nickel /40, 41/. 

6-,Am1no-3-1ndazologe 

Another example is the replacement ot the reduction of 6-
-ni tro-J-indazolone by staDDous chloride in a hydrochloric 
acid enviro:mient by catalytic hydrogenation using platinum 
or palladium catalysts: 

( .37) 

~o 
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The nitro group alone is reduced while the other reducible 
groups ~ retained. The operating range is 20 - l00°c at 
O.l - 10 llPa pressure in the environaent ot monomethyl -
or monoethyl-ether of ethylene glycol, or possibly of 
acetic acid. Isolation o~ 6-ftl!lino-)-indazolone occurs in the 
hydrochloride form /42/. The nitro groups in the positions 
4, 5, or 7 can ba reduced in a similar DJ· 

3-Ni tranilin...!, 

Even though the nitro group is very easy to hydrogenate, 
successful attenpts were made to selective hydrogenate just 
one nitro group in dinitro benzenes using skeletal. nickel 
or platinllll and palladium black. The selectivity of the 
process is said to be controllable /4), 44/ by catalyst 
selection and by catelyst modific~tion by species such 
as pyridine; the kind ot solvent used may also be signifi
cant. 

5.2.1.1. Application of the aromatic nitro compounds 

Aniline is.the one aromatic amine which enjoys the widest 
application. It is used 1n the production of polyurethanes, 
rubber chanicals, agrochemicals, dyes, photochemicals, phar
maceuticals, etc. 

2,4-!oluene di.amine is used in the production of tolue~e 
diisocyanate for polyurethane foams and elaatomers, for 
paints, sealants, etc. !he toluene diamines are produced by 
catalytic hydrogenation of dinitro toluenes which are 
fozmed by nitration at ratios of 80% of the 2,4-foim to 
·2°" of the 2, 6-for.n, over a wide range of reaction condi
tions if di!f erent eatal~ata are used /Pd/C, Ra-Ni, Ni on 
various carriers/. 



p-Phenylene diamine serves as anti-oxidant for polymers and 
oils, and also as anti-ozonant tor rubbers and specia1 
polymers /polyamides/. fhe compounds uaed as anti-ozonants 
are various derivatives of p-phenylene diamine which how
ever are not produced from the mother oompound. DiJ.socyanate 
fro.11 the m-isOC1er is used in polyurethanes production. ill 
these isomers are used in the ph:>tographic and dyestuf!e 
industries. 

Of great importance to the pbaimaceutical industry, the 
photographic industry, and a1so as intermediates for the 
production of dyeetuff s, are aminophenols and their aulfo
natecl deriTatiTes. ~se finding the widest application are: 

2-amino phenol; 2-emino-4-nitro phenol; 2-amino-4-chloro 
phenol; 2-amino-5-nitro phenol; J-amino-4-hydrox:;rbenzene 
sulfonamide; 2-&iilino-6-chloro-4-ni tro phenol; 2-a.rn·ino-4, 6-
-dini tro phenol; 2-amino-4-chloro-6-nitro phenol; 2-tl.'llino-
4, 6-dichlorophenol; 2-amino-4-chloro-5-nitro phenol; 2-ami
no-J,4,6-trichloro phenol; )-amino phenol; 4-emino phenol; 
4-amino-2-nitro phenol; 2,4-diamino phenol; 5-amino-2-hy
droxybenzoic acid; 4-aceta.~ino phenol; 2-amino-1-phenol-4-
aul!onic acid; 6-amino-4-nitro-1-phenol-2-sul!onic acid; 
6-amino-4-chloro-1-phenol-2-sul!onic acid; 6-smino-l-phenol
-2, 4-disultonic acid. 

Reductions of corresponding nitro alcohols yield alkanol 
amilles, emulsifying agents. The most important compounds of 
this group include: 

2-amino-1-butanol; 2-amino-2-methyl-l-propanol; 2-amino-2-
-metbyl-l, )-propandiol; 2-amino-2-ethyl-l,J-propandiol; 2-
amino-2-/hydro%Y1ftethyl/-l,J-propandiol. 
In these cases, too, the chemical reduction 12 replaced 
by catalytic hydrogenation. 

• 
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Table D-6 Applications of selected e.-~atic amino compolll!~s 

Compound Commercial derivatives and 

-------------------------~is!l!2n~------- _ -~------------
o-toluidine 

m-toluidi.ne 
p-toluicline 
2, J-xylidine 
2,4-XJ"lidine 
2,5-xylldine 

2,~liclin.e 

3,4-xylidirle 
3,5-xylidine 

·o-snisidine 
m-enisidine 
p-&1lisidine 

o-phenetidine 
p-phenetidine 
p-cresidine 

triphezql met.bane cf7es, sefraDiD 
d7es 
dyes 
allcali red 91 acid green 25 
d7es 
so1uble red 7, Violet 14 
p-Jcy'loquiJlone, soluble red 26, 
Violet 7 
dJ'88 
11111thetic riboflavin /viteEin B2/ 
azo dyes 

SJ'?lthesis of guaiacol, direct red 24 
soluble red l 
dyes 
dyes 
phenacetine, anti-oxidant, dyes 
FD § C red 40 

------------·----------------------·-----------------~--------------·. 
o-chloroen1ltne 
m-chl.oroaniline 
p-chloroan111De 
2,5-diehloroaniline 
J,4-dichloroe.niline 

dyes 
d7es 
azo-copulation components 10 and 15 
d7es 
herbicides, dyes 

-----~.-.-----------------,_~----... -----....-------....-.-------~-__._ 
2-emillobenzene s~onic 
acid d7es, acid yellow 
3-aminobenzene sul!onic 
acid other dyes, acid orange l, 

basic yellow J,80 
4-ar:inobenzene sul!onic other dyes, inte:rmediates for 
acid syntheses, analr-'"ic cha:iistry 
-----------------------------------------------------~--------
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!able ~6 continued 

-------------------------------------------------
o-nitroaniline 
m-nitroaniline 

p-n1.t:roen1line 

2,4-clini.troaniline 
2,4,6-trinitroaniline 

orange 7, red 14, other dyes 
intermediate for organic S)'D.t
hesis and dyes, disperse 
yellow 5, yellow 1 
d)'es, p-phenylene diamine, 
anti-oxidant 
orange 5, other dyes 
detonator 

-------- --------------------------------------------------------

5.2.2. H?drogene.tion of nitro canpoU11ds to lower stases 
of reduction 

Hydrogene.tion can be so conducted as to produce, under 
suitable re~ction conditions, not an amino canpound but, 
re.ther, a lower reduction intennediete a~ the final pro
duct, or possibly the procuct of its subsequent co~ver
sion which no longer is due to hydrogenation. !rhus, nitro
benzene cen be hydrogenated to phenyl h7dro:Q"l amine /ob
tained chemically b7 reducing nitrobenzene with zinc in a 
n 4ci solution/ which rearranges to 4-amino phenol in an 
acidic enviroment. 

lqdrogenation of nitrobenzene to phen7lhJ'droXJ"l amine has 
been described extensively in literature. !senyuga et al. 
/45/ have conducted this reaction in a heterogeneous sol
Tent system benzene-water using various catal1sts /skeletal 
Bb, promoted skeletal Hi, catalysts based on Nb, Pd, Cr, end 
other mete.ls on supports/. Using e catalyst prepe.red !:oc 
a lli-il allo7 contailling O.;% Pe end max. 0.1% Cu, phe!lyl
hydro~l amine was obtained under optimal conditions with a 
Ji.eld ot 6<m, at an aniline content ot max. 15% in tems of 
nitrobenzene. 
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.Another paper /46/ describes the use of Rh/C and Pd/C 
catalysts in the presence of Co/EDTA/3/N0~2 /EDT.A.= et~y
lene diernino tetraacetic acid/. Better results were obtained 
with the Pd/C catalyst - 80% yield at 5~ conversion. 

Heterogen~ous cate.lyste based on Rh and Pd were used by yet 
another author /47/. 

Yield was investig&ted as function of the character of 
carrier, the nature o! solvent, the nature end concentra
tion of the complex-fonning ion /Co2+, Bi2+, Pe2+/ and the 
ligand att&ched to it /ethylene die.mine, oxi.coUDarin, tri
phenyl phosphine, Ditroso naphthol, acetyl acetone/, the 
ratio of the ccmponents of the catalTtic system used, and 
temperature. The yields obtained ranged from 44 to 6()%. 

J. Gemsn patent /4B/ has described the hydrogenation of 
nitrobenzene to phenylhydroxyl amine in 80% ethanol containing 
ma..~. ~~ dL~ethyl sulfoxide in the presence of a Fd/active 
carbon cat&lyst, under nonnal conditions. 

Phenylhydroxyl amine rearranges to 4-emino phenol in an 
acidic environnent. In practice, the two reaction stages 
are usually combined - the reduction is allowed to proceed 
directly in the acidic enviroDnent /49/, e.g. by the J.l + 
+ ~so4 system. In order to obtain p-ainino phenol by cata
lytic hydrogenation of nitrobenzene, this must be conducted 
in an acidic enviroment where the aforementioned Bamberger
-type rearre.nganent trom phenylhydroxyl amine to p-amino 
phenol is possible. According to a Japanese patent /50/ 
the hydrogenation can be perfonned in the presence of en 
aqueous sul!uric acid solution on Pt/C, Pd/C, or Rh/C cata
lysts with an organic solvent added /dibutyl ether, caproic 
acid, n-octano1, 2-athy1-1-hexano11, at ao0 c and 0.2 '4Pa. 
Other patents are also known /51, 54/ which make use of 
the Pt catalyst. The reaction conditions are anelogous to 
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what has been described above, and the y1.elds amount to 
some a~. The reaction may also proceed at room tempe:-e.
ture and the atmospheric p~essure of hydrogen /55/. The use 
of other catalysts, viz., Yos3tc, Pts/C, CoS, ws3, Pts2 
in the presence of ~so4, KH4HSo4, H/04 has also been 
patented_/56, 57/, at ta:iperatui·es of 120-155 °c and at 
about 3 lJPa pressure. The yields of 4-amino pbenol were up 
to 82$. Another e::r.emple where the product·of· an incomplete 
reduction of the nitrogroup is desired is the prepe.ration 
of hydrazo benzene. It is prepared chanically by reducing 
Di.trobenzene with zinc in a strongly alkaline enviroment. 
According to a Soviet patent /58/ it can be prepared by 

catalytic hydrogene.tion of nitrobenzene on a nickel or 
platinm catalyst, in the presence of pyridine. 

6. Reductions of other nitrogen-beering compounds 

6.1. Reduction of triple bond between carbon and nitrogen 

Reduction of the triple bond of nitriles )'ields 1mines 
which can be transfomed further 1n various ways. Addition 
of hydrogen yields primary amine; raaction with primary 6111ine 
fol!lls a Schiff base which is reduced to secondary amine. If 
the reduction o! nitriles is carried out in an enviroment 
in which the transient imine is susceptible to hydrolysis, it 
is possible sometimes to retain the aldehyde or even the alco
hol. The reduction o! nitriles to amines is done ce.talytice.lly 
using sodium in alcohol, 11 thi1.1J1-aluminum eydroxide and zinc 
in hydrochloric acid. Reduction to aldehyde is successful if 
a limited amount o! lithium-aluminum hydride is used /other-
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wise yielding 81llJ:rle/, or with stannous chloride /by_Stephen's 
method/. The hydrogenation rate of the nitrile groups is 
lower than thet of the C=C double bond. Thus, the unse.ture.
ted Ditriles are usuell7 ~drogenated to saturated emines. 
However, when wring a selective catal7st, such as Baney 
cobalt for the ~genation of n:Ltri1es, the nitrile group 

can be bfdrogenated pre:terentia117. Chemical reduction 
methods are described ill literature, e.g. /59 -61/, where-
as the catalytic methods are treated ill other references 
/62 - 64/. Of greatest practical importance is the production 
of hexameth7lene diemine, used to produce ll7lons and inter
mecliates tor light-fast polyurethanes. 

6.2. Reduction o! double bond between cerbon and nitroeen 

The double bonds present in imines and oxl.mes are easily 
reduced catalyticel.17, by sodi1111 in alcohol, sodium amal.gem, 
amalgemate~ alumillm, lithiun-aluminm hydride, zinc in 
acetic acid, and by electrolysis. .Amines are the products 1! 

either of the two tJPes ot compound is the reactant. The 
imines need not be isolated to prepe.re the amines. It is 
sutficient if a mixture of aldehyde or ketone with ammonia 
or primary or secondary amines is treated with hydrogen in 
the presence of a catal7st /most frequentl7, based on 
cobalt or ~ckel/ or with toimic acid /the Walach-Leueba.rt 
method/~ Alcohol can also be used instead of the carbonyl 
compound, the alcohol being partially dehydrogenated unde:
the prevailing reaction conditions. 
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6.J. Reduction of double bond between two nitro2en atoms 

Hydrogenation of azobenzene <'n Pd/JJ.2o3 catal7st in etha
nol can be used to prepare hydrazo benzene /65/. 

A reaction ot interest rather than o! commercial. potential 
is the reduction of the azo groups by hydrogen iodide 
which per:toms the reduction o! this group without a!!ec
ting any Dit1'0 groups that might be present in the molecule 
/unless they are in the ortho-position to the azo group/. 

6.4. Reduction ot n1trosem1nes. nitramit•es, end diezoniu:n 

salts 

lfitroeemines SJJd nitramines reduce to hydrazines or a reduc
tion-split to emines and ammonia. The tomer reaction type 
predominates in the case of reduction b7 zinc, sul!ites, 
and by el:ectrolysis, whereas the latter is encountered in 

the case ot reductions bJ' tin and iron. 

!he diazoniun salts are reduced similarly. Addition of two 
~drogen atoms splits them to nitrogen end a hydrocarbon 
residual, by tour equivalents they are reduced to hydrazines. 
~e replacement by h7drogen of the diazonium group is e!!ected 
by stannate, the reduction to h7drazines is achieved by zinc, 
stannous chloride, sul.tites, end hydrozen sul!ites. The 
diazo compounds can also be reduced in a variety o! ways. 
Either the product is hydrazines /by zinc in alkali/ or 
they are split to &~ine and ammonia /b7 zinc in acetic acid, 
by ame.lge.ma.ted aluninum/, or the N2 group is reple.ced by t\10 

hydroge~ atoms /by hydroiodic acid/ 
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1. Reductive splitting 

Reductive splitting of various chauical bonds may frequently 
be aimed at 1n the case ot chenica1 trans:fo1'1Jlations, but 
on the other hand it may constitute an undesi~ble side 
reaction which detracts from the yield of the primary product 
being prepared by reduction. Under the hydrogenation r.ond1-
tions the hydrogenolysis of the c-c bond is not very common. 
It does occur though, ma•nly during the ~drogenation of 
sterically st~ssed SJ'stems /c7clopropanic, cyclobutanic 
rings/ and compounds illcorporating bonds which have become 
weakened chenice.lly /splitting of beta-ketoecids, beta
dicerbonic acids/. Reductions o! hydroxyl groups, mainly 
:from carbons adjacent to aromatic rings, are :rather common. 
The reduction o! benzyl alcohol to toluene proceeds even 
under moderate conditions o! cate.lytic hydrogenation end 
may be brought about even by -'ldium, sodium amalgam, lithium
aluminum hydride, zinc, and stannous chloride. Etheri!ied 
and estheri!ied hydroxyls also split ot:f easily 1! activated 
by the neighborhood ot aromatic rings, whereas the arome.
tically bonded hydroxyls would not split ott unless drastic 
conditions are employed /high-tenperature, high-pressure 
hydrogenolysis, distillation with zinc dust/. ~ vicinity 
ot a double bond also facilitates the reduction of the hydro
xyl group /by sodium in liquid ammonia, by h,-dro1odic acid/. 

Carboxyl can be converted by reduction to the aldehydic 
gTOup but also to alcoholic or even to ~ethylene gl'OUp. The 
conversion to alcohols is most com:non, brought about usue.lly 
by lith1m-aJ1minwn h::rdride or by electrolysis. 

In :ases o! aromatic acid reductions .where the splitting o! 
' the hydroxyl yielding alcohol is !acil'iteted by the vici-

nity o! e.n aro~atic ring, the reduction may proceed dovr.i to 
:netb.yl. ?lon-e.ctivated cc.rboxyl can be reduced to me t.h:,·l "=>:: 
hydroiodic acid or by electrolysis. 
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Esters are easier to reduce then free acids, again mostly 
to a1cohols. The reduction agents ere l!thiu.'?1-alu:n!.nt!.':l hy

dride or sodium in alcohol /the !ouveault-Bl~~c ~eT.~od/. ~e 
reaction apparently proceeds via corresponding aldehyde: 

R-C.0 
I 
OEt 

(-)(-) R-C-V 
'6Et 

R-CH=O 

(-)(-) 
+ 2?Ja __ , R-~-v 

OEt 

+ EtOH---+ + 

()8) 

2 Eto<-> (,39) 

+ 2lla + 2 EtOH ---i' R-C~OH + 2 EtO (-) 

(40) 

Dissociation o! the 0-Et bond at the first reduction stage 
is made easier by the negative charge o! oxygen bonded to 
the same carbon atom. 

!he !ouveault-!le.nc reduction, discovered in 1903, came to 
be used commercie.lly in the year 1930. As it inVolves a high 
sodium consumption, o! 4 mol per 1 mol alcohol, it has never 
become widespread end is only used in the production of some 
special alcohols. An analogical reaction is the reduction 
ot amides by soctiu11 in alcohol /t;ie L::.r.da:1bu=3-~l:!.sh!le3~adski 
reduction/. 

Certain esters ca.~ be reduced to alcohols also by zinc, or 
electrolytically. In sugar chemistry an important reaction 
is the reduction of lactons /internal esters/ to alder~s 
by eodiu:J ema.lg~~ end sodium-boron hydride. 
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From chlorides of acids the alcohols are obtained by re
duction using lithium-aluminum eydride. Of much greeter 
practical imports.nee however is the preparation of aldehydes 
by catalytic hydrogenation of acid chlorides known as the 
so-celled Rosennund reduction. From salts of acids the 
aldehydes are derived by reduction using sodillD amalgam or 
electrolysis /mercury cathode/ where the reduction is per
fonned in the presence of an aromatic amine /p-toluidine/ 
which reacts with the aldehyde to e. benzylidenic compound 
which can be hydrolyzed to obtain the aldehyde. 

The yields of alcohols obtained by reduction of acid enhy
drides are usually low, except for the reduction of phtha
lic anhydride by zinc which leads to the formation of 
o-carboxy-benzyl alcohol or phthalide in more substantial 
quantities. 

Amides of acids cen be reduced to primary amines by lithiu.rn
aluminum hydride or electrolytically. With sodium in alco
hol the products are amine but also an alcohol, formed by 
co~bination of reduction with hydrolysis and another re
duction. Cyclic amides /lactams/ and imides can be reduced 
by lithium-aluminum hydride and by electrolysis to cyclic 
amines. 

Amides and imines incorporating a group susceptible to eno
lysis 

~----. c ) - NH - CO - •----- - H = C - OH 41 
I 

can be reduced by zinc or by phosphoric bromide to com
pounds containing the group -H=CH-. 

Reduction o! the carbo%Ylic to the alcoholic group is more 
difficult than that of the carbonyl group. As a rule the 
catalytic hydrogenation of free acids is avoided /acids -
attack some ot the eatalys~s chemically, problems may arise 
with the reaction water/. Much more !requent is the hydro-
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gene.tion or hydrogenolysis of esters or amides of acids. 
It is here that the so-ce.lled Adkins catalysts are used 
/based on CuO - Cr2o3/ which are highly selective for this 
process. One has however to use higher temperatures and 

pressures (over 250 °c, over 10 MPa). Free acids which ~a7 
so~etimes be present in snall quantities in the ester react
ants can be bonded by adding alkalines (r.tgO). The use o! 

ZnO - cr2o3 based catalysts is less common (being less 
active they require even higher operating temperatures, 
about 300 °c>. and the same applies to Re-based catalysts. 
!ale process has found widest application in the production 
of higher fatty alcohols fran fats or SJZlthetic fatty acids. 
~he operating conditions are 20-30 MPa and about .300°c 
temperature, with 90-95% conversion. The starting material 
is triglyceride, processed by over-e3teri!ication by methanol 
to corresponding methyl esters 

which are then subjected to hydrogenolysis. Unsaturated 
fatty alcohols are produced in a similar way, too. A special 
case of the reduction of aldehydes and ketones is the so
called reductive catalytic amination, of which the so-called 
Wallach-Leuchart reduction is a chemical reduction analogy. 
It is only the catalytic process which is o! commercial 
importace. It is based on two concurrent reactions - conden
sation of carbonyl compounds with ammonia or amines, and 
hydrogenation of the imines formed (ef. Chapter 6.2). Of 
industrial importance is the hydrogenolysis of oxirane 
compounds, e.g. of styrP-ne oxide to 2-phenyl ethanol. This 
is done usin;; nickel or palladiu:n based catalysts /66- 68/. 
Also the hydrogenolysis of substituted 11 J-d1oxanes on 
CuO-cr2o3 

based catalysts, which replaced the !ormerly used 
reduction by/sodium in alcohol, finds application in the 
perfumes industry /69/. 
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Replacanents of the halogen by hydrogen take place most 
often by hydrosenolysis using pal.ladill?l or platinum and 
nickel. 

Iodine splits off most easily, bromine is less active, 
and chlorine is difficult to detach. The alkyl fluorides 
are highly resist~,t to hydrogcnolysis. A reactive halogen 
can be reduced by sodi\ID amalgam, zinc in a neutral medium, 
by iron, tin, stannous chloride, chromium (II) chloride, 
and so::netimes by sulfite. An unactivated be.logen require9 
the use of sodilml, lithium-aluminum hydride, zinc, or hydro
iodic acid. 

Palladium catalyst is ordinarily more suitable for the hydro
genolysis of the C-halogen bond than is the platinum cata
lyst as it is not too much deactivated by the hydrogen hal'
genide !o:rmed. The reaction is rendered easier by the 
presence o! bases and polar hydrocyclic solvents /70/. In 
contrast, it is retarded by the use o! n.onpolar solvents 
(ethyl acetate, benzene, cyclohexene) /71, 72/. Hydrogeno
lysis of aromatically bonded fluorine occurs only under con
ditions such that the ring is hydrogenated, too /7J/. 

The palladium catalyst is highly active !or hydrogenolysis 
even under mild reaction conditions, and this is why it is 
used e.g. !or removal by hydrogenolysis of the protective 
groups in the case of various syntheses, such as the groups 
-OCOR, -OR, -NRiR2, etc. 

Certain other reduction reactions also represent e hydroge
nolysis in the true sense of the tenn. These are e.g. the 
reductions o! nitro compounds which ere dealt with else
where, inasmuch as certain bonds are split in the pr·ocess 
the~e. However, from the ste.ndpoint of wba.t hes beco~6 the 
accepted classification of the reduction reactions, they 
still do belong under the heeding of hydroger.aticn, and 
this viewpoint is adhered to in the present study, too. 
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8, Hydrogenation cetElysts 

Uetels and also mete.1 oxides end metal sulfides are the most 
frequently encountered active components of the hy"drogenEoti<m 

catalysts. ~et~s (as conductors) end oxides and sulfides 
Cas semiconductors) are capable of catalyziD.6 those reactions 
where electron transfers occur. As for metals, those most 
widely represented as hydrogenation catalysts are the group 
VIII. metals (Fe, Co, Ni, Pd, Pt, Rh, Ru, Re) and the group 
I. metals (Cu). Oxides, in contrast to metals, exhibit e 

substantially lower acti~ty &nd find a major application 1n 
dehydrogenetion reections which, as a rule, are made to pro
ceed· at higher ternperatui-es than the hydrogerie.tion reactions. 
Some of them however are also used in hydrogerlE.tions (it 
conducted at high presE>u1·es and temperatui·esl. These are 
mainly Cr2o3, Fe2o3, CuO-cr2o3, Zn0-Cr2o3, ~o3, and Uoo

3
• 

The metal sulfides also are not highly active but are great
ly advalltageous in that they are insensitive to sulfur 
compounds which deactivate a great majority o! the hydro
genation catalysts. Again, they ere used in h°'Jdrogene.tions 
carried out at high temperatur-es and pressures; those most 
widely used are BiS, ws3, Cos, Mos 3, and their combinations. 

!he catalyst proper may be constituted by a pure active 
ccmponent (Pt, Pd, Rh black, Raney type catalyste etc.) but, 
more frequently, this active cooponent is applied onto a 
support (mostly active carbon, gamma-alumina, silica gel, 
diatomaceous earth, etc.) where an adTantage is wrung from 
the high specific surf ace and where the particle shape cen 
be influenced. This make~ it also possible to control the 
mecbanical strength of the catalyst, its the1~eJ. stab~lity, 

service li:f e-time, and the properties ot the actiTe component 
proper. Another canponent that may be contained in the cata
lysts is the promoters which enhance activity, or the modi-
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tiers which effect activity as well as selectivity. ~ost 
of the promoters are metals, most of the moditie1•s e.re elso 

meta1s or metal salts or certain organic substances. The 
table below lists examples of frequent application of the 
individua.l types o! hydrogenation ce.talysts, in keeping 
with their most specific properties. 

Table J)-7 Application of the hydrogenation catalysts 

Catalyst 

Pt 

Pd 

Rh 

Specific properties 

tendency to hydrogeno
lytic splitting 

to be avoided in the 
case of arocetic rings 
and aliphatic ketones 
less susceptible to 
hydrogenolysis then 
Pt, only limited 
splitting of o- and 
N- substituents 

Application in hydrogenation 

aromatic rings, aliphatic 
ketones, special phe.rma
ceutice.l hydrogene.tio&~, 
benzene 
selective hydrogen~tion 
of ace~ylenes e.nd dienes, 
Rosenmund reduction 
aromatic rings at nor.nal 
pressure ~t T below 100 °c; 
pyridine, quinolinc, end 
furane deriv~tives 

Ru low activity in double aldehydes and ketones under 
bond hydrogenations; mild condition~, aromatic 
well suited for aqueous amines and alcohols to 
media, illhibited in cyclohexane de~ivatives, 
alkaline and non- high-pressure hydrogene.tion 
aqueous media; resists of carbonic acids 
sulfur, free from hy-
drogenolytic ef!ects 

Re hydrogenation of uns~tUI·ated 
carbonic acids and amides 

Fe mainly tor NB3 synthesis 
Co lese active than Ni, 

low actiVity in double 
and triple bond hydro
genations 

nitrilea - selectively to 
primary amines 
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Table D-7 continued 

Ii. 

Cu 

ZnO-
Cr 20) 

requ.ires higher T, p; 
Cannizzaro type di.s
prcportione. t~on in the . 
hydroge:iation of alde
hydes; hydrogenolytic 
e!f ects 
leave~ e...~atic rings 
unat~ecked 

iDnctive in double and 
triple bond hydrogen
ations es well as in 
arQmatic ring ~dro
gena tions 

?liS, "rlS), 

CoS, L:oSJ 

acetylenes, oletins, a:-ometicE, 
Di tro cCll!lpounds, ni tri.les, 
oriraes, carbonyl coapou::d!:, 
dehydro.halogenations 

aromatic nitro compounds 

alde~des, amides, esters 
of ce.rbonic acids 

unsaturated acids to unsc
turated alcohols 

double bonds end arometic& 
with S present; 200-J00°c at 
high pressun 

!he costs of the catalyst cften amount oto a significant 
share o: the production costs. Despite their high price it 
is rather often that catalysts based on the platinum group 
mete.ls are used in industry. Table D-8 gives a eurvey of 
the supply and demand of plat~um in the Western world 
{derived from data by Johnson ~attey, (GB). 
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Table D-8 Platinum and palladium supply and demands Western World 

Supp".y 

South Africa. 
Canada 
Oth~ra 

USSR sales 
Totals 

Demand by rogion 
Western Europe 
Japan 
North America 

Platinum Palladium 
1980 1981 1982 198) 1984 1980 1981 1982 

2,320 1,800 1,960 2,070 2,310 
130 1)0 120 so 150 
~o Jo ;o 40 40 

870 
170 

60 

910 
160 
70 

820 
160 
70 

198) 1984 

790 
110 

BO 

950 
190 

90 

2,4ao 1,960 2,110 2,190 2,500 i,100 2,140 1,050 900 1,230 
)40 )70 )80 290 250 1,240 1,430 1,550 1,560 1,690 

2,020 2,330 2,490 2,480 2,750 2,)40 2,570 2,600 2,540 2,920 

4'p') 550 

Rest ot Western World 

290 420 
940 1,150 
980 700 
120 160 

3,;o 
1,050 

710 
2.)0 

.3.30 410 
950 1,140 
720 870 
180 . 170 

330 
690 
840 
170 

)00 
820 
820 
150 

.350 
890 
8.30 
180 

1,220 1,350 
830 1,000 
180 200 

Western sales 
to Comeoon/China . 
MoveMents in stock 

Totals 

2, )JO 2, 4.30 2, .320 2, 160 2, 590 2, 030 2,U9U- 2, 270 2, 700 3, 100 

30 30 )0 
460 (1)0) 140 

20 
280 

)0 
1)0 310 480 3.30 (160) ( 180) 

2,020 2,))0 2,490 2,480 2,750 2,340 2,570 2,600 2,540 2,520 

100 in the table • 100 000 ounces troy 
The Went e.n.t tt}e western world .. all terltoJ•iEtl'I except the USSR, other Come con countr.i nci 
unc\ the People a Republic ot China 

N • -
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The subsequent table, Table D-9, gives an indication ot the 
demand broken down to individual industries, tor the seine 

territory. 

~ble D - 9 Platinum and pal1adiun demand by application 
in Vestern tiorld Ctota1) 

Platinum Pallediun ----- ____ _.._ 

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1980 1981 1982 1983 19~~ 

J.uto 680 640 645 615 725 300 ZTO 290 JOO 340 
Chemical 260 250 260 245 290 
Dental 520 480 590 820 960 
Elatrical 210 185 170 175 190 590 800 840 1, 110 1,2.:.J 
Glass 140 100 85 105 140 
Hoarding 45 90 170 
Jewellery 560 755 765 715 775 180 210 220 180 i C.'' 

-, J 

?etroleum 1.30 140 65 20 15 
Others 350 J60 285 215 285 440 JJO JJO 290 .350 

!OTJ.IS 2, .330 2,430 2,320 41002,59) 2,0.))2.0902,2'102.700 J,100 

Platinua is first end foremost a high-technology metal 
whose unique properties render it irreplaceable ill many key 
industrial processes and make it strategically o! great im
portance. 

Platinum is still under the :!pell o! the e.llmighty dolle.:-, 
low in!lation, and high ree.l interest rates that have a!!

licted all precious metals !or the past !our or five yee.rs. 
Political events continue to exert no more than passing in
fluence. On the open market, platinum picked up strongly ea~ly 
in l98J !rom its mid-1982 lows, but began to slip gradually 

-· 
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in t~e final quarter. There was a brief respite in February 
and ~arch 1964 when the price neared S 400 per oz (olll'lce 
Troy) as the dollar weakened momentarily and, for once, 
markets reacted to the situation in the World. Through 

the rest of 1964, with nothing to check the slide, the 
price drifted steedily down to a" two-and-a-half year in. 

London o! S 269.50 on Decenber. By the end of Je.nuacy, 
1985 t~e spot quotation was arour.d ~ 275 and-all eyes remEined 
firr.1ly fixed on the dollar. 

Palladiun has performed strongly over the past two years, 
during which demand has increased by :r1 ~ to J.l million 
oz in 1984. Influenced by the new Soviet policy and finning 
de.'Dand, the open market price for pal1ad1wn began climbing 
sharply late in 1982, and by mid-January 1983 had more than 
doubled in two months. The 1983 average was S 1J4.50 
against Z 66.35 in the previous year. In 1984, after movi:lg 
up even further to a first quarter average of S 156.J5 (the 
highest since the end of 1980) and a 1984 high of S 16.3 in 

April, the market weakened in the second hal!. Although 
historically less a prey to speculation, palladium caught 
some of platinum's lethargy at the tur~ of the year, and was 
down to S 113-114 at one point in mid-January 1985 from a 
second half peak of S 150 on November. Soon after, there 
were growing signs that the market pessimism had been 
misjudged and that palladiu:n had strong recovery potential 
in view ot its underlying industrial strength. It was tra
ding in the range o! S 126-lJl at the end of January, 1985. 
The minor pgns (platinum group metals), i.e.: rhodium, 
ruthenium, iridium, and osniu.11) had an e~citing year ill 1984, 
after attracting little attention for some time. The rhodiu:n 
price rose gently through 1983 to I .345 in January 1984. By 
July 1984 it had rtlached S 700, ended the year at arowid S 
900, and broke the psychological S 1,000 barrier on January, 
1985. 
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?he ruthenium price increased fourfold to S 165, having 
neared ~ 200 at one stage.Although supplies of iridium 
appeared adequate, the price put on S 130 during 1984 to S 
465. A renewed buying p:rograrn added 1,800 oz to the U.S. 
stockpile in the last quarter of.1984, brinBing the totel 
holding of iridiun to 29,590 oz. Following a ~ong spell at 
$ 140, the osnium price took off strongly in Uerch 1964. 
After flirting wirth S 1,000 in Septe:nber, osmil.111 ended 
the year at around ~ 900. 

With a view to the soaring prices o! the platinum metals, 
their application involves the use of special equipment 
and techniques and is governei by special regulations 
to minimize losses in production, handling, processing, re
claiming, etc. 

The hyd.=o;;.:enation catalysts are produced by quite a number 
of c~~panies. Tanking &~ong the biggest producers are BASF, 
Shell, ICI, Girdler, Harshaw, Deguss~, Ruh_T"Chemie, Engelhard, 
Nikki, Procataly~e, Doduco, Johnson Uatthey Chemicals, Leuna 
Werke and, in C=echoslovakia, the CSSP Cheoical Works in 
za.1uzi. 

8.1. Regeneration of precious metals from used catalysts 

The useful life of catal7sts in a given p:rocess is influenced 
by a number of !actors. As a consequence of their effects 
the catalysts are subject to gradual changes in properties 
which are outwardly manifested by loss of activity. 

In the continuous processing units the catalysts must 
be regenerated from t~~e to time so as to maximally re
store their catalytic efficiency. Even then the catalyst, 
having passed a number of working and regeneration cycles, 
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will reach the stage one day where it has t~ be repleced. 
These cycles, i.e., their duration, are very much pro
cess dependent and are influenced both by the properties 
of the catalyst proper and by the character of the process 
(teupera.ture conditions, feedstock composition, side ~eac
tions, etc.). The service lifes of catalysts are of the 
order o:! months or years. 

The price of the active metal proper constituting 
a substantial part of the catalyst production costs, 
it goes without saying that all the users of catalysts 
make efforts to reclaim the precious metal from the 
catalyst in a usable :tom and at maximm yield. 

A number of catalyst !!18ll~acturers in the world obviously 
are also engaged in precious metal recla.~ation from used 
catalysts. \':orth mentioning are e.g. Degussa, KCE, Doduco, 
Haereus, Enselll.t?.rd., etc. Some catalyst producers even enter 
contract relations such that the catalyst is only rented 
out to the user and must be returned to the manufacturer 
when it is no longer active. Any disputes concerning the 
precious metal contents in either fresh or used catalysts 
can be settled by the "arbitration laboratory" (Griffith in 

London), the ruling of which is to be accepted by the two 
parties to the dispute. 

The price of catalyst reprocessing may vary to some extent 
depending on the precious metal content, and the average 
losses of the precious metals due to reprocessing fluctuate 
froa o.a to J.O wt.%, depending on metal type and content 
and on the type of carrier. 

During a study tour undertaken within the framework of 
the UNIDO project, the authors of the present report paid 
a visit also to Johnson Matthey Che.'1licals Ltd. facility in 

Royston where the problems of precious metal based catalysts, 
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their prices, and the prices of their regeneration were 
con~idered in discussions. This firm is the world-a 
largest manufacturer of automobile catalytic converters. The 
largest part of these converters are manufactured in their 
branch office in USA, where exhaust converters are obligato1-y 
in cars. These converters radically reduce the pollution of 
cities by waste gases and are being gradually introduced e.lsc 
in other countries. 

A certain probl&!l still consists in the so far uneconomical 
way used for the regeneration of the active component of 
the catalyst (Pd, Pt, Rh); thus, the converters used also 
represent ~uestionable wastes. Under the circmnstallces, 
an extension of the use of the converters to include all 
cars would co~;ribute to a !aster exhaustion of the limited 
stock of platinum metals. 

The price or the palladium catalyst and the costs or rege
neration of Pd from the catalyst based on active charcoal 
were also discussed. The price of the new catalyst ~ontaining 
:fl~ Pd consists of two components: 20 pounds sterling per one 
kg o! dry catalyst, plus the pri~e o! palladium contained 
in it. The present-day price of palladium is something 
below J pounds starling per one gram. The costs of regene
ration of Pd are: 1.45 pounds/kg of catalyst used, plus 
140 pounds per one kg of regenerated palladium. The fixm 
guarantees a 98% yield on Pd in the regeneration. If a 
100% recovery o! metal is required, the price of 2% Pd 
should be added to the regeneration costs given above, i.e., 
about 60 pounds per kg of regenerated Pd. Hence, production 
costs of a new cat~lyst are higher than those, e.g., of 
firm Hae~eus (37 JJ.t/kg catalyst + the palladium price), 
and also the regeneration costs are somewhat higher. 

The return of 100% o! the metal, where the regeneration due 
loss is made up by the !iim that per!ormed the regeneration, 



is a ws.y of by-passing, to an extent, the regulations 
governing the exports.of precious metals. 

The price of the Ru catalyst is 25 pounds sterling per 
kg, plus the price of the metal. The price of rutheniu:n is 
now approximately the same as that ot palladitm, i.e., 
something ~elow J pounds per kg. The reg~ne:ration of Ru 
is ~aid to be more difficult due to the volatility of its 
oxide, and is therefore more expensive than that of Pd. 

The catalysts based on active charcoal are burnt in a 
mu~tipurpose furnace after use. Since they obtain the used 
catalyst from many users, and the catalyst contains also 
mechanical impurities (e.g., filter cloths, bottleE, end 
the like), the burning equipment should be simple. Probably 
1 t is a grid furrie.ce with a. stream of gas used for bUI·ning. 
The met~l is received only in the a.shes as this is the 
case with the Baereus coopany. The used catalyEte as such 
arc inhomogeneous to such a degree tbet no dete11ninetion 
of a representative metal content is possible. 

A number of processes were developed for isolation of the 
precious metals fron1 used ~atalysts. It is very important 
that these processes be perfect, inasnuch &s the catalyst 
costs represent a substantial portion of the over-all 
costs of the hydrogenation processes and, as such, are 
dete1mining for the economy o! production as a whole. 

9. Apparatus tor catalytic hydrogene.ticns 

The be.sic piece of equipment !or a hydrogena".;jon facility 
is the re&.ctor. Inasnuch as tbe reaction system in questiCin 
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is a multiphase eysten1, the number and condition o! the 
phases constit~tes a criterion of the classificetion of 
hydrogenation reactors: 

Reactors !or gas phase hydrogenation: the canpounds to be 
hydrogenated and .t..ydrogen !o:t1ii e. gas mixture Y1bich passes 

through a reactor pecked Ttith catalyst pe.rticles - this is 

a two-phase system. 

Reac·~ors fo_r linuid phe.se hydrogenation: a liquid compound to 

be J,~~:'"<>c.enated, or its solution in a suitable solvent, 
and hydrogell gas are in contact with a solid catalyst - this 
is a three-phase system. This tn;e o! reactor can be further 
devided into three groups: 

- batch autocleves with suspended catalyst, 
- continuous reactors with suspended catalyst, 
- continuous reactors with !ixed bed catalyst. 

The subste.nces which are hydrogeneted in the gas phase are, 
as e !·: '..l ~, simpler compounds exhibiting lower boiling points 
end treated in great quantities. Hydrogenation of benzene to 
cyclohexane or catalytic reduction of nitrobenzene to 
aniline are t)pical examples. With these processes, ordi
nary apparatus is used and the behavior of the reacto~s 
bas been analyzed in detail in availabel literature. Much 
more nunerous are the liquid phase hydrogenations, and it is 
exactly on this type ot hydrogenation reactions the.t the 
present report is focused. Liquid phase hydrogenation requires 
special equipment such as p\JJlps !or transporting the catalyst 
suspension, and filters which m~y be more costly than the 
reactor itself and •hose reliability is essential !or snooth 
operation of the entire production line. 

In princ1y~e, BYJ liquid phase hydrogenation ce.n be per!o%1ned 
u~:l.ng any of the aforementioned three types of reactors, 
but the proper selection of an economically optimal reactor 
does require a certain amount of experience. The discuesion 

in this study relating to the problem o! reactor type selec
tion is based on the author1'abundant experiP~ce with the 
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development and operation o! numerous industrial hydrogez::.a
tion facilities. 

9.1. Reactors !or gas phase h;rdrogenetion 

Prodigious literatux·e is devoted to analyzing the cat~
lytic reactors !or gas phe.se ~eactions, and this has more 
then once been treated synoptically in monographs e.nd 
textbooks /74, 75, 76/. Hence, just a !ew selected techno
logical problems will be discussed here. 

9.1.1. Reactor Ydth heat exche..~ge end adiabatic reactor 

In a tubulf1r reffctor with heat exchange, the reaction heat 
derived from the hydrogen~tion reaction is removed !rom the 
catalyst layer across the tube wall to a cooling medium 
which me.y ~e watei·, boiling water, or an organic heat 
trans!er agent. In an adiabatic reactor which is o! simpler 
design, the evolved reaction heat increases the temperature 
of the reaction 111ixtuxe. No precisely defined criter·ion 
ot selection between these two types of reactors is avail
able. It is always possible in principle to meet the 
condition for the adiabatic reactor, viz., that the adiaba
tic rise in temperature must not exceed an admissible tempe
rature range defined by various factors. The adiabatic 
heating can be modi!ie~ nearly arbitrarily by excess hydrogen 
allowed to circulate in the reactor node. Even though the 
adiabatic reactor is very simple, it is not always that it 
o!!ers the optimum solution: 
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/al §§_!h~-!~~!§§_2t_~~gI2g~~-ii~~~1-lh!_!2l~-r!!i2_2i 
h~E!~-~Q_hxg!:28!~~~!g_g2!~2Y!!gl_~~r!§!!.§ the costs 
incurred in recycling the h:1drogen are rising. The 
importance of this factor diminishes with increasing 
pressure. owing to lowering the compression ratio at 
the recycling compressor; 

/b/ as the excess of hydrogen increases, the hydrogenat~on 
rate mostly slows down and the reactor size inc1·eases; 

/cl recycling of large amounts of hydrogen requires large 
size heat exchangers, wide pipings, and bulky fittings; 

/c/ the tubular reactor can better utilize the reaction 
heat of hydrogenation, mostl7 for steam production; 

/el the vol1.111e of the catalyst in the tubular reactor 
is subject to design limitetions. Reactors having over 
10,0CO tubes and over 20 m3 cat&lyst volume are unique 
prod~cts o! mec.h.e.nice.l engineering. The limiting size 
of the ree.ctor goes down as pressure goes up. 

In the history of catalytic reactors, contradictory pheno
mena may be encountered. For instance, the very first 
system of catalytic reduction of nitrobenzene to aniline 
at BASF /Gennany, F.R./ was adiabatic and used a hydrogen/ 
/nitrobenzene molar ratio of 200. The reactors built today 
all incorporate heat exchange and are operated at molar 
ratios of 10-20. J.n interesting development took place in 

the case of reactors !or methanol synthesis by hydrogenation 
of carbon monoxide. The earl~ reactors had Zno-cr2o3 cate
lys~s and were adiabatic multilayer reactors operated at 
30 MPa pressure. The application of the copper catalyst, 
ot higher activity, has made 1 t pos.~dble to reduce the .· 
reaction te.'IlperntUl'.·e and thus also pressure, down to 5 MPa, 
which in turn bas allowed tor the use of a tubular reactor 
o!!ering an excelent utilization of the reaction heat 
(the Lurgi process). The tubular reactor however is limited 
as to its size and, apparently, tbe growth o! the production 
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capacities up to 2000 tons daily per reactor over the last 
years tends to preter the adiabatic reactor which operates 
at about 10 MPa pressure (the ICI process). 

Inasnuch as the growing pressure tends to suppress the 
tiaadvantages of the a.diabatic type ot reactor as listed 
under (a), (b), and (c), the adiabatic reactors are being 
given preference particularly for high preasui-e hydrogena
tions end in the case of large production capacities. In 
contrast. the tubular reactors are met more frequently 
in the case of hydrogenati.ons conducted at pressures not 
exceeding 2 KPa. 

3.1.2. Fi~ed bed or fluidized bed ot cetelyst 

A fluidized bed o! cataly.st approeches e.n ideal mixer e.nd, 
thus, is practically isother.nic; the danger o! overheeti~g 
is at its m1nill1um here. Also, the fine grains of the fl':lidi
zed ca:taiy-st ··are more · e!!ective, w1 th a view to internal 
dU!usion, then are the grains having around 5 mm in size 
which are commonly used in the fixed bed arrallgement; 
in the case of the latter grains the internal surface uti
lization is no higher than just 10-50%. In spite o! the 
bright outlooks whi.ch had been predicted !or the fluidized 
reactors just a few y-ears ago, they have not become too 
widespread. Considering the requirement of high conversion 
of the reactant,. the fluidized reactors are e:tposed to the 
danger of break-through o! the unreacted !eedstock, owing to 
so-called bubble !luidization • 

Undisputably, the fluidized reactors are at an advantege 
in tbat the deectiv&ted catelyet ca..~ be co~ti.Luously 
regenerated, and this is why they heve ee.rried the day 
unambiguously in the aree o! catalytic cracking. As for 
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cate.lytic hydroge:::.:=.tions, hcwev-er, the dee.ctive.tion of th~ 

catalyst proceeds rather sl.owly. Nevertheless, e.g. in 

nitrobenzene llydrogene.tion to aniline, the !1uidized 
~~ectors (the Americen Cyanemide process) corape~e with 

tubular.reactors (the NIOPIK process, USSR; Sunitomo, 
Japan1 Moravian Chemical Works, CzechoslOTeltia). 

9.1.3. Ap-oaratus for gas phase hydrogene,tion 

Figure D-) depicts a 't7J>ical structure ot en 1nstal1ation 
illcorporating a 'tubular reactor. Contro1 cucuits are de
noted 'bJ' internetional.17 accepted SJID'bols. 

~---...... 

r-- ... 
I . 

7 
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Fig. D-J Schema o! apparatus !or gas phase hydrogene.ticn: 

1 - evaporation of compound to be hydrogeneted in~o 
a stream of hydrogen; 2 - teed preheater; J - heat 
exchanger; 4 - cooler; 5 - hydrogen/liqu~.d sepe.:-o.tor; 

6 - recycling compres·sor; 7 - tubular reactor 
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Various compression engines are used for hydrogen 
recycling. The type of engine to be used depends primarily 
on the capacity desired: 

- piston compressors - used rather seldomly, and only 
exceptio~ly at pressures up to 1 llPa. !heir limiting 
output at 1-2 MPa pressure is approximately 20,000 Nm3/h, 

- screw cOlilpressors - are used for outputs of 1000-20,000 
Nm J /h and are very reliable, 

- centritugP..l compressors - for outputs over 20,000 HmJ/h, 

- blowers o! various deeign - for compression ratios up 
to 1.7; being substantially cheaper then compreseors 
they are expedient if the pressure loss of the apparatus 
is to be reduced below a level at which the use of blowers 
becomes feasible. 

The hydrogenated corapound is mostly allowed to evaporate 
in a strecrn of hydrogen; this is done by either bubbling the 
hydrogen tlc.·ough a layer of heated liquid or in tubule.r 
evaporetors using the felling film principle. !nasnuch as 
the catalyst can become deactiv&ted even by low quentities 
of the higher-b.p. sub~~ances, it is expedient to have a 
rectificetion element incorporated in the evaporator 
(Fig. D-J). 

9.2, Liquid phase hxdrogenetion 

Two monographs appeared recently, devoted to the kinetics 
and chemical engineering problems of the reaction system 
liquid - gas - solid phase /77, 78/. Therefore, we shall 
limit ourselves to pointing out certain import&nt chemical 
enginee1·ing aspects of designing the hydrogenation a.pparn
tus, and to expanding these by our own experience. Adequate 
attention Ylill also be paid to the auxiliary equipment which 
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tends to be neglected whe!l discussing reactor technology. 

9.2.1. l!xdrogen tre.?;sport in the three-phese s;rstem 

The compound being hydrogenated only reacts with 
h;ydroger1 on the catalyst surface e.nd, he~ceit must be trans
ported toward a catalyst particle by diffu~ion through the 
liquid meditm. Hydrogen is :!irst dissolved in the liquid 
and then it d~fuses through it toward the catalyst surface. 
Both the hydrogen molecules and the substrate molecules 
diffuse via the pores of the catalyst to its internal surfa
ce. Thus, there operate several transfer processes in the 
syst-ru, and the rate of each of them may in fact iL!luence 
or even control the hydrogenation rate. As a rule it is 
only the trensfer of hydrogen which becomes subject of 
studies; this cen be eccounted for by seve~l circumstances: 

(a) The concentration gradient is the driving force 
o! mass transfer. As the ~drogen concentration in liquid 
ordinarily is much lower than the substrate concentra
tion, the driving force o! hydrogen transfer cen only 
assume very low values, even in the ease where there 
is a zero concentration of hydrogen 1:J. the layer 
which immediately adjoins the catalyst surface. 

(b) The hydrogens.tion rate frequently is of the zeroeth 
order with respect to the substance being hydrogenated, 
and this is why a drop of its concentration near the 
catalyst surface against the bulk liquid concentration 
will not af!ect the reaction rate. The hydrogenation 
rate with respect to hydrogen is uaually o! the 1st 
order. 
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(c) Hydrogen must !irst dissolve in the liquid phase, 
and this as a rule is the slowest stage of transport 
which, accordingly, exerts the greatest influence. 

At very low re~ctant concentrations, i.e., just prior to 
completion of a batch hydrogenation process or in a con
tinuous stirred reactor, the argunents listed sub (a) an! 

(b) lose their validity and the diffusion of substrate 
toward the catalyst surface may become the controlling process. 
For ~ple, with certain proprietary processes of an111ne 
production (ICI, !folo-Chimie), nitrobenzene is hycL~geneted 
in the liquid phase in a continuous reactor equipped with a 
stirrer, at a nitrobenzene concentration of 0.0001~. and in 

this case the hydrogen~tion rate is in!luenced by the diffu
sion of the nitrobenzene. 

The pa th of hydrogen from the gas phase to the ca te.lyst 
particle surface or~e hydrogen concentration drop are 
illustrated in Fig. D-4 on the basis of the film theory. 

As a rule the resistance at the gRs side can be disregarded, 
the mass transfer coefficients in the liquid at the g-1 
interface (ky,) and at the 1-s interface (k

8
) are ~pprox1-

ma tel7 the sivne. This holds true for the agitate~ particles 
susp~nsion where, moreover, the mass transfer coe!!icient 
is nearly independent of the agitation rate. Hence, by agi
tation the mass transfer is only influenced by the gas
liquid interfacial surface (a). 

For the hydrogen dissolution rate in the liquid it holds 
that 

(43) 

where a is the inter!acial area g-l per 1 mJ o! mixture (m-1) 
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Fig. D-4 Schema on eydrogen trane.vort from gas phase into 
liquid and through liquid to catal1st surface 

+ CBl is the hydrogen equilibrill'll concentration in the 
liquid corresponding to the hydrogen partia.l 

pressure in the gas phase 

is the hydroge:1. concentration in the liquid bulk 
(mol m-J) 

The rate of hydrogen trans!er to the surface of the catalyst 

particles is 

(44) 

on the condition that k8 ~ kL 

where is the external surface o! catalyst particles 
(m2kg-l) 
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m is the weight o! catalyst per 1 mJ of mixture 
(kg m-3) 

'1is is the hydrosen concentration just above the 
catalyst surface. 

The value of kL can e.g. be calculated using ti1e expression 
proposed by Calderbenk /79/: 

(45) 

where ~ is the diffusion coef !icient of hydrogen 

VL is the kine:natic viscosity of liquid Cm2 s-1} 

g is the acceleration due to gravity (m s-2). 

The mess transter coe!f icient depends above all on the 
viscosity of liquid, 

(46) 

and this is why with viscous liquid the kinetic mode of 
operation is more difficult to attain. Hence, stirring 
systems which guarantee a high level of gas dispergation 
in the liquid find application in hydrogenations involving 
fats and other similar substrates. 

The external surface of suspended powder catalyst is of the 
order of 1,000-10,000 m2/mJ (the true value a,p), the surface 
of bubbles in the same volume of mixture usually is lower by 
one order of magnitude. Therefore, it is rather the effect 
ot the g-1 inter!acial surface on the hydrogenation rate than 
the effect of diffusion toward the catalyst surface which is 
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e~countered. The kinetic region is understood to be th.et 
mode of operation where the whole vol11ne ot the liquid is 
saturated with hydrogen to the maximm i.e. equilibri11n, 
concentration. In well designed reactors with suspended 
catalysts /autoclaves with stirrer, bubble towers/ the 
kinetic mode ot operation is commonly achieved (cf. Chapters 
9.2.2 and 9.2.J). 

In a trickle bed reactor where the liq1.lid trickles through 
a fixed catalyst layer the g-1 and 1-s surfaces are roughly 
equal to each other. The rate of hydrogen diffusion across 
the flowing !ilm of liquid depends above all on the film 
thickness end, thus, on the spra11D& density. In this case 
it is only with low activity catalyst that we may approach 
the kinetic mode ot operation; the actual hydrogenation 
rate usually is 30-70"~ of the kinetic rate (Chapter 9.2.5.). 

The di!fusion of hydrogen in liquids is slower by three 
orders o! magnitude than that in gases, and this keeps low 
the utilization of the internal surface of a porous grain 

ot the catalyst. With the suspended powder catalyst having 
a grain size below 0.05 mm there is a nearly total utili
zation, whereas with the granules for the fixed bed having 
a mean size of 5 mm the utilization is no higher than just 
1-5 %. The catalysts tor the trickle bed reactors are there
fore made is such a way as to have the active component only 
in the surface shell ot the granule. This can well be done 
when the catalyst is prepared by impregnating the carrier 
with the active component; it finds application chiefly 
in the case of catalysts based on precious metals. 

9.2.2. Batch aut7claves 

Figure D-5 presents a simplified view o! an autoclave with 
stirrer. 

• 
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Fig. D-5 Autoclave with glandless stirrer 

9.2.2.1 Agitation 

Turbine stirrers are most widel,- used. The distance between 
the level o! liquid and the stirrer must not exceed lm 
in order to permit vortex generation required to drawn in 
hydrogen by suction !rom above the liquid level. Introducing 
hydrogen below the turbine of the stirrer would facilitate 
the high dispergation o! gas but this measure is e!!ective 
onl1 when the hydrogen is being brought in continually. A 
suitable design is that of stirrers with two ele~ents of 
which the top one provides !or gas dispergation and the bottom 
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one agitates the liquid bulk and prevents the catalyst frOCl 

settli.Jlg down. The net input on the stirrer ought to be et 
least 2 kW m-3. Commercial autoclaves are usually operated 
at 5-20 rps and, in this region, the hydrogen absorption 
rate /~a/ increases rapidly, nearly as high as the square 
o! the rps val.ue /77 /. 

An important problem of design is the sealing of the 
stirring_ axle. Mechanical seal~~s are used for pressures 
up to 5 MPa, double sealings with oil counterpressure are 
used at higher pressures. Howev£~, preference is nowadays 
given to sealing less stirrers with magnetic couplings 
/Fig. D-5/. 

The hollow shaft stirrer is frequently mentioned in litera
ture but rarely used in practice; hydrogen suction from the 
area above the liquid is effected through thid axle, and 
the stirrer arms dispergate it .ti.thin the liquid. Labora
tory autoulaves commonly use the pulsating stir.:·ers which 
however have not found much application with the large size 
autoclaves. The !irm Buss /of Switzerland/ offers hydroge
nation autoclaves with ejector dispergation of hydrogen. >~ 
ejector; as is well known, gene~-ates a g-1 interfacial sur
face higher one order of magni tu,ie than thet generated by a 

stirrer, and this is markedly manifested in reaction rate 
enhancement during the h:tdrogenation of viscous liquids. 
Problems relating to stirrer sealing are avoided b~t none
theless. the p\IDping of the catalyst suspension through 
the·ejector is also complicated, owing to abrasion. 

An intei•tacial area of 200-JQO m2/mJ can also be obtained 
by bubbling the hydrogen through the bulk of a liquid. 
Here the energy required for dispergation is not supplied 
to the stirrer but to the hydroger1 circulating compressor. 
However, the bubble column !ind more application !01• the con
tinuous processes, even though the batch hydrogenation &ppli
cations are possible, too. 
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9.2.2.2. Autoclave heating and cooling 

A common design involves heating and cooling by a mentle 
or by tubes welded to the outside of the autoclave. Owing 
to reasons of corrosion, it is expedient to use water 
cooling and steam heating, nth two separate tl:.be sys~ems. 

Cooling by internal helix is highlJ' efficient but makes 
the construction of the autoclave interior more complicated. 

9.2.2.3. Operating pressure and autoclave capacity 

Owing to reasons of design the maxf.m\JD volune of autoclaves 
decreases as the h.Jdrogenation pressure increases. 

Autoclaves of up to JO m.3 capacity are made !or pressures 
of about 2 ldPa. Hydrogen at 2 MPa pressure is produced by 

steam reforming of hyd1'0carbons end is comm~nly available 
at large plants. In such a case, it is well advised to de
sign the hydrogenation p~ocess to operate at this pressm·e 
because even the equipnentthen is relatively inexpensive; 
the reason 1 s that 1 t can be made by welding whereas the 
high-pressure e.Utoclaves are forgings. Autoclaves eqilipped 
with stirrers and designed for p::essures ot 10-20 lfPa are 
manutactured to capacities of max. 5 m.3. 

At plants where work with pressure vessels is out ot the 
ordinary, we may meet with opinions that, for safety reasons, 
it is better hydrogenations be conducted at only a modera-
te overpre,- sure. This, in most cases, is an erroneous con
clusion. Up to about 10 lttPa pressure the hydrogene. tion 
rate usue.lly is directly proportional to the hydrogen 
pressure, so if we reduce the pressure we must co~pe~sate 
for the decrease in reaction rate by increasing the cata
lyst concentration. At high catalyst concentretion e.nd low 
pressure it is only with difficulty that the kinetic mode 
of operation cen be obtained in the hydroge?le.tion p=oce~s. 
Pressures below 1 MPa must be rege.rded. as absolutely i:i.-

e!! ective. 
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9.2.2.4. Batch ~utoclave opereti.ng mode 

With e view to rossible i..~itietion o! en explosion of 
the air-hydro3en mi."!Ctu.re by the c~:talyst~ 1 t is recommen.:l.::d 
thet the autoclave be thoroughly !lushed with nitrogen prior 
to chargillg each betch. However. U the ~gen is comple
tel,- dische.rged at the end of a hydrosene.tion and 1! then 
the autoclave is !lushed with nitrogen and the nitrogen 
age.in is replaced by hydroe;en, this cuts down on the time 
utilization of the apperatus end induces great losses of 
hydrogen in the autoclave is operated in this manner. The 
following procedure is more economical: on completion of 
the bydrogenation the hydrogen pressure is reduced to l-2 
MPa end the liquid mixture is pushed out of the auto clave 
by the residual prasaure oi ~yd--..osen while the eventual 
pressure of gases in the eutocleve is O.J-1 MPa~ Thr.n the 
new batch 13 pt:eped into the autoclave, i.e., the.liquid 
substrate with suspended catalyst. With the autocl~ve 
opereted in this uay, no cooling is na~ded end the haa~ ca
pac!ty o! the autoclave is used for preheating the new batch. 
Otten. in this way, the batch can be heated up to a tanpera
ture at which the hydrogenation already proceeds at a su!!i
cie~t rate, so thet the autoclave heating can be dispe~sed 
with entirely. 

Two ways o! admitting hyr1..t'ogen are practiced with the batch 
autoclaves - continuous admittence, B.l!d periodic admittance. 
I! the hydrogen is being admitted continuously under the 
stirrer turbine, the dispergation of gas is better and this 
method e%13.bles the kinetic mcde o! operation even with less 
effective stii"'.:'a~~. In th~ cas~ of the hydroeen being ad
mitted periodicelly, the pressuxe ve=ies between a minim'.lm 
and a ma:dmum value. From the pressure drop one may j 11dge 

on how the hydrogenation ie proceeding, and a etop in 

the pressure drop is an fndication of the end o! hydrogene-
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tion. This is the chief adventege in contre.st to the con
tinuous admittance of hydrogen where the end of hydroge
nation must be indicated in some other manner, e.g., by 
analyzing the liquid substrate. In the case of periodic 
admittence the hydrogen must be dispergated from the eree. 
above th~ liquid bath which imposes more stringent require
centa on stirrer operation. 

The combination of both these methods is of advantege; 
most of the substrate is hydrogenated at a constt.nt pressure 
while the hydrogen is being admitted continuously, and onl:t 
after the hydrogenation re.te /indicated by hydrogen flow rate 
measurements/ will have dropped below a certain level the 
inflow o! hydrogen is interrupted and the hydrogen pressure 
drop in the autoclave is monitored. 

9.2.J. Continuous hydrogenation with susnended catalyst 

For continuous hydrogenation with suspended catalyst, the 
options available are to use just one autoclave or more 
autoclaves in series, or frequently, column reactors with 
hydrogen circula;ion /Fig. D-6/. 

9.2.3.1. Eubble columns 

The basic ~haracteristic of the bubble column is the :-ate 
ot s~.s flow /u

8
/ related to the entire cross section of 

the tower. On the value of u
8 

depend the gas holdup £g 
end the rate of hydrogen transport from gas to liquid as 
expressed by the simplex kLa /s-1/. A certain minimum gas 
velocity must be maintaiued also with regard to keeping the 
catalyst in a homogeneous suspension. Published measurements 
In I suggest thet the bubble columns attain kLa values lower 
by a !actor ot 3 to 5 than vessels equipp~d with stirrers. 
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Fig. D-6 Sche~a of continuous slurry hydro~ena.tion 
in bubble columns 

1 - ~reparation o! catalyst suspe~3ion in compound 
to be hydrogenated; 2 - diaphra~ slurry pump; 
3 - compressor; 4 - reactors; 5 - tank vdth level 
indicator; 6 - slurry receiver; 7 - reflux con
denser; 8 - pu~p; 9 - pressure filter 

To hold the catalyst in suspension, a hydrog9n velocity 
-1 u

8 
• 0.02-0.03 m s is sufficient, e.nd this velocit~ is 

also enough, in most cases, !or reaching the kinetic mode 
of operation !or the hydrogenation process. At velocities 
higher than 0.05 m s-1 , !o'l!lling o! liquid and nonuni!om 
bubbling are frequent; large bubbles occur side by side with 
the snall bubbles. According to our industri.al experience, 
the hydrogen velocities of 0.02-0.05 m s-l can warrant the 
kinetic mode of operation at an absorption rate o! about 
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5 lanol H2 h-l m-J a~ 5 MPa pressure. As the catalyst con
centration is increased, the hydroeenation re.te grows hi£he~ 
and one has also to select a higher velocity, but such situL
tions are encoWlt~red rather infrequentl~. ~t the streeming 
velocities of hydrogen of 0.02-0.05 m s-l the gae holdup 
is £g z 0.1, which means that the bubbles take up some 
10~~ oi the tote.l mixture volune. 

The velue of the gas-liquid interfacial area depends only 
sliehtly on the pr:imary distribution of hydrog&n. Small 
bubbles will gradually co&lesce end the specific su:r·face 
area is pushed down as the distence from the distributor 
is inc1·eased. Despite this it is e%pedient to distribut~ 
the hydro~e11 unifonnly across the reactor cross sectlon, 
e•6•, by perfore.ted tubes or at leest by sevei·e.l nozzles. 
The hydro8eil distribution also reletes to the necessity 
of maldng the choice between passing the hydrogen !rom 
tov:er to tower in parallel or in series. As for the liquid, 

a series of towers represents seqnential !loVI, end the 
hydrogen can be led in parallel or, together with t~e liquid, 
in series. Obviously, the amount of circuleting hydroeen is 
greater in the case o! the parallel arrangement, but the 
recycling compressor ope:rates at a loweT compression ratio. 
From the point o! view of the ~westrnent costa, of power 
consumption !or hydrogen recycling, and also o! simplicity 
o! control, it is better the use the series connection. In 
that ce.se, what enters the secona. and subsequent reactors 
is a mixture of liquid and gas so that it is impossible to 
use a distributor with snall perforations. 

9.2.J.2. Axial mixing 

Stirred autoc~ave ce.n be regarded as an ideal mixer, whereas 
the bubble column is a system with limited axial mixing. 
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Nl.IDerous hydroger1e. tions a?"e controlled by zeroeth-order 
kinetics e.s :tar as the hydrogena-.;ed species is concerned, 
and this is why the mixed reactor /CSTR/ can be used even 
for a high reactant conversion. This is how nitrobenzenc 
is hydrogenated to aniline in a stirred autoclave, to a 
conversion exceeding 99.99~u. This however is an exception 
rather then e rule. The zeroeth order of the hydrogenation 
usually applies only at conversions of up to 90-95 ~. end 

many hydrogenetions, particularly the hydrogenation amina
tions, have an order considerably higher than zero. In such 
cases the CSTR would perf onn very poorly and the !low of the 
liquid must be made to approach the plug flow. In this con
nection, it is useful to know the intensity of axial ~i%ing 
in the bubbled tow&r, and this can be measured by the axial 
m!?cing coefficient Dtax• Deckwer /80/ correlated the expe
rimental data obtained by several au~hors using the 
equation 

(47) 

where dT is the tower diameter. 

Other authors as well have found the axial mixing of the 
liquid to be strongly influenced by the tower diameter /77/. 
According to our measurements co21ducted at a tower of 1 m 
die.meter and 12 m liquid ~&ieht at a hydrogen velocity of 
0.03 m s-1 , this tower can be regarded as equivalent to 
two mixers connectP.d in series. Axial mil:i.ng can be limited 
by baffles. 

As an e%8mple of an expedient utilization o! limited 
axial mixing can ~e presented the hydrogenation o! a water
methEUl~l solution o! the 4-nitro~odiphenyl amine ~odium 
salt /81/ 

(48) 
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This hydrogenation is controlled by zeroeth-order kinetics 
with respect to substrate up to 65~ conversion, whereas 
further on the effective order is 0.65. A 100% conversion 
of the nitrot>O compound is required. With a view to the 
low stability of the reactant the hydrogene.tion is per
fomed within the temperature range of 70-100 °c, at 5 M?a 
oper·ating pressw:·e. Adiabatic heating of the. reaction miJ~
ture is 70 K. A pe.lladium catalyst is used. The highest 
hydrogeuation output was achieved in a plug flow reactor 
where however the liquid teed had to be preheated while 
the reactor iteelf had to be cooled. If a systec provilling 
adequate axial mixing is selected, the hydrogenation can 
be conducted adiabatically with cold feed, reaching a high 
specific output. In three towers of which each corresponds 
rougr.J.y to two mixers, the distributions of conversion end 
temperature are as follows: 

conversion % temperntUI·e oc 

No. 1 :reactor 70 75 
No. 2 reactor 98 95 
No. 3 reactor 100 96 

With most hydrogenations the final product is usue.ll~ more 
stable then the unsaturated reactant, but cases ~xist 
where the selectivity of the hydrogenation is intlu~nced by 
axial mixing. Such en undesirable consecutive reaction is 
hydrogenolysis, e.g., when esters of fatty acids are hydro
genated the desired alcohol is splitted to hydrocarbon: 

H2 
RCH2COOCHJ ----- RCH2CB20H + CH30H 

~ RCH2CH3 + (49) 



~ , 2 , 4, Handling ce. te.l ,rst susp en s-f ons 

The powder catalyst must be metered out into the reactor, 
en~ must again be separated from the 1l3drogene.tion product. 
Especially in the case ot continuous hydroge?l3~ions, these 
operations tend to involve serious difficulties. 

~.2.4.1. Catalyst metering 

For a continuous reactor the catalyst is always to be 
metered out in the f onn of a suspension; for a batch auto
clave a dry catalyst ce.n be used but this is not expedient, 
either. Pumping of catalyst suspensions always involves 
abrasion and clogging ot plDllp velves. The catalyst is either 
mixed within the substence to be hydrogeneted /or its solu
tion/, or ia pumped separately in the !onn of a concentrated 
suspension in some pure f:olvent. Either method has certain 
edVlill tage s: 

/a/ When metering out the catalyst ~ogether with the sub
stance to be hydrogenated, the suspe~sion conteins a low 
percentage o! solid particles and pump abrasion is relatively 
low. In cases where the suspensions involved are particularly 
thin, it is possible to apply ordinary cen·tri!ugal or plunger 
type pmp s. 

/b/ When metering out the catalyst in the f oxm of a concen
trated suspension, ordinary pumps can be used !or the major 
part o! the clean liquid feed and the special pump can be 
used only to handle the catalyst suspension. Separate metering 
of catGlyst also allows for an operative control of the 
catalyAt concentration in the reaction mixture. 

Various types o! pumps are used to pump suspenGions into the 
reactors or onto the tilterss 

- centrifugal pumps up to 2 MPa pressure as long as the con
centration o! 'l .1e solid phase is max. l~& and the abrasive 
wear is not too higl:l, 
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- p\DDps with excentric wonu up to l l.1Pa, even e.t high 
catalyst concentrations, 

- die.phragn pumps or, less frequently, flushed plunge= 
pumps or twin cylinder pumps at higher pressures • 

9.2.4.2. Catalyst filtering 

For safety reasons the hydrogenation produc'ti is not 
.filtered using the hydrogen pressure in the reactor. The 
product being di.sch&rged from the reactor is expanding, 
expu1sing hydrogen by desorption, and only then it is fil
tered. The filters mostly used are sealed pressure filters 
of various design. For low outputs, these are 'bag filters 
or cartridge filters, while vertical or horizonta1 ple.te 
fil te1·s arE: usdd at highcl~ outputs. The !il tra:~ic~ c~~ :..s 
removed !rom the plates by vibre.tion /filters made by BES, 
FRG, the so-c&lled Nie.g~a filters, etc./, by centrifu2~tion 

/the Pu.~de filter by CHEl.iAP, e\vitzerlend, the Rercules 
Filter by Seitz, FRG/, or by scraping. The pressuz·e !ilte~s 
tend to be equipped with automatic filtration cycle control. 
The pressure filters can bendle o. J-2 m) ot suspension per 
hour per l m2 o! the filtering partition. The size of the 
filter e.rea must also be chosen with a view to the emount 
o! solid particles, inasnuch the filtration must as a rule 
be di.scontinued as soon as the eake is 20-)0 aa thick. 

It is advisable that a small satetv tilter be included 
downstream o! the me.ill filter. This is usuelly an 1nexpensi·1e 
bag or plug !ilter. 

In hydrogenetions involving higher catalyst concentrations, 
it would not be feasible to continuously meter out ~d !ilter 
the ce.te.lyst. In such cases the catalyst is separated by 

settling and is retu:r11ed to the reactor. Only the !ine pe.~ti
cles o! c~talyst are filtered /Fig. D-7/. A special case o! 
this design is represented by the fluid operating mode o! 
the bubbled towe=, whereas in catalytic hydrogen~tio~s t!:.!D 

system hes not !oll!ld e.ccepte.nce. 
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Fig. D-7 Bubble reactor with interDal recTCling ot 
catalyst 

21 2.5. Reactors with fixed bed of catelvst 

These are applied es either the trickle-bed reactors or the 
tized-bed reectors with cocuiTent uof1ow with dispergated 
bubbles o! hydrogen /Fig. D-8/. Under certain conditions ot 
!low however, even in the case o! cocurrent stre~~e or 
liquid and o! h1drogen flowing do\"lllwards the catal~st bed 
may become flooded with the liquid. The trickle bed is en
countered more !requentl:r in eate.l;rtic hj"d.rogene.tions. The 
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Fig. D-8 Reactors with fixed bed of catalyst 

a - trickle-bed reactor 

Liquid 

b - fixed-bed reactor with cocurrent upf1ow 

re.:.ctor with cocurrent upfiow has the advantage of perfect 
wetting o! the granules and less danger o! local over
heating. However, the flooded ped imposes higher dernc.=.ds 
on the meehaniesl strength o! the catalyst granules end 
usual.ly requires hydroggn recycling, wheree.s the trickle 
bed can often be operated with only a stoichiometric emour.t 

o! hydrogen. 

9.2.5.1. H7drogen transport in the trickle-oed 

Wi tb ·ooth the liquid and the hydrogen being led cocu=:-entl:; 
!rom top to bottom, the mode o! operation o! the trickle-
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bed depends on the gas and liquid !low rates. At a certain 
velocity of flow the trickle flow will convert to pul9ed 
:how, or to !oeming now in the case of fos.my liquii!s. The 
boundaries o:t the two modes were studied e.g. by- Cha-~entier 

and Javier /82/ and by other authors n7 I. In the region 
of pulsed flow there is an actual daJ:lger of the unreacted 
feed penetrating into the product. Even in the region of 
loll velocities, i.e., under the trickle flow mode, the 
effective gas-liquid inter!acial area is somewhat higher 
then the geometric surface area of the particles. In fact, 
some of the gas is dispergated as snall bubbles within the 
trickling liquid film. As the velocities ot !low o:t the tv10 
media grow higher, the interfacial area increases 1n pro
portion to the rising pressure loss o:! the bed which is 
a measure-of the energy transmitted to the ge.s-li9uid s:rstt:l!l 
and on which the friction !orce between the two phases is 
dependent. In the trickling !ilm o! liquid the:-e alwe.ys is 
a transverse hy-droge~ conce~tretion gradient e.nd, as e =-~le: 

the rate attained emounta to 20-70% o! the kinetic hydroge
nation rate /SJ/. 

Utilization o! the internal surface ot the catalyst granule 
having 5 11111 in diameter is no more tban 1-5~. In spite of 
the tact that the trickle bed reactor contains 50-200 times 
more catalyst per unit volume than the reactor with suspended 
powder catalyst, the specific outputs of both types are 
roughly the same. 

9.2.5.2. Adiabatic mode of trickle bed reactors 

Uost o! the indust:-iel hydrogenetion ree.ctors of tric!da 
bed typP, are cylinders having 0.2-2 m in diameter and 5-20 m 
in height. The removal o! reaction heat across the well is 
illet!ective and the reactors are operated adiabatically. As 
an exception, tubular trickle bed ree.ctors can be encoW!te~ec, 
which however require a complicated distribution o! tte li
quid ill the individu~l tubes. 
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A number o! ways ere used of how to adapt the ediabatic 
hes.ting of the reaction mixture so as to conto:rm to en 
admissible level: 

/a/ In certain cases the _reactant is so much diluted in 
the feedstock that the acU.abetic temperature increment is 
ve-ry saall. m example i.s the hydrore:t1n1ng /desul!uration/ 
of oil :fractions, removal of traces of nonsat~ted com
pounds /acetylenes/ !rom hydrocarbons, etc. 

/b/ !he substance to be hydrogenated is 1ntentional1y di1uted 
by some solvent or reaction product. In the h.yd%ogenation 
ot nitriles the nitrile is diluted by liquid amnonia which 
not only reduces the adiabatic heating but, at the same 
time, suppresses the !onnetion o! undesirable secondary eir.ines. 

/c/ The ediabatic heating is modified by ezcess hydrogen 
which is recycled. The hydrogen can be introduced at several 

control o! the temperature profile o! the reactor. 

9.2.s.3. Catalyst bed arrangement 

With inc~easing reactor height the density o! spra1ing at 
given catalyst volume is increasing simultaneously favor
ably affecting the distribution of liquid within the bed. At 
low density of spraJ'ing the whole catal,-st surface is not 
wetted and this may bring about local overheating end may 
e:r;end the scope o! the side reactions. With increasing 
density o! spraying the liquid !ilm thickness increases~ 
causing an increese in the di!!usione.l path !or hydrogen, 
but it bas been d.:.monstrs.ted expei·imentally that this does 
not detract !rom the rate of hydrogen~tion; this can be 
accounted !or by an increase in inter!acie.l area or even 
b1 better wetting ot the catalyst granules. 
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Ot negative impact on reactor perfODD6llce is the so-cs~ied 
wall flow. It has been ascertained that the wall flow is 
less pronounced in a bed of porous catalyst particles than 
in a bed of non-porous particles. In spite of this, laths 
have to la:l.d along the reactor walls to conve7 the 1iquid 
away :tl:'alll the wall, into the catalJ"St bed. 

!o obtain a unitol.'ID distribution ot liqui.d across tne reactor, 
one can use distributors developed for packed rectification 
coluams. lJDifom wetting of catalysts requires a minimum 

spraying density ot about 3 m) /h per l m2 of reactor cross 
section. Some hydrogenations proceed so slowl7 that even 
this minimm spraJ'ing dens:f. ty is hard to attain. At selected 
elevations /SI-aced at 3-5 times the reactor diameter/ the 
distribut.ions of the liquid are repeated, taking the liquid 
away from the reactor walls at the same time. When the ca
talyst is divided among several beds the mechanical loading 
ot· the granules due to the dead weight o! the bed is also 
reduced. However, some operators use just one bed of cata
lyst even 1n reactors as high as 20 m. The partitioning 
ot the catalyst packing into several levels is also done in 
the case where the reactor temperature is controlled by ad
mitting cold hydrogen at several points. 

9.3. Industrial reactor d~sign - unsealing. 

9.3.1. Batch autoclaves 

The batch autoclave usually have stirrer ot an aeration 
e!.ticiency high enough to always reach the kinetic mode 
o! hy<L""Ogenation. This mak=s it easy to trans!er labora
tory data b~ upscaling, inasmuch as the speci!ic output 
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and selectivity &re identical !or both the laboratory 
Emd the !ull-sc&le ~eector. Sometimes the big reactor 
attains somev1ha.t higher outputs, owing to deactivation 
of e part of t.he C6talyst in the laboratory installetion. 
Hence, the upscaling operation reduces to just the problem 
of heat removal which however is easy to solve by calcule
tion. 

9.3.2. Continuous slurrv reactor 

Kinetic data from laboratory batch reactors is easily 
available. In cases where the continuous apparatus consists 
of a series of stirred autoclaves, it can be modelei as a 
cascade o! ideal mixers. 

Mo!'e cor.1plex and risky is the trans! er of the kinetic data 
fro~ a batch re~ctor to a bubble tower, even supposing 
that th~ letter is operated in the kinetic mode. Several 
!ectors which cannot be forecast to any sufficient accuracy 
are involved here: 

/a/ The degree of axial mixing can be expressed from 
published correlation equations but its effect on selecti
vity, within a system of several reactions, need not be 
sufficiently represented by measurements taken in a batch 
reactor. 

/b/ I! the catalyst is separated by settling and is 
retui~ed to the reactor /Fig. D-7/, it is difficult to 
envisage how much of the cataly~t is :.:.n the reactor and 
how much in the settling tank~ Moreover, the recycling o! 
the suspe~sion adds to axial mixing in an undefined manner. 

/c/ In our practice we have met with a case of partial 
settling o! catalyst i.n the reactor; consequently, tt.& cas·· 
cade o! hydroienation towers exhibited a specific output 
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higher than the laboratory autoclave. ~he di!f erence between 
the c~ta1yet concentration in the liquid teed a::id its true 
concentration in the reactor cannot be predicted but, 
within certain limits, can be regulated by changing the 
h,jdrogen flow velocity. 

It is especially the factors sub /b/ and /c/ which require 
exne:!'iments to be run on a pilot installation. The pilot 
scale measurements are intended to widely seen the effects 
of hydrogen flow on the hydrogenation process. ~he appro
ximate ratio of tower diameter and heig!lt expected for the 
full scale reactor should be adhered to at the pilot ple::!t. 

S.3.3. Trickle-bed reqctore 

The !irst information on the hydrogenation process on 
catalyst granules can be obtained from a modi!ied labora
tory autocl~ve: a bucket holding the granulated catalyst 
is placed in the axis of the autoclave, end a modi!ied 
stirrer is used to pllDp the hydrogen saturated liquid across 
the catalyst layer. 

Experiments are run very often using laboratory trickle bed 
reactors having 0.1-1 m bed height, i.e., at a very low 
spraying density. Such experiments may yield distorted 
results, also 011.1.ng to the high share of wall flow. As a 
rule, the outputs reached 1.n a bigger reactor are higher. 
Hence, even the nall experimental unit should have the 
highest possible la1er of catalyst as the densitJ of 
spraying is the most essential criterion !or reactors of 
such type. The hydrogen flow velocity affects perfo1'!lance 
onlJ 1n the pulsed flow region, i.e., in the regime o! high 
phase-interaction. 
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Great uncertainty is brought into the data transfer 
by the thennic e!f ects of the side reactions !or which the 
kinetics and reaction heat can only be ascertained to low 
precision. For this reason, sane operators recommend that 
the upscaling ~e done gradually, always by just one order 
o! magnitude. Measurements of the temperature and concen
tration fields in an experimental reactor and a kinetic 
analysis of the nonisotheimic data thus obtained which is 
to be applied to the gas phase catalytic reactions /84/ 
can be recommended even for the trickle-bed catalysts. 
This procedure allows to make away with some of the inter
mediate stages involved in upscaling. 

9.4. Reactor t:rpe selection 

In principle, any of the three reactor types discussed 
abc;>ve can be used for any given eydrogenation. It is true 
however that difficulties and useless costs are avoided 
1~ the proper selection is made. 

g,4.1, !J:icJQ.e-bed reactor or slurry regctor 

The trickle bed reactor features a number of advantages 
over the slurry reactor hydrogenation: 

- no pumping and filtering of the catalyst suspension is 
required, me.king the apparatus less expensive, 

- the clear liquid does not cause any wear of pipings 
and fittings, 

- catalyst handling is hazardous for in the powder fo1111 

1 t is pyro!oric, 
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- the three above advantages are reflected in a higher 
reliability and safety of the hydrogenation fe.cility. 

The advante.ges of the trickle-bed reactor are that signif i
cant as to meke it advisable that the first questicn asked 
when developing a hydroger.aation process should be: "can 
this hydrogeru:.tion be perfoxmed in a trickle-bed reELctor?". 
There e.re sever&l limitations however to the application o! 
the trickle bed reactor: 
/al the adiabatic mode o! operation 
Reaction heat is difficult to remove from the trickle bed. 
In moat cases however this can be taken care of by modi
fying the adiabatic heating so as to confonn to an admissible 
limit, eo this limitation is not insuzmountable. 

/b/ the caps.city of equipment 
It is ofte~ claimed that the continuous trickle-bed 
reactor is poorly suited for snall see.le productions end 
for veriable production programs, i.e., as a multipurpose 
facility. The batch autoclaves with stirrers tend to be 
recommended in such cases. In fact, however, the tricltle 
bed reactors !it very well also the requiranents of low 
production capacities and even those of a variable production 
program. Transition to hydrogenation of some other canpound 
does not present problens any greater than in the case of 
the stirred autoclave. 

/c/ catalyst life time 
Bapid deBctivation of the catalyst is the greatest obstecle 
to usinz a trickle bed reactor. Owing to the low utilization 
of the il1ternal eur!ace ot the granules, rapid deactivation 
is conducive to a high consllDption ot catalyst, substan~ially 
higher than in the case ot slurries. Frequent replacements 
o! the catalysts are just a~ unsuitable. 

Indeed the trickle bed reector o~ght to be regarded as u:i

suitable in cases where the catalyst li!e time is less than 
1 month. 
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/d/ process selectivity 
In the region ot internal diffusion, the side reactions and 
consecutive reactions can display greater impacts on the 
process. Limitation by selectivity occurs however only with 
more complicated reaction systems. 

It is solely the short catalyst life ti.Jn~ and the process 
selectivity which can be regarded as serious objections 
to using a trickle bed reactor. 

9.4.2. Batch or continuous slurry hydrogenation 

The procuction ca~acitx is the major selection criterion. 
The continuous slU?"ry hydrogenation is clearly destined 
for larger production units, of a lower feed rate bc"1nda..'"Y 
o! about 1 mJ o! liqUid per hour. 

In some processes the batch autoclaves are even used in the 
case of higher capacities, with regard to selectivity. In 
the continuous arrangement the selectivity may grow worse 
as a consequence o! axial mixing for a poorly bdjustable 
end of hydrogenation. Even though, e.g., continuous pro
cesses of glucose hydrogenation to sorbitol have been 
developed inVolving both a suspended catalyst /slurry/ and 
a trickle bed react~r, it is the batch autoclaves which 
are chosen even !or capacities exceeding 10 ktons annually, 
owing to product quality requirement~ • 

9.5. Satetv at work during hydrogenation 

Hydrogen fo:rms an incendiary mixture with air at 4-755~ H2 

and the er,>losive range is 18-59~ H2. The hydrogen sel!
igni tion te:nperature in air is 485 c. The explosivity of the 
hydrogen-air mixtures is underlined once again by the ini-
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tiation effect of the hydrogenation catalysts. Explosion 
or fire due p:!"imarily to hydrogen may propagate by igni
tion of the hydrogenated substance. This is why the cata
lytic hydrogenation is more deraanding as concerns appara
tus design as well as the quality of operation and ser
vicing than are the r.hemical reductions. This e1so is one 

of the reasons why the chemical reduction agents continue 
'tv ·oe used. 

With regard to safety of operation at the hydrogenation 
faci1ities, several principles can be forwarded which should 
be adhered t' whenever insta1ling and operating e hydroge
nation process: 

/a/ The design of apparatus incorporates a minimum of piping 
connections and a minimum number of fittings which poten
tially might turn leaky. 

/b/ nydrogen is a light gas and is dissipeted rapidly in the 
et~osphere. Hence, the hydrogen concentra;ion at apparatuses 
installed as open fecilitie~ cannot, in the case of minor 
leakage, reach the limit of explosivity. Instances are known 
where the explosive mixture was !orrned exactly under the 
roofing of the building where the facility was housed. There
fore, canpressor rooms where roofing is required must be pro
vided with wither natural or forced air draught systems. 

/e/ In the case of slurry hydrogenation the dry catalyst must 
not come into contact with hydrogen and air. The apparatus 
must be kept clean and catalyst residues :nuet be removed 
instantly. Hard-to-remove rests of tha catalyst on the outer 
surface of apparatus can be deactivated by spraying with 
sulfide ~olutions or with organic Jul!ur-bearing compowids. • 

/d/ ~be hydrogenation apparatus ~s to contain only the in
dispensable volume o! in!lam:nable r. .• .:itter. Appal·atuses con
taining more inflammables~ such as :3torage tan:.:s, must be 
situated &t a suf!iciellt distance from the pressure apparatu~. 
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/el Defective seals of piping end apparatus joints and 
junctions represent the most frequent cause of explosions 
and fires. Hence, it is moat important to properly choose 
the sealing materials • 

:'..!etellic se2ls ere used 1n e.11 instances to handle rres::tc:·e!: 

over 10 MPa. For medium pressures, tbe netions.l stende!~s 
pen~it t~e use of &stestos seals of the tongue and groove 
systera but even here the metal-reinforced or all-met~l seals 
ot mild steel, eluminum, copper, etc. are gajning ground. 

The apparatus tends to spring leaks mainly during shut
down e.t which time the apparctus temperatur·e is changing. 
After every shutdo~n it is necessary therefore to the check 
the apparatu$ !or leakage, first using an inert gas. 

/f/ It is r-ecomme~ded that the appai'&tua be checked once 
a day or even once every shift !or lee.kege using a detector 
of infler;-.:;iables. Early detection of sn&ll leakege forest£11~ 
serious er.1ergencies. The detectors may E:.lso be penne.~ently 
installed in particular-ly dan,!:eI·ous locations, wi t.t. limit 

overste!' signaling. 

/g/ It is recommended that the high-pressure hydrogeneticn 
apparatus be equipped with so-called emergency drainage. 
In the case of danger, e.g., of a substantial leakage o! 
the reactor, the valve tor rapid de-pressurizing of the 
reactor can be activated or depressing a single pushbutton, 
and other valves such as those for cooling, inert g&s, etc. 
will open simultaneously • 

9. 6. Sources ot hydrorrr.:i 

Hydrogen is usually available e.t large cllemic~l plants since 
:1.t is used in the syr.theoii: of ammonia, m!!~Uliol, in hydro

re!ining ot oil fraction, etc. For t!lese !IUI·poses the hydro-



gen is 9roduced as a rule by the so-c~led stea~ ref 0It11ing 

of hydroca=-bons, me.inly o! natural gas. This method o! 
protluct::..on yields hydrogen at 2-J MPa pressu=e, v:ticr. is 
su!f icient for many hydrogenations. 

As for the contents of catalytic poisons the petrocheciictl 
hydrogen is of su!ficiel!t purity, the hydrogen sulfide conte!lt 
~sually is lower than O.l p.r;m. Inert gases m~y however be 
present, mainly methane e.nd nitrogen, to concentrations of 
1-30 vol.~. Such diluted hydrogen is poorly suited for hydro
genations. In the batch autoclave the inert gas would accu
mulate above the level of liquid, which may even bring about 
a complete stop of the hydrogenetion process. In continuous 
appar.i.tus a certain quantity of gases must be discharged 
during the process to maintain an admissible level of the 
inerts but, in every ca~e, the hydroeene. tion proceeds e.t a 
lower concentration of hydrogen then is that of the incomi-.ig 
hydroger:. Vii th e. vieY1 to the 1st order of hydroger1nt:i.on to 
hydrogen, this cuts dovm on the reactor output and the gas 
being discharged represents hydrogen losses. 

A recent technique used to remove the inerts from hydrogen 
is the molecular sieves /the so-called PSA process, delive
red e.g. by Linde AG./, or the inerts are separated using 
polymere membranes /the PRISM process, Monsanto/. 

In certain plants the hydrogen is produced as a side product 
from sodium chloriie electrolysis. In the case of amalgam 
electrolysis the hydrogen is contaminated with mercul'J' which 
is a catalytic poison. Apparatus for hydrogen cleaning by 

adsorption on treated active charcoal is usually supplied 
as part of the delive?7 of the electrolysis fecility. 

In some plants there is no hydrogen available end thus, 
the introduction o! hydrogenation is contingent on the 
provision of hydrogen. Not counting the capital-intensive 
steam cracking o! natural gas, moderete qULmtities o! hydro
gen can be secured in tY10 ways: 

• 
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/a/ By tran~porting hydrogen in pressure cylinne~s on truck 
tre.ilers. One trE.ile~ ce.n be loaded with about 1000 linJ 

of hydrogen end in this way, daily consumption rates lo~er 
than JOOO llmJ CEil be saturuted. It is ohvi~us the.t effecti
vity will depend on how far the hydrogen tlOuld have to be 
hauled. Hydrogen thus provided is up to one order or magni
tude more expensive thE.n the.t ave.ile.ble from the distributicn 
networks of e. petrochemical plent. 

/b/ By 11&.ter electrolysis which may cover hourly conswn
ption rates o! up to 500 ?h3 hydrogen. Pressure electroly
zers can even be ordered which produce hydrogen at about 
J MPa pressure /the processes Lurgi, Lonza/. Electrol;rtic 
hydrogen is J-4 times more expensive than petrochemical hy
drogen, and 4 kWh/UmJ is the power input !or the electrolysis. 

10. Concl~~ions 

Reduction agents such as iron, sodium, zinc, £Ul!ides, etc., 
commonly used for the reduction of organic substances, are 
being replaced to a growing extent by catalytic hydrogena
tion. For instance, as !ar back as JO to 40 years ago the 
use o! sodium in the reduction of higher f etty acids to 
alcohols has been supplanted by catalytic hydrogenetion, and 
iron came to be replaced by cydrogen during the last two 
decades in the production of aniline from nitrobe~zene. The 
major reason o! this trend is the oxidation products of the 
reduction agents, which as a rule are wastes difficult to 
handle and hardly of any use. To illustrate this on the 
production of aniline, some 4-5 tor.s of wet ir~n oxide slud
ges which, moreover, omitting aniline to the atmoephere by 

evaporation, are turned out per 1 ton of the procuct. 
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In the past, the substitutions of such reduction agent~ by 
hycLT>Og~n were regarded economical solely in the case o! 
large production capacities cut, as ca.te.lysis and the hydro
genation technology have beco~e more advanced, they find 
ap9lication even in relatively low production volmres, such 
as in the pr~p~~'ation of dozens of dyestuff intermediate$. 

A survey has been givefi of the reduction reactions, indica
ting how the replacement by catalytic hydrogenation is 
done, i.e., specifying catalyst selection and ~he reaction 
conditions. InaS!luch as the precious metals palladium 
and platin'LID are used rather frequently as catalysts, the 
study has also addressed their recent pricing trend~ and 
the cost ev~lue.tion methods to be adopted when tcese cet~
lysts are ~pplied. 

Product~on equipment description~ as well as the discussions 
concerning hydrogenetion type selection are largely based , 
on the authors practical experienc 0 with developing and com-
mercielizing numerous hydrogen~tions. It is not always at 
chemical plents that hydrogen is readily available, e.nd this 
is -by a chapter he.s else been devoted to the sources o! 
hydrogen. Attention has also been paid to presenting the 
principles of safety at work which apply to the hydrogenation 
facilities where hydrogen is nearly alwa7a handled at ele
vated temperature ~d pressure. 
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III. CONCLUSI0?.15 

The present report comprises a Generel Part dealing with 
the principles ot non-waste t&cbnologies &nd a Speci..tic 
Pert devoted to tour selected teclmologies o! the chen:ice.1 
industry to which ere related the conclusions outlined 
below. 

The contents of sulfur in the crude oils 
as well e.s in the types of cnal being used 

are incessantly growing and, in parallel, the1·e is 6Ii 

intensification of the necessity of removing it either 
from the offge.ses and exhausts after combustion or, 
alterilatively, prior to combustion while using the 
raw materials for power engineering, transportation, 
and chemical purposes. 

Intensive developnents have been underway since recentl7 
in the deep processing of crude oil where mainly the high
-boiling distilletes and, above all, the residu~ oils 
are used to produce high-grade !uels and petrocheri1icP..l 
f eedstocks. Substantial progress bas been achieved in the 
modern production of low-sulfur fuel oils, in the i.J:movation 
of coal liquefaction, &?ld che:nical processing of ce.rboche
mical products. 

Conversion of the high-boiling and residUE.l ~drocnrbon 
feedstocks is ef!ected by modern, highly effective catalytic 
and thexmc-catalytic hydrogenation processes whereby the 

• 

• 
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undesirable components (sultur, nitrogen, o:z:ygen, mete.ls) 
are eliminated from the teedstocks and ~uality fuel oil.a 
are produced, together with starting materials which lend 
themselves much more easily to !urther oe:telytic or themic 
processing, euch as the f eedstocks for pyrolysis, fluid 
CAtalytic cracking, production of lubrication oils, etc. 

Worth mentioning in the first place from· among the new 
processes used for such pu.-poses are: catelytic desulfu
rization and hyclrocracld.ng of oil residues aJJd carboche
mical raw materiels, mil.d hydrocrac~g. and hydrovisbreak-
1Dg. !lhese processes are highly effective tect.:..dcally, 
are economical because of lower energy collSUlllption, and 

meet the ecological requirements relating to the low
r.este technologies. 

J..n important complement to the modern hycL""Orefining and 
hydrocr&cking processes is the non-traditional use of 
the liberated hydrogen sulfide or of elemental sulfur pro
duced frara this hydrogen sulfide. The production of sulfur 
esphe.lts and concretes, of special sul!ur-conteinine coo
posites, and of organic thiochemicels represents a sub
stantial economic and ecologicel contribution to tradi
tional refinery and petrochemical production. 

Sulfuric acid ranks among the most widely used products o! 
the chanical industl'J. As to the extent of production, it 
ranks first 1n the world out of all individue.J.11 produced 
chemical cocipounds. Thanks to this it is of paramount im
portance to the development o! individuel :national economies 
and to the developnent of the chemical industry. Inasnuch as 
the greatest share of sulfuric acid produced is destined for 
consumption in the production of fertilizers, it is clear 
that the development of sulfuric ecid production has an 
impact on the solution of th~ problem of food in the ad
vancing countries. 
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The analysis made end the report present meke it cleer 
tbet the selection of specific production technology, the 
design and interconnection of apparatu$, the selection of 
raw materials, and the links to subseque:it chemical produc
tions amount to e rather compliceted question ~hich mus~ 
be solved ~"ith respect to the prev&iling local conditions. 

The fundamentEol question - i.e., the ~uestion of minimizinb 
sulfur dio:C..de pollution - is solved at the present til!le 
by using E double conversion technology which cen warrant 
e degree of so2 to so

3 
conversion higher than 95.5~,;. 

This very high e!!iciency, unJ)6.ralleled in the case of 
other che?::ice.l productions, also relates to the selection 
o! proper catalysts and to an optimization o! its operating 
condi~ions in a cora~ercial reactor. 

Fror.1 the ecological vie,,.;point, anothe::- !1robl~ beine 
!aced is ~:mt o! disposing o! end usinz tha waste ~olu
tions of cont?.minated sulfuric acid. This probla~ is 
successfully solved in conjunction with the use o! hig~

-sul!ur residusl fuel oil. Conta~ine.ted H2so4 solutions 
at concentrations higher than 50% end even sulfate solu
tions can be used for the:rmic decomposition in furn~ces 

fired with this kind of fuel oil. 

From the economic viewpoin~, a queation which is essential 
for the sulfuric acid production plent is the utilization 
o! waste heat for rising ste~n. 

On the basis of reconunendations given 1n Part B, an 
ef!ective production of sulfuric acid can be designed so 
as to suit the partie'!llar requirements o! the country in 
question while guaranteeing living environment protection 

!rom dame.ge. 

• 

• 
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Bitric acid rank• a1ao aa<>D£ basic inorganic chem.1ca1a 
iaportant for chemical. iDdustrtea, eapeaial.l.y tor the produc
tion of fertilizers. 

As has been ahoun the medium pressure process /0,4-0,6 KPa/ 
apJM=&rB to be ~ mo&~ advu.tageous for capaC?it~ea up to 
500 mtpd BN03• !he llOx coacentration 1D the tail gas ia, 
hovever, high /about 600 ppa/ and aelect1Te reduction must 
be applied. 

For capacities over 500 mtpd the dua1 process is the moat 
economical and shova also lov level of BOX 1D tail gas. 
Combustion is at aedium pressure, vhile absorption at 
high pressure /0,5-1,4 'MPa/. The concentrations of NOx in 
the tail gas art: lover than 200 ppm, normally 125-150 ppm. 

It hka b~en documented by full-scale data on operatioc 
from 18 plants in Czechoslovakia that applicatio~ of lov
-vaste t~chnology principles can guarantee emissions lover 
than 2 kgs N02't BN03• Present average figure is 2,84 kg 
B02/t BH03 and the beat plant produces as little as 0,35 
kg BOzlt BI03• Further improvement of the average figure 
is expected in near future. Appropriate vaya and means 
are reccommended 1D the report. 

Attention vaa paid also to operational and environmental 
safety of the process, eapecial.11' to construction materials 
resistant to corrosion. a.cent development 1D energy conser
Ta tion and waste energy utilization was also aeaeaaed • 
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The chemical methods of reduction of orgaxdc c0C1pounds 
entail the necessity of disposing of the products o! t~e 
reduction agents. As a ru1e their use is very problematic 
and, mostly, such products represent detrimental wastes 
exerting a negative effect on the enviroDDent. Prom thig 
standpoint., then, the replacement ot the reduction agents 
by hyd.-"'Oge~, which acts as a reducing species in the pre
sence o! hydrogenation catal.ysts, is very much welcc.me. 

The present study surveys the chemical. reductions of organic 
compounds, presenting a classification by type of ~"'<>UP 
to be reduced and indicating the appropriate method to be 
used in the substitution by catalytic hydrogenation. fhe 
next pert is devoted to catalysts - their specific pro-

. perties, most !reque~t applications, and re$e~eretion. 
The front-ranking producers are listed and ~he trends are 
shoYIA whic!l csn be discerned 1n the development o! prices 
o! the precious and rare metals th.et have been considered 
in recent years for the preparation of catalysts. Attention 
is paid to equipment for catalytic hydrogenations - the 
reactor types !or gas as well as liquid phase hyd1~genation, 
the methods of heating and cooling, and the question3 of 
catalyst metering and separation involving a number of 

practical aspects are analyzed. 

The concluding part presents the guidelines !or sa!ety 
at work with hydrogene.tion and saureea o! hydrogen. 

• 

• 

• 
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,APPE?ID~ 

1. Criterie for evaluation of low-~-e.ste and non-n~ 
teci~ologie s 

As already mentioned, assessnent of the various effluents 
emitted is problemetic. Solutions proposed for input/out
put analysis, however, are normally based on linear pro
duction relationships. Corresponding models per.nit not 
only economic but alEO ecological parameters such as pollu
tion emission, as well as raw materiel end energy consump
tion to be take:1 into eccowit. 

Within the scope of such model calculation can be dete1·
mined the share o! pollution accounted for by final pro
ducts and by intermediate products. 

The most important steps of the method applied are the 
selection of criteria to be taken into account in the 
evaluation. It is possible to rank the criteria into !our 
groups: 

- the criteria of enviroIJJDent protection 
- the economic characteristics 
- the technological characteristics 
- the social criteria. 
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1.1. Tte criterie ot environment nrotection 
• 

The environmental criteria group selected for the evaluation • 
of the various tecl:lnologi~s contains three major sub-gro~ps: 
- Criteria based on material and energy balances 
- Criteria relating to environmental standa...-ds 
- Economic criteri~. 

The criteria belonging to this group indicate the quali
tative relationships of air, water, thermal pollution, 
and waete production. 

1.1.1, Criteria based on material and energy be,lences 

§Q!£if!£_E2!1Yi~9-!ng_g~§-~~-!!§~!-!~!~r-E!r-~! 
~r2Sll£!!2B• This relative indicetor allows !or an enaly
tice.l comparison of similer operations and technologies 
in the s~ege of both design and execution. All the cri
teria to be sho~u here are denoted by the letter C and a 
subscript. 

Cl • end gases /final product 
C2 • waste water/final product 

~2!£i!!£_lr!!b_!!r_~~-£~!!H!_!!~!r_52n.!!:Y.!!~!!2~_r!l~!i!!s 

~2-~~~-2~-~in!!-E£2~Y£l 

The lower tbe .figures, the more favorable the technology. 
CJ • air requirement I final product 
C4 • water requirement I final product 

These criteria. are of major e11viroZJ111ente.l :importance but 
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they also cheracterize the technj.cal level of the techz:o

lGgy • 
CS -= purified end gaseE /total end gases 
C6 • purified waste water /total r.aste water 

Production criteria -------------------
These indicators e:r.press the amount of final product 
that could be produced /theoretically/ from the materia1 
lost in waste water and end gases. The lower their value, 
the more favorable the technology. Tb.2 equival.ent amount 
o! the fiDal product can be ce.l.culated from the me.terial 

'balance. 
C7 = equivalent !inal product I final product 

!!!!~1!!'2~S£~-l!!r-Yn!~-2i-~in!!..I?£2gy~1 
This gives the absolute amount of waste relating to unit of 
final p1·oducts. The lower its value, the more advantageous 
the technology. Its value can be determined by meaeuremez:. i: 
or it can be calculated. 
ce = waste I !inal product 

!!l!!-l!t2gY~!~-~!~-~i-2!-I!!-!!l!£1&! 
The lower its value, the more favorable the technology. 
The value can be both measured and calculated. 
C9 • waste I raw material 

!!!i2_g,_y!!l!!!~-!D4--l2!f!l_!'!2!mi_2,_!ll1! 

!rhis figure indic&tes how much of the waste produced by 

a technology can be utilized either w1 ti.in or outside the 
production facility. Its value can be either measured or 
calculated. The closer its value to unity, the more favor
able the technology. 
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ClO = utilized we.ste I total waste 

B!!l-!2§!_~~-1!!!U..J?2!l!Ui2~-~rit!~!~ 

These indicstors are of major importance when low-
hea~ consumption technoloties 8.l."e evaluated. Their values 
can be measured or calculated. 
Cll • actual hea.t consumptinn I .tinal product 
Cl2 = theoreticel heat consunption I actual heat consunption 
Cl3 = exergy of total products I exergy of feed materiels 

General environmental noise level 
-------~-----------....-______ __, __ 
Criterion for enviroDDentally balmfull ccmponents can be 
written as additivity by weight coefficients. 

1.1.2. Crit&ria reieted to envi1"0nmentel standsrda 

B!-!!2_2f_gi§gh~g!g_~~-~!!"fil!l!!g_R2l~Yl~~-£2ll£!~!I!!!£n 
in air and waste water ----------------------
These indicators can be either dete1'Dlined by analyticel 
methods or calculated from material balances. The pemitted 
values c.bange from one country to anothe1·. 
Cl4 = discharge concn. in end gases I pel1llitted c~ en. 
Cl5 • discharge concn. in waste water I permitted concn. 

!'b!-r!l!2_2~_g2~!Yl!:St-!ll!!11!2n_1n~-~!!'!!~~!~-a!~b!t!! 
l!!!l! 

Cl6 s emitted pollutants in end gases I pennitted ~nission 
C17 • emitted pollutante in waste ~ater I pennitted emission 

i2~~!~1-ins!~!!2r 

Cl8 • toxic material I final product 

-------~--------Note: exergy • max1.mun possible use of WCirk 

• 

• 
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Epidemiological indicators, enviroD11ental effects, 
corrosion/erosion indicators etc. should be evalue.t~d 
by specialists. 

l.1.3. Economic criteria 

g!2il~-i!!Ve§~!f!!_,g£i~!£!2S 

~s indicetor sho~s the ratio of capital 1nves1ment in 
enviroDnent protection to total capital investmai.t. 
Cl9 = capital. investment in enviroDDent protection 

I total c.i. 

Q~!r1!!2n-~ri~!!i2n 

C20 = operating costs o! environment protection 
I opere.ting costa 

!!§!~-EI2~£~~!ng_gI!l!I!2B 

This is an indicator which is to take account of the 
costs of waste abatement e.nd control, plus the costs of 
waste transportation and dtr.iping, and also of the profits 
that can be derived from waste utilization. 

1.2. The economic characteristi.cs 

Methods vthich use economic categories tor the description 
of technological systems allow tor more reliable charac
terization o! technologies and selection between varianta 
of given technology. 

The economic criteria can be classified into three groups: 

/a/ Investr.ient ebarncteristics o! a technology 
/b/ operational characteristics o! a tecbnology 
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/cl economic consequences of th~ environ~ental e!fects 
caused by the implementation and operation ot a 

technology. 

For the purpose of evaluation ot the essential quenti~ative 
characteristics of the technology, its production capacity 

is needed. 

~e criteria used for economic evaluation ot various 
technologies may dif! er trom country to country and most 
of the.n are co."'llDonly used in assessnents of the feasibility 

of projects. 

1.3. Other technological considerations 

The aim of the technological evaluation is to examine tl:e 
technological system and to evaluate the technical level 
of the system. It is worth considering the following 
aspects o! the problem: 

which system elements, process parameters, and inter
face conditions are most conducive to producing wastes 
and energy losses; 

- which of the waste streams can be re-used. 

Evaluation o! a system should incorporate the following 

information: 

/a/ Sophistication of the t'cbnology /number of process 
stages·J the yield of wastes at each stage and their toxi
city; provision of waste processing within the enterprise; 
necessity o! creating an individual enterprise !or waste 
processing; necessity of waste transportation; necessity ot 
using special materials, equipment, and instrmients; ea
ployment of new methods for the analysis of raw materials, 

• 

• 
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products, and wastes; complexity of starting end setting
up a non-wast process/. 

/b/ .Analysis of inputs /amount and purity of rawmaterio.ls 
used, amount and purity of auxiliary materials used, 
energy required/. 

/cl .Analysis o! the operating characteri$ties /capacity 
of plant with respect to most advanced technologies, 
degrees of freedom under control, use of computers/. 

/d/ Analysis ot environmental outputs /air pollution; 
water pollution; theDnel pollution/. 

Process development may involve e:xper:imentillg, theoretical 
analyses, mathematical modeling, and optimiz&tion from 
the point of view o! enviro:nment protection. 

1.4. Social considerations relating to non-waste 
technologies 

The social criteria include: 

- Effects of tec.bnology on man, the working conditions 
/climatic !actors, noise, maximum physical labor, 
monotonousness of work, health hazards/. 

- Effects of technol~s.f on the social climate /work force 
and its composition, educational e.nd cultural changes/ • 

- Evaluation of teclmology from the aspects of public 
relations /public opinion about the desirability o! the 
technology/. 
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2. Plen of action for minimizing waste ot enern and ra" 
materials for selected chemical nrocesses 

~e initial step is the selection of a SY'&tem for study. 
Then it is necessary to define the system boundaries. 

!he next step is to have a complete picture of material 
flows in the systen, a mate1 ial balance. 

Third, the energy requirement of each process :Ls assessed, 
as are the sbaree of output energJ" that can be utilized. 

~he fourth step includes calcu1ation of the criteria. 
Mathematical modeling of the process may be employed. 

The fifth step is to appropriately select the technololJ" 

and apparatus. 

The sixth step is to optimize new low-waste and non-&ste 
process variants and to recalculate the criteria. 

• 

• 

• 




